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THE CHOICE
of

LEADING

MANUFACTURERS

For over four years Thordarson
transformers have predominated in
the receivers and power units of

- leading radio manufacturers.
- Such patronage is not an accident.- It stands as a positive proof of a

superiority of product. It demon-
strates the effectiveness of a policy
of service rendered to the n'th de-
gree by an efficient and smooth
running organization.
We are at present manufacturing
over twelve hundred different types
of transformers. Among our cus-
tomers are more than a hundred
radio manufacturers.

Thordarson engineers always stand
ready to help you with your trans-
former problems.

PROMPT DELIVERY
RIGHT PRICES

A01M11011UWIAldletO1IWAIAVIAIIOfI

TtioRDARsoN
fupreme in Musical Performance

TRANSFORMERS 141

THORDARSON ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.Transformer specialists since 11395
WORLDS OLDEST AND LARGEST EXCLUSIVE TRANSFORMER MAKERS

Chicago. US. A. x(35101
When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.



In the Finest Sets ...
Faradon

At the R.M.A. Show the latest
and finest radio equipment

is presented.

Playing no small part in this ad-
vanced standard of quality and de-
pendability is the Faradon Capaci-
tor, specified by manufacturers be-
cause of satisfactory service ren-
dered.

Faradon engineers are always
ready to co-operate with you on
special equipment which cannot be
taken care of by the more than
200 Faradon Capacitors in regular
production.

WIRELESS SPECIALTY APPARATUS CO.
Jamaica Plain

BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.
Established 1907

Electrostatic Condensers
for All Purposes

1937

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.



High Voltage Power Units
FOR TRANSMITTERS AND LABORATORIES

Complete Rectifier Units Supplying Plate and Filament
Voltage Employs Standard UX-852 Tube.

OUTPUT RATINGS
PLATE

2000 Volts D.C.
At 300 Watts

(z5o Mils)

FILAMENT
10 Volts A.C.
At 80 Watts

(8 Amps)

thCOMPLETE power supply for the medium power Amateur
Transmitters using either telephone or telegraph. Ready for

immediate use. Plugs into the ordinary light socket. Operates from
110 volt, 50 to 60 cycle, single phase alternating current power source,
supplies sufficient power for operating either one or two UX-852
tubes or one UV -204A tube or any other tubes having similar
characteristics.

COMPRISES
Plate Transformer-Separate Filament Transformer

-Two 30 Henry Filter Choke Coils-Three 2 Mfd. 2000 Volt
Filter Condensers-One UX-852 Tube Holder-Pilot Light Control
Switch -8 -Foot Connecting Cord and Plug-Housed in heavily con-
structed metal case which is finished in black crystaline lacquer-
Plainly marked Terminal Panel-Employs One Standard UX-852
Tube in a Conventional Half Wave Rectifier Circuit.
DIMENSIONS -20 in. x 91/2 in. front x 13 in. deep-Weight 70 lbs. net.

Rectifier Unit-Cat. 172-Price $85.00
Price does not include UX-852 Tube.

MANUFACTURES A COMPLETE LINE OF
APPARATUS FOR SHORT WAVE TRANS-

MISSION AND RECEPTION.

RADIO ENGINEERING LABORATORIES
100 Wilbur Ave. Long Island City, N.Y., U.S.A.

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS Win be mutually helpful.



Elkon Engineers
have

worked ex-

Tgedingly
closely with many

of tbe

manufacturers
of drunnic

speakers.

The result of this
work is an intimate

knowledge
of the problems

of suply

ingsmooth
pow er to moving

coils and

a complete
series of rectifiers

supplying

just the voltage
arid current

desired.
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Ihe Olson Dry Rectifier
lass long

bees considered
the

ideal recti
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Stand-
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on
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year, andsdready
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Dynamic
Speaker

Series, especially
designed

to meet
the needs

ofManufacturers

Already
theEllsosildry

Rectifier
Use been

specified by

istaority
of the Dynande

Speaker
anufacturers.

We
would like

to work with
you as we have with

them. Simply
tell us your spcifiations,

and we

will submit
 sample rectifier

...May be supplied

w itit or without
power transformer.

let Rectifier
Ileadquarters

solve your problems.

Sena the coupon
which

will bring
you the En-

gincering
flulletins

on the Ellson 'Rectifiers
and

WO Capacity
Dry Condensers.

EL1CON,
INC.
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Radio Department, ELKON. INC., 110 Fax Island Road
Port Chester, N. Y.

We are interested in Elkon Rectifiers for Dynamic Speakers

"A" Eliminators. Send the Engineering Bulletins to

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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Chosen by
Foremost
Manufacturers . . .

ROYALTY
VARIABLE HIGH RESISTANCES

MANY manufacturers of the
country's best known and
finest quality radio sets

are using Royalties in the con-
struction of their receivers.

The unfailing accuracy, dependa-
bility and long life of these re-
sistances have also made them
widely popular as a volume con-
trol in custom-built and home
built receivers.

Being free from harmful induc-
tance and capacity effects, Royal-
ties are especially adapted for

high frequency circuits where
heavy current carrying capacity is
not required, but a minimum of
capacity and inductance is im-
portant.

Among the superior features of
Royalties are (1) Entire resistance
range covered in one full turn (2)
knob and shaft turn smoothly and
noiselessly over the entire range.

Our engineering staff will recom-
mend special resistance gradiants
for any requirements.

Complete information and circuit data furnished on request. Write for
complimentary copy of Electrad Control Manual. Electrad Specializes

in a Complete Line of Resistances for All Radio Purposes.

E LE,CT
Dept. 265-A

175 Varick Street, New York

Inc.

When Writing M advertisers mention of the Pit,a:F_Evitccs Will he mutually helpful.
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POWER PACK

MANUFACTLRERS MODEL POWER 3ACK ABC
FOR AC TUBES USING UX280 OR CX380 TUBES

WIDTH 3 itICHES. LENGTH 12 INCHES,
5., INCHES

CAPACITY LO MILLS. AT 1 6 0-1E0 VOLTS
OPERATES ON 110 115 VOLTS, '-0.60 CYCLES

Specifications of the above are as follows:
5-UX 226 or CX 326 Tubes
1-UY 227 or CX 327 Tube
1-UX 171-A Tube
"C" Voltage 4% and 40 volts.

Investigate this neat compact, quiet device for supplying
A, B & C Power to convert present D.C. battery cperattd
sets to A.C. operation, using the new A.C. tubes.
Visit our Booth No. 54 or Demonstration Room 524-A it
the R.M.A. Exposition and see this Pack in operation.

Power Packs, Chokes and T:ansformers can
be supplied to meet your exact requirements by
our experiencel Engineering Department.

The Acme Electric and Manufacturing Compary
1653 Rockwell Avenue Cleveland, Ohio

Also Manufacturers of famous Acme Radio Power Units
MEMBER R.M.A.
Established in 1917

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROC/ EDI SGS will be mutually helpful.
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Radio - Is - BETTER - With - Dry - Battery - Power

made to run
the full race!

cArNY horse can make a good start But it takes
real stamina to finish! 1So it is with batteries. Staying power
is the quality to look for-unfailing power over a long period
of service. Millions prefer Burgess Chrome Batteries for just
this reason. They hold up They last. ¶Next time,
buy black and white striped Burgess Chrome Batteries. You
are certain to get longer and better service for your money.

-the preserving element used in leather, metals, paints
Chrome and other materials subject to wear, is also used in Bur

gess Batteries. It gives them unusual staying power.
Burgess Chrome Batteries are patented.

Ask Any Radio Engineer

BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY
General Sales Office: CHICAGO

Canadian Factories and Offices: Niagara Falls and Winnipeg

BURGESS BATTERIES
When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS tall be mutually helpful.
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The new
Kolster Radio Compass

provides
Greater Safety

Visual Bearings-
Simple, Positive Operation

From its aluminum pedestal to the new
enclosed loop, the new Kolster Radio
Compass [Type AM -4490) embodies
every improvement radio science has
to offer. The insulated cylindrical
housing of the loop affords complete
protection against wind, ice, snow, and
spray. A tiny lamp flashes the signals
of nearby stations. While for long-
distance bearings, a Kolster eight -tube
receiver with a new circuit especially
designed for radio compass work pro-
vides the maximum of selectivity and
sensitiveness.

No knowledge of radio is necessary to
operate the Kolster Radio Compass. It
is built for the navigator. The positive
unidirectional indicator gives instan-
taneous readings without guesswork
or computation. A new and improved
Kolster automatic compensator corrects
all natural errors, and makes direct
readings absolutely accurate.

Kolster Radio is also setting net'
standards of performance m Isms,

KOLSTER RADIO CORPORATION
200 Mt. Pleasant Avenue

Newark, N. J.
() 1928, Kolster Radio Corporation

Irlien writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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RADIOTRONS
for modern

A. C. OPERATION
POWER AMPLIFIER RADIOTRON UX-171

Filament -5 Volts-.5 Amperes
Plate Voltage . . .
Negative Grid Bias . .

. 90
. 1655

136
27

180 Volts
4055 Volts

Plate Current . . . 10 16 20 Milliamperes
Prate Resistance (A.C.) . . 2500 2200 2000 Ohms
Mutual Conductance . . . 1200 1360 1500 Micromhos
Voltage Amplification Factor . 3.0 3.0 8.0
Max. Undistorted Output . . 130 330 700 Milliwatts

R. F. & A. F. AMPLIFIER RADIOTRON UX-226
Filament (A. C.1 z.5 Volts-i. o5 Amperes

Plate Voltage . . . 90 135 135 180 Volts
Negative Grid Bias . . 6 12 9 13% Volts
Plate Current . . . 3.7 3 6 7.5 Milliamperes
Plate Resistance (A.C.) . 9400 10.000 7400 7000 Ohms
Mutual Conductance . . 875 820 1100 1170 Micromhos
Voltage Amplification Factor 8.2 8.2 8.2 8.2
Max. Undistorted Output . 20 60 70 120 Milliwatts

DETECTOR RADIOTRON UY-227
Heater (4. C.) 2.5 Volts-z.75 Amperes

Plate Voltage 45 90 Volts
Grid Leak 2-9 lz4 -1 Megohms
Plate Current 2 7 Milliamperes
Plate Resistance (A C.) 10,000 8000 Ohms
Mutual Conductance 800 1000 Micromhos
Voltage Amplification Factor 8 8

FULL WAVE RECTIFIER RADIOTRON UX-280
A.C. Filament Voltage 6.0 Volts
A.C. Filament Current . . . 2.0 Amperes
A.C. Plate Voltage (Max. per plate) . 800 Volts
D.C. Output Current (Maximum) 125 Milliamperes
Effective D.C. Output Voltage of typical Rectifier

Circuit at full output current as applied to Filter 260 Volta

HALF WAVE RECTIFIER RADIOTRON UX-281
A.C. Filament Voltage 7.6 Volts
A.C. Filament Current 1.26 Amperes
A.C. Plate Voltage (Max. per plate) . . 750 Volts
D.C. Output Current (Maximum) . . . 110 Milliamperes
Effective D.C. Output Voltage of typical Rectifier

Circuit at full output current as applied to Filter 620 Volts

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
New York Chicago San Francisco

RCA ftadiotron
MADE BY THE MAKERS OF THE RADIOL A

When writing to advertisers Inenti9n of the l'uoeF.F.tu,cs he mutun'ly helpful.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR CONTRIBUTORS TO THE
PROCEEDINGS

PREPARATION OF PAPER
Form-Manuscripts may be submitted by member and non-member contributors from any

country. To be acceptable for publication manuscripts should be in English, in final
form for publication, and accompanied by a summary of from 100 to 300 words. Papers
should be typed double space with consecutive numbering of pages. Footnote references
should be consecutively numbered, and should appear at the foot of their respective pages.
Each reference should contain author's name, title of article, name of journal, volume,
page, month, and year. Generally, the sequence of presentation should be as follows:
statement of problem; review of the subject in which the scope, object, and conclusions
of previous investigations in the same field are covered; main body describing the ap-
paratus, experiments, theoretical work, and results used in reaching the conclusions;
conclusions and their relation to present theory and practice; bibliography. The above
pertains to the usual type of paper. To whatever type a contribution may belong, a close
conformity to the spirit of these suggestions is recommended.

Illustrations-Use only jet black ink on white paper or tracing cloth. Cross-section paper
used for graphs should not have more than four lines per inch. If finer ruled paper is
used, the major division lines should be drawn in with black ink, omitting the finer
divisions. In the latter case, only blue -lined paper can be accepted. Photographs must
be very distinct, and must be printed on glossy white paper. Blueprinted illustrations of
any kind cannot be used. All lettering should be in. high for an 8 x 10 in. figure.
Legends for figures should be tabulated on a separate sheet, not lettered on the illustrations.

Mathematics-Fractions should be indicated by a slanting line. Use standard symbols.
Decimals not preceded by whole numbers should be preceded by zero, as 0.016. Equations
may be written in ink with subscript numbers, radicals, etc., in the desired proportions.

Abbreviations-Write a.c. and d.c., kc, pmf, emf, mh, ph, henries, abscissas, antennas.
Refer to figures as Fig. 1, Figs. 3 and 4, and to equations as (5). Number equations on the
right, in parentheses.

Summary-The summary should contain a statement of major conclusions reached, since
summaries in many cases constitute the only source of information used in compiling
scientific reference indexes. Abstracts printed in other journals, especially foreign, in
most cases consist of summaries from published papers. The summary should explain
as adequately as possible the major conclusions to a non -specialist in the subject.
The summary should contain from 100 to 300 words, depending on the length of the
paper.

PUBLICATION OF PAPER
Disposition-All manuscripts should be addressed to the Institute of Radio Engineers, 33 West

39th Street, New York City. They will be examined by the Committee on Meetings and
Papers and by the Editor. Authors are advised as promptly as possible of the action
taken, usually within one month.

Proofs-Galley proof is sent to the author. Only necessary corrections in typography should be
made. No new material is to be added. Corrected proofs should be returned promptly to
the Institute of Radio Engineers, 33 West 39th Street, New York City.

Reprints-With the notification of acceptance of paper for publication, reprint order form is
sent to the author. Orders for reprints must be forwarded promptly as type is not
held after publication.
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Ray H. Manson
MEMBER OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTION OF THE INSTITUTE, 1928

Ray H. Manson was born in Bath, Maine, on August 25, 1877. He
graduated from the University of Maine in 1898, and received the E.E.
degree from the same institution in 1921. The year following graduation
he was an assistant in the Electrical Engineering Department of the
University of Maine.

In 1899-1900 Mr. Manson was employed in the Telephone Manu-
facturing Department and the Electrical Laboratory of the Western
Electric Company in Chicago. From 1901 to 1904 he was in the Engineer-
ing and Sales Departments of the Kellogg Switchboard and Supply
Company at Chicago.

During the period of 1904 to 1916 Mr. Manson was connected with
the Dean Electric Company and its successor, the Garford Manufacturing
Company, at Elyria, Ohio, the latter four years being Chief Engineer.
Since 1916 he has been Chief Engineer of the Stromberg-Carlson Telephone
Manufacturing Company at Rochester, New York.

During his association with the manufacturing business over fifty
U. S. patents on telephone, phonograph, and radio subjects have been
granted him.

Mr. Manson has been active in radio standardization work in the
Radio Division of the National Electrical Manufacturers' Association.
He is Chairman of the Technical Committee of that organization. For
several years he has been Chairman of the Electro-Acoustic Subcommittee
on the I. R. E. Committee on Standardization.

Mr. Manson was appointed a Manager of the Institute by the Board
of Direction in January of 1927, and was elected by the Membership to
the Board for a three-year period on January 3, 1928. He is a Member
of the Institute, a member of the American Institute of Electrical En-
gineers, and a Member of the Society of Automotive Engineers.
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CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS ISSUE
Dahl, 0.: (See PROCEEDINGS for March, 1928).
Espenschied, Lloyd: Born April 27, 1889 at St. Louis. E.E. course

at Pratt Institute,1909; amateur experimenter and radio operator on ships,
1905-09; assistant engineer Telefunken Wireless Telegraph Company of
America, 1909-10; engineer, Department of Development and Research,
American Telephone and Telegraph Company since 1910. In charge of
transmission of high frequency in wire carrier and radio systems. Re-
sponsible for a number of inventions relative to communication systems,
both wire and radio; also in field of railway signal and speed control
systems and phonograph systems. He has contributed frequently to the
PROCEEDINGS; is a charter member and Fellow of the Institute, and served
on the Board of Direction of the Institute from 1913 to 1927.

Nelson, J. R.: Born on October 27, 1899 at Murray, Utah. Power
Inspector, Western Electric Company, 1922-23; B.S. in E.E., University
Southern California, 1925; Engineering Record Office, Bureau of Power
and Light, Los Angeles, Calif., 1925; Radio Test, Radio Development
Laboratory and Tube Research Laboratory, 1925-27. M.S. in E.E.
degree, Union College, 1927. July, 1927 to date, Engineering Department,
E. T. Cunningham, Incorporated. Associate member of the Institute.

Owens, Raymond B.: A.B. degree Randolph -Macon College, 1917.
Post -graduate work at George Washington University. In naval radio
service 1918-19; Radio Test Shop, Washington Navy Yard, 1919-21;
Naval Radio Laboratory, Bureau of Standards, 1921-23; Research work
in connection with precision apparatus for Naval frequency standardiza-
tion, Naval Research Laboratory, 1923 to date. Member of the Institute.

Pickard, Greenleaf W.: (See PROCEEDINGS for May, 1928).
Prince, D. C.: Received B.S. in E.E. degree at University of

Illinois, 1912; M.S. in E.E., University of Illinois 1913; General Electric
Company, Test and Railway Motor Department, 1913-14; State Public
Utilities Commission of Illinois, Assistant to Electrical Engineer,
1914-17; Ordnance Department, A.E.F., 1917-19; Research Labor-
atory, General Electric Company, 1923 to date. Fellow, American
Institute of Electrical Engineers and American Physical Society.

Terman, Frederick Emmons: (See PROCEEDINGS for April, 1928).
Turner: H. M.: Born at Hillsboro, Illinois, July 20, 1882. Received

B. S. degree, University of Illinois, 1910; M. S. degree, 1915; assistant
instructor in electrical engineering, 1910-12. Instructor, University of
Minnesota, 1912-18. Assistant professor, Yale University, 1918-26; As-
sociate professor, 1926- . Frequent contributor to the leading engineer-
ing journals. Member I.R.E., A.I.E.E., and International Union of
Scientific Radiotelegraphy.

Tuve, M. A.: Born on June 27, 1901 at Canton, South Dakota.
Amateur radio operator, 1915-21; Received B.S. in E.E. degree and M.A.
degree from University of Minnesota; Ph. D. degree from Johns Hopkins,
1926; former Instructor in Physics, Princeton University and Johns
Hopkins University. At present, associate physicist, Department of
Terrestrial Magnetism, Carnegie Institution of Washington.
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Van Dyke, K. S.: Born at Brooklyn, N. Y., December 8, 1892;
Received B.S. degree from Wesleyan University, 1916; M.S. degree, 1917.
Ph.D. degree, University of Chicago, 1921. Engineering Department,
American Telephone and Telegraph Company, 1917-19; Assistant in
physics department, University of Chicago, 1919-21; Assistant Professor
of Physics, Wesleyan University, 1921-25; 1925 to date Associate Professor
of Physics, Wesleyan University. Member of the Institute. Secretary
(1927) and Vice -Chairman (1928) Connecticut Valley Section of the
Institute.

Williams, N. H.: Ph.D. degree, 1912. Research Laboratory,
General Electric Company, 1923-24, engaged in development of screen -
grid tube and measurement of the charge of the electron by the "shot -
effect." On staff of Physics Department, University of Michigan, 1909 to
date. At present Professor of Physics.

Worrell, Robert H.: Educated at Lowell Textile School and George
Washington Unversity. With Manchester Traction and Power company,
Manchester, New Hampshire, 1912-16 in charge of electrical machine
shop; assistant in charge of Transmitter Test Laboratory, Marconi
Wireless Telegraph Company, 1916-17; in charge of Receiver Test
Laboratory, Washington Navy Yard, 1917-23; research and design per-
taining to frequency standardization, Naval Research Laboratory, 1923
to date. Member of the A. I. E. E. and Associate member of the Institute.

Yagi, Hidetsugu: Born, January 28, 1886 at Osaka City, Japan.
Graduated and received degrees from Tokio Imperial University, 1909,
and Department of Education, Japanese Government, 1919. Lecturer at
Sendai Higher Technical School, 1909-10; Professor in electrical engineer-
ing, Sendai Higher Technical College, 1910-1912; travelling Fellow,
Department of Education of Japanese Government, studying in Berlin,
Dresden, London, and at Harvard, 1913-16; Professor of electrical
engineering, Tohoku Imperial University, Sendai, Japan, 1916 to date.
Fellow of the Institute.



INSTITUTE ACTIVITIES

MAY MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTION

A meeting of the Board of Direction was held in the office of
the Institute on May 2nd. The following were present: L. E.
Whittemore, Vice -President; Melville Eastham, Treasurer;
Donald McNicol, Junior Past -President; W. G. Cady, J. H.
Dellinger, R. A. Heising, J. V. L. Hogan, R. H. Marriott, and
J. M. Clayton, Secretary.

The following were transferred or elected to higher grades
of membership in the Institute: Transferred to the grade of
Fellow: C. M. Jansky, Jr.; Transferred to the grade of Member:
W. E. Brindley, J. E. Fetzer, C. W. Horn, C. M. Howard, and
S. R. Montcalm. Elected to the grade of Member: R. W. Acker-
man, A. J. Chesterton, C. R. Hanna, A. H. Morton, 0. A.
Pearson, and A. M. Trogner.

One hundred and ten Associate members and ten Junior
members were elected.

A petition from members residing within the vicinity of New
Orleans, Louisiana was submitted to the Board for approval of
the formation of a New Orleans Section of the Institute. The
petition was approved. Prominent in the organization work of
the New Orleans Section were Pendleton E. Lehde, T. G.
Deiler, L. J. N. duTreil, and A. Schiele.

Lewis M. Hull was appointed the Institute's representative
on the Sectional Committee on Radio of the American Engineer-
ing Standards Committee, to succeed Professor L. A. Hazeltine.

1928 MEMBERSHIP CARDS

As announced on several occasions in past issues of the
PROCEEDINGS, membership cards are available for all members
this year. Cards can be secured only upon specific request to the
office of the Secretary, and are not mailed automatically upon
payment of member dues.

NEW STYLE OF I. R. E. EMBLEM

A new membership emblem, in the form of a screw -back
lapel button, approximately one-half the size of the present em-
blem, will be available within approximately thirty days. This
emblem will be finished in the various colors signifying the dif-
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ferent grades of membership. It is of 14 k. gold and can be
purchased from the Secretary for $2.75 postpaid.

1928 YEAR BOOS

The 1928 Year Book of the Institute, containing general
information concerning the Institute, the Constitution and By -
Laws, a catalog of the membership listed both alphabetically and
geographically, and other information of value, is at the printer's
and should be mailed as a supplement to either the June or
July issue of the PROCEEDINGS.

REFERENCES TO RADIO LITERATURE

Through the cooperation of the Bureau of Standards, with the
July issue the PROCEEDINGS will contain the monthly list of
references to current radio literature as prepared by the Bureau
and printed in the Radio Service Bulletin. The first printing will
consist of a recapitulation of all references compiled since the
first of 1928, to be followed by the monthly list, in each issue of
the PROCEEDINGS.

PAPERS IN PAMPHLET FORM

On page xxxiv of this issue will be found a list of papers
which are in pamphlet form and are available for distribution,
free of charge, to members of the Institute. Kindly address re-
quests to the Secretary, indicating the papers wanted numerically
and not by titles. To non-members of the Institute these reprint
copies are sold at fifty cents each.

ERRATA

An error exists in Fig. 2 of the paper "Broadcast Control
Operation" printed on page 502 of the April, 1928 issue of the
PROCEEDINGS. The total resistances of the potentiometers shown
should be paralleled and connected to the upper end of their
corresponding coil secondaries so that the impedance facing the
amplifier input remains sensibly constant, the audio input to
any of the potentiometers varying according as the microphone
in question is to play a greater or lesser part in the final output.

MATERIAL ON FORMATION OF SECTIONS

The 1927 and 1928 Committees on Sections have prepared a
document outlining the steps to be taken in organizing a Section
of the Institute, containing suggestions relative to the successful
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operation of a Section and describing many of the important
functions of a Section. This material was prepared, primarily,
for the information and guidance of members interested in
the organization of a Section of the Institute. Members so inter-
ested may obtain a copy upon application to the Institute
office.

Institute Meetings
NEW YORK MEETING

On May 2nd a meeting of the Institute was held in the En-
gineering Societies Building, 33 West 39th Street, New York.
L. E. Whittemore, Vice -President of the Institute, presided.

K. S. Van Dyke presented two papers. The first, "The Piezo-
Electric Resonator and Its Equivalent Network," is published
in this issue of the PROCEEDINGS.

The second, "Some Experiments with Vibrating Quartz
Spheres," is summarized as follows: Quartz spheres, mounted
between parallel plate electrodes which may have much greater
separation than the diameter of the sphere, respond as piezo-
electric resonators to frequencies in the following ratios: 1,
1.47, 1.61, 1.83, 2.12, 2.18, and 4.12. Some of these response
frequencies appear as doublets which depend for their relative
intensity on the orientation of the sphere in the field. The
lowest frequency corresponds to a radio wavelength of about
108 meters per millimeter diameter of the sphere. The decrement
of the sphere is very small and the sphere behaves as an
oscillator as well as a resonator for some of these modes.
The geometry of the, modes listed is indicated by the Giebe
and Scheibe type of luminous discharge on, and near, the
surface of the sphere when it is driven by a sufficiently intense
field. Photographs of these discharge patterns were shown for
the first three of the above modes for a sphere about 5 cm. in
diameter. In strong electric fields in which the sphere is resonant,
the sphere becomes very slippery to touch and slides around quite
freely, without rolling, on a flat supporting electrode, or slides
along a track without rolling, or runs around a ring. Though
apparently quite still when resting on a smooth concave electrode,
nevertheless, if centered by a small hole, it selects an axis for
rotation and rotates steadily about this axis, the rotation being
apparently due to the reaction of the sphere on the support
rather than to any winds of the Meissner type which it may give
off. Winds of the latter type are present, however, but in the
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vibration modes observed, apparently have no moment for ro-
tation.

In the discussion which followed these papers, the following,
among others, took part: F. K. Vreeland, L. E. Whittemore,
K. S. Van Dyke, L. M. Hull, and W. C. Bohn.

It is hoped that the second paper may appear in some future
issue of the PROCEEDINGS.

Some three hundred members and guests attended this meet-
ing.

ATLANTA SECTION

A meeting of the Atlanta Section was held on May 9, 1928 in
the Civic Room of the Hotel Ansley, Atlanta. Preceding the
meeting an informal dinner was held in the Ansley Hotel.

F. H. Schnell, of the Burgess Battery Company, presented a
paper, "Aircraft Radio."

Officers to serve until December 31, 1928 were announced as
follows: Chairman, Walter Van Nostrand; Vice -Chairman, D. C.
Alexander; Secretary -Treasurer, George Llewellyn.

This was the last meeting of the Section until fall.

BUFFALO -NIAGARA SECTION

A joint meeting of the Canadian Section, Rochester Section,
and Buffalo -Niagara Section, to which members of the Niagara
Frontier Section of the A. I. E. E. were invited, was held on
April 11th in Foster Hall, University of Buffalo. L. C. F. Hoyle,
Chairman of the Buffalo -Niagara Section, presided.

J. M. Thompson, of the Ferranti Meter and Transformer
Company of Canada, presented a paper, "Characteristics of
Output Transformers." The paper dealt with the operating
characteristics of the output transformer, which are developed in
terms of the known speaker, tube and transformer constants.
In the first part of the paper the general formula for the speaker
current is developed and the effect of varying the transformer
constants shown. The turn -ratio of the transformer for maximum
speaker current is considered in relation to the commonly used
impedance ratio formula. The limitation of the impedance ratio
formula is then pointed out and limits set for its general use.
The general form of the current frequency characteristic for
exponential horns and dynamic cone speakers is then obtained
and a general method for matching the speaker to the output
tube is given. In the latter part of the paper, curves are given to
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show the results obtained in the mathematical part of the paper.
The curves also include the results of tests made in the Toronto
laboratory of Ferranti, Ltd., to check the fundamental formula.
The effect of the turn -ratio on the form of the current frequency
characteristic is shown and a method of using the turn -ratio of
the output transformer to match the speaker to the output tube
is given. A perfect transformer is also compared with a good
commercial transformer and the general effect of the leakage
inductance and the self capacity of the transformer was shown.

Messrs. Manson, Million, Horle, Klumb, Hector, and others
participated in the discussion which followed.

The second paper of the evening, "Shielding of Radio Re-
ceivers" was presented by M. L. Levy, of the Stromberg-Carlson
Telephone Manufacturing Company. The paper pointed out the
necessity for electrostatic and electromagnetic shielding in radio -
frequency amplifiers of high gain. No attempt was made to
explain why this shielding was necessary as it was the author's
intention to cover practical applications of shielding to receivers
of commercial types. With the aid of exceptionally well -prepared
slides, Mr. Levy described the fundamentals involved in both
electrostatic and electromagnetic shielding and how, in certain
applications, combination effects were obtained by the use of
the single shields. Then followed a description of several types
of commercial receivers employing both types of shielding.

Messrs. Horle, Jones, Manson, Graham, Lidbury, and others
participated in the ensuing discussion.

One hundred and seventeen members and guests attended
this meeting.

CANADIAN SECTION

In the Electrical Building of the University of Toronto a
meeting of the Canadian Section was held on April 18th. A. M.
Patience presided.

John P. Minton, of White Plains, New York, presented a
paper, "Soft Magnetic Materials in Radio." Messrs. Patience,
Thomson, Hepburn, Smith, Richardson, Mott, Price, Pipe, and
others participated in the discussion which followed.

Forty-eight members and guests attended this meeting.
On May 2nd a meeting of the Canadian Section was held in

the Electrical Building of the University of Toronto. A. M.
Patience presided. Mr. Clark, of the Bell Telephone Company
of Montreal, presented a paper, "Carrier Current Transmission."
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Messrs. Patience, Bagly, Soucy, V. G. Smith, A. H. R. Smith,
Lowry, Price, and others participated in the discussion.

Fifty-nine members and guests attended this meeting..
In the election of officers for the Canadian Section it was

announced that the results were as follows: A. M. Patience,
re-elected Chairman; V. G. Smith, Vice -Chairman; C. C. Mere-
dith, Secretary -Treasurer; and J. M. Leslie, Assistant Secretary.

On April 18th a "Ladies' Night Dinner and Concert" was
held in conjunction with the Toronto branch of the A. I. E. E.

CLEVELAND SECTION

At the May 4th meeting of the Cleveland Section, held in
the Case School of Applied Science, Cleveland, Professor John
R. Martin presided. Five speakers were presented. H. W. Fay,
of the Incandescent Lamp Division of the General Electric Com-
pany, gave a review of the recent I. R. E. paper on the UX-250
Power Tube. The essential features of the paper were set forth
in a very clear and understandable manner. The reasons for
the choice of the various design characteristics were explained.
Comparison with the preceding power tubes, 210, 171, 112, and
120 was made.

M. V. King, of the Sterling Manufacturing Company, gave
a review of the recent I. R. E. paper on "The Piezo-Electric
Resonator and Its Equivalent Network." A striking feature was
the simplicity of the equivalent circuit and the extremely low
values of capacities involved. The sharpness of resonance ob-
tained from the crystal oscillator was clearly shown from prop-
erties of the circuit.

Dean S. Kintner, radio editor of the Cleveland Plain Dealer,
gave a "Will Rogers" talk on what a radio editor thinks about.
Fortunately, a lot of it never gets into print. Some of the
thoughts touched upon were the screen -grid tube, television,
and broadcast programs.

Kelvin Smith, of the France Manufacturing Company,
demonstrated the effect of suppressing certain frequencies, over-
loaded amplifiers and the meaning of transmission units by means
of a new set of records issued by the Bell Telephone Laboratories.
Some of the demonstrations bore a striking resemblance to the
familiar "sidewalk" radio.

Ralph Worden, radio editor of the Cleveland News, gave a
critical review of an article "Television Comes to the Home"
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which appeared in a recent radio periodical. The old familiar
static will soon take on new terrors for the radio -looker of the
future. The Kennelly -Heaviside layer will also soon come into
prominence due to the appearance of a secondary or reflected
image.

Forty-six members and guests attended the meeting.
In the discussions Messrs. Curtis, Catterall, Gimy, and others

took part.
CONNECTICUT VALLEY SECTION

The Connecticut Valley Section, W. G. Cady, Chairman,
presiding, held a meeting on April 26th in the auditorium of the
Hartford Electric Light Association. B. J. Thompson, of the
General Electric Company, presented a paper, "Characteristics
and Uses of Screen -Grid Tubes." The paper centered around
approximately fifty lantern slides which gave details of construc-
tion of the UX-222 screen -grid tube, as well as characteristics
with different screen and plate voltages and with different bias
voltages on the control grid. A very detailed account of how and
why the tube acts as it does was given. Typical circuit diagrams
for radio- and audio -frequency amplification were shown. The
speaker mentioned the advantages of this type of tube over the
standard three -element type for certain applications in radio
reception, and the almost imperative use in the laboratory where
circuits are required in which changes in the plate circuit must
not affect the grid circuit.

Sixty members and guests attended this meeting.

Los ANGELES SECTION

On April 16th a meeting of the Los Angeles Section was held
in Los Angeles. Dr. R. C. Burt, of California Institute of Tech-
nology, presented a paper on "The Photo Electric Cell." The
paper pointed out, among other things, that the action of a photo
electric cell can, so far, be explained only by the corpuscular theory,
while the phenomenon of radio, light, and heat waves requires
the wave theory. It is probable that both theories are correct,
but the exact relation or connection is not known. The construc-
tion of the cell was explained, and some of its uses described. Its
uses as a light -operated relay are almost innumerable.

PHILADELPHIA SECTION

A meeting of the Philadelphia Section was held on April 27th
in the Bartol Laboratories of the Franklin Institute. J. C. Van
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Horn presided. E. L. Nelson, of the Bell Telephone Laboratories,
presented a paper on "Some Recent Developments in Radio
Broadcasting Apparatus," which among other things explained
in detail the development work on some of the transmitting
equipment in the experimental development group of stations
located at Whippany, New Jersey.

Messrs. Wilson, Darlington, Frazier and others discussed the
paper.

Eighty members and guests attended the meeting.

SAN FRANCISCO SECTION

The meeting of the San Francisco Section of March 14th was
held in the Club Rooms of the Engineers' Club, preceded by a
dinner attended by twenty-five members and guests. L. F. Fuller
presided at the meeting. The speaker, A. H. Saxton, operating
engineer of the Pacific Division of the National Broadcasting
Company, delivered a paper on "The Tendencies of Radio Broad-
casting." The paper was centered around the organization and
operation of the National Broadcasting Company. The general
layout of apparatus used in conjunction with the studios was
described, the speaker explaining how different studios could
be connected to different channels. The necessity of careful
checking of facilities was pointed out. The system used by the
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company in operating
two stations on the same wavelength was briefly touched upon.

In the discussion which followed Messrs. Fuller, Lippincott,
Brown, and others took part.

Following the meeting the members visited the studios of the
National Broadcasting Company in the Hunter-Dulin Building.
From thence they proceeded to the control room of the Pacific
Telephone and Telegraph Company where, through the courtesy
of C. H. Cole of that organization, a description of the apparatus
used, together with demonstrations, was provided.

SEATTLE SECTION

The Seattle Section held a meeting on March 31st. W. A.
Kleist presided. Major H. C. K. Muhlenberg presented a paper
on "Radio in Aviation." The paper covered the following points:
A review of radio communication between planes and between
planes and the ground; relative advantages of telegraph and
telephone communication; physical problems of generator loca-
tion on plane; beacon flying with particular emphasis upon
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accuracy, dependability, and distances covered; shielding effect
of metal planes.

Messrs. Wilson, Kleist, Williams, Mason, Renfro, and others
discussed the paper.

Twenty members of the Section were present.

Committee Work
SECTIONAL COMMITTEE ON RADIO, A. E. S. C.

The following were recently appointed officers of the Sec-
tional Committee on Radio, American Engineering Standards
Committee: Alfred N. Goldsmith, Chairman; C. H. Sharp,
Vice -Chairman, and Laurens E. Whittemore, Acting Secretary.

COMMITTEE ON MEMBERSHIP

A meeting of the Committee on Membership was held on
May 2nd in the Fraternities Club Grill. The following were
present: H. F. Dart, Chairman; I. S. Coggeshall, H. B. Cox -
head, and F. R. Brick. The Committee considered a number of
plans looking to a continued increase in membership in the In-
stitute throughout the year. Its next meeting will be held on
June 6th.

COMMITTEE ON ADMISSIONS

At its meeting held in the office of the Institute on May 2nd,
the following members of the Committee on Admissions were
present: R. A. Heising, Chairman; Lewis M. Hull, E. R. Shute,
F. K. Vreeland. Approximately thirty-five applications for trans-
fer or election to the higher grades of membership in the Institute
were considered. The amount of material on hand for considera-
tion by the Committee during the past few months has been such
that it has been necessary for the Committee to work a number
of hours at each meeting to consider all of the applications.

COMMITTEE ON CONSTITUTION AND LAW

The first meeting of the newly organized Committee on Con-
stitution and Law was held at dinner at the Fraternities Club
on May 2nd. The following were present: R. H. Marriott,
Chairman; E. N. Curtis, H. E. Hallborg, and G. W. Pickard.
Most of the meeting was occupied in outlining the future work
of the Committee. The Committee is proceeding immediately
with the revision of the Constitution.
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Personal Mention
C. F. Donbar is Chief Engineer of station KQV of Pittsburgh.

Mr. Donbar was formerly with the Bell Telephone Company.
J. P. Putnam, recently engineer, radio department of the

Martin Copeland Company, is now employed as engineer with
the National Company of Malden, Mass.

F. B. Sternberg, formerly director and manager of the Dallas
Radio Laboratories is now associated with the P. F. Collier and
Son Company in the Newark Branch.

Captain Guy Hill, attached to the office of the Chief Signal
Officer, War Department, has been detailed to duty with the
Federal Radio Commission as technical advisor.

E. H. Guilford, late Chief Engineer of the Radiore Company
of Los Angeles, has become General Manager of the Radiore
Company of Canada, Limited, with Headquarters in Montreal.

Captain S. C. Hooper, Head of the Radio Division of the
Bureau of Engineering, Navy Department, has been detailed to
duty with the Federal Radio Commission in the capacity of
technical advisor.

Charles M. Kelly, Jr. has recently become associated with the
Electrical Research Products Corporation of New York City.
Mr. Kelly was formerly assistant sales manager of the Atnrad
organization.

0. M. Dunning has recently joined the staff of the Acoustic
Products Manufacturing Corporation of Stamford, doing general
development work on both receivers and electrical phonograph
equipment.

Daniel E. Harnett has recently become associated with the
Acoustic Products Manufacturing Corporation of Stamford,
Connecticut in the design of radio parts. He was formerly in
charge of production of the Murdock Company.
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BEAM TRANSMISSION OF ULTRA SHORT WAVES*
BY

HIDETSUGU YAG I
(College of Engineering, Tohoku Imperial University, Sendai, Japan)

Summary-Part I of this paper is devoted to a description of various
experiments performed at wavelengths below 200 cm. Curves are given to
show the effect of the earth and various types of inductively excited antennas
called "wave directors." Part I is concluded with a discussion of beam and
horizontally polarized radiation.

Part II is devoted chiefly to the magnetron tubes used for the production
of very short wavelengths (as low as 12 cm.) and the circuit arrangements
employed. It is shown that the geometry of the tube and its external connections
are of great importance.

The effect of variation of plate voltage, magnetic field strength and other
factors on the high frequency output, is described.

Introduction
ii HE general term "short wave" loses much of its lucid-

ness when the range of frequency involved is considered.
For this reason, the term "ultra short waves" will apply to

only those electro-magnetic waves whose length is less than ten
meters.

One of the simplest ways of generating short waves by means
of vacuum tubes is to use the push-pull circuit developed by M.
Mesny. This connection has been fully described by Mr. Englund
in the PROCEEDINGS of the Institute.

Waves shorter than ten meters may be produced with stability,
but it is difficult to make ordinary tubes operate satisfactorily
below two meters. While electro-magnetie coupling is successfully
used in the method referred to above, it seems much better to
resort to electrostatic coupling in circuits used for the generation
of waves of the length described in this paper. Fig. 1 shows a
circuit which has been used in the generation of waves shorter
than 100 cm.

Stable oscillations were successfully produced using ordinary
tubes in this circuit. Such waves have been utilized to determine
the natural frequencies of the various forms of metallic bodies.
The characteristics of "wave directors", which will be fully de-
scribed later in the paper, were thoroughly studied with the short
waves produced using this type of generator. However, it was

 Original Manuscript Received by the Institute, January 30, 1928;
Revised Manuscript Received by the Institute, March 29, 1928. Presented
before meetings of the Institute in New York, Washington and Hartford.
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716 Yagi: Beam Transmission of Ultra Short Waves

impossible to generate waves shorter than 60 cm. even with this
circuit using electrostatic coupling within the tubes.

Pig. I --Circuit Diagram of Oscillator; 60-200 cm.

receiver

',lel%  rpr

A= 4.4m

Sender

0 /./ 2.2 3.3 44.* t.4' 6.6
AtijAi A in en.

Fig. 2-The Effect of Varying Receiver Antenna Height. Sending
Antenna Height Equals 1.1 m.

The method of Barkhausen and Kurz enables one to obtain
much shorter waves. By this method, it was possible to re-
duce the minimum wavelength to 36 cm. using plate voltages in
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the order of 300 volts. Schafer and Merzkirch obtained waves
of the order of 34 cm. with a plate voltage of 350 volts, and
Scheibe has reported a stable minimum of 30 cm. With somewhat
less stability, he has produced waves 24 cm. long.

Mr. K. Okabe, assistant professor at the Tohoku Imperial Uni-
versity, has succeeded in generating exceedingly short, sustained
waves by introducing certain modifications in the so-called
magnetron. These waves are the shortest which it has been
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Fig. 3-The Effect of Varying Receiving Antenna Height. Sending
Antenna Height Equals 6.6 m.

possible to generate so far as the author is aware. He was able to
produce fairly strong radiation at a wavelength of 12 cm. and,
by the use of harmonics, was able to obtain a minimum of 8 cm.
The practical application of these ultra short waves will be dealt
with in Part II of the paper.

Part I
BEAM RADIATION FOR 4 -METER WAVES

Mr. S. Uda, assistant professor at the Tohoku Imperial Uni-
versity, has published nine papers in the Journal of the I. E.E. of
Japan on beam radiation at a wavelength of 4.4 meters. Several
papers by Mr: Uda and the author have been presented at the
Imperial Academy of Japan and the Third Pan -Pacific Science
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Congress held:in Tokyo in 1926. In the following description,
some of the much more notable points of the beam system used in
this work will be explained. The photographs show some of the
actual apparatus used.

WAVE REFLECTORS AND DIRECTORS

Suppose that a vertical antenna is radiating electro-magnetic
waves in all directions. If a straight oscillating system, whether
it be a metal rod of finite length or an antenna with capacities at
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Fig. 6-The Effect of Varying Receiver Antenna Height When Wave Canal
Is Applied at Sending Antenna. Sending Antenna Height Equals 1.1 m.

both ends and an inductance at the middle, is erected vertically in
the field, the effect of this oscillator upon the wave will be as
follows: If its natural frequency is equal to or lower than that of
the incident wave, it will act as a "wave reflector." If, on the
other hand, its natural frequency is higher than that of the
incident wave, it will act as a "wave director." The field will
converge upon this antenna, and radiation in a plane normal to it
will be augmented. By utilizing this wave -directing quality, a
sharp beam may be produced.

A triangle formed of three or five antennas erected behind the
main or radiating antenna will act as a reflector. This system will
be called a "trigonal reflector." In front of the radiating antenna,
a number of wave -directors may be arranged along the line of
propagation. By properly adjusting the distance between the
wave -directors and their natural frequencies, it is possible to
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transmit a larger part of the energy in the wave along the row of
directors. Adjustment of the natural frequency of the directors is
made by simply changing their length or by adjusting the induc-
tance inserted at the middle of these antennas.

The number of wave -directors has a very marked effect on the
sharpness of the beam, the larger number of directors producing
the sharper beam. It has been found convenient to designate such
a row of directors as a "wave canal."
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Fig. 7-The Effect of Varying Receiver Antenna Height When Wave Canal
Is Applied at Sending Antenna. Sending Antenna Height 6.6 m.

The trigonal reflector and wave canal may also be employed
at the receiving station. In this case, the reflector will be called
"collector." Here again, the effect of the directors and the wave
canal has been found to be considerable.

RADIO BEACON

These principles may be used in a radio beacon, by which a
beam may be projected in any direction. This is not done by
altering the position of the antennas or by revolving the whole
system. A number of antennas which are fixed in position are
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employed and so arranged that their natural frequencies may be
altered between two values. Thus, it may be made either a
reflector or a director, depending upon its natural frequency.

The main or radiating antenna is situated at the center, and
the others which are used for reflecting or directing the beam
are located on two concentric circles whose radii are 1/4 and 1/2
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Fig. 8-The Effect of Varying Sending and Receiving Antenna Simul-

taneously When Wave Canal Is Located between Two Antennas.

wavelength respectively. The direction of radiation may be
changed at will by properly controlling the functions of the
antennas on these two concentric circles; that is, certain of them
are made to act as reflectors while others are made to act as
directors of the electro-magnetic wave.

RADIO BEACON TRANSMISSION

If the sending and the receiving antennas are both sur-
rounded by reflecting systems, and these two structures, which
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Fig. 9-Horizontally Polarized Wave Receiver in the Air.
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are directed toward one another, are joined by a wave canal, the
radio -frequency energy may be directed back and forth along this
canal. All the directors forming the canal will have induced
oscillations but the intensity and phase displacement will, in
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The Effect of Varying Number and Length of Directors in Wave Canals

on Received Current.
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general, be different. A sort of standing wave will exist along the
canal and the power will flow at a definite rate from the sending
to the receiving station.

The wave energy received can be rectified by means of
vacuum tubes or otherwise, and thus it may be used to charge
a storage battery. It has been the experience of the author
that rectification is very easily obtained even at very short waves.
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It appears that the wave collector at the receiving station may
suppress to some extent the flow of energy from the sending
antenna. It was found that in certain cases it was possible to
transmit more power when a certain number of the directors in
the middle of the wave canal were removed.

EFFECT OF THE EARTH

In ultra short wave work, the- effect of the earth is very
considerable. Some of the experimental results are given below
to illustrate this. Figs. 2 to 8, which are self-explanatory, are for
various conditions of transmitter and receiver antenna height,
with and without trigonal reflectors and wave canals.

Fig. -14-The Effect of the Number of Directors on Received
Current and Power.

It is interesting to note that the energy transmitted increases
or is considerably increased when the height of the entire system
is increased. As yet, no limit has been found for this effect.

PROJECTOR OF HORIZONTALLY POLARIZED WAVES

A radiating antenna placed horizontally with the earth is
naturally directive. The wave is radiated chiefly in a vertical
plane bisecting the antenna and perpendicular to it. Various
polar diagrams were taken with such an antenna using a receiv-
ing antenna such as is shown in the accompanying photograph,
Fig. 9. A thermocouple and micro -ammeter located at the
middle of this antenna were used to indicate the magnitude of the
received power.

The results of these experiments are shown in Figs. 10 to 14.
In Fig. 10, S and R are the sender and receiver respectively,
while D is a wave director. The effect of varying the length of
D on received energy is very pronounced, and is a maximum of
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about 200 cm., whereas, in the case of vertically polarized waves,
this maximum occurred between 190 and 195 cm.

In Fig. 11a, a wave canal is introduced between the sending
and receiving antennas and the effect of varying the length of all
of the directors is more pronounced than was the case in
Fig. 10.

In general, the effect of increasing the number of directors
forming the canal is shown in Fig. 12, where i is the current in the
indicating meter and i,. is the current in the antenna.

----Osc;iiator

Receiver

A
Fig. 15-Diagram Showing the Location of Antenna for Field

Strength Measurements.

The length of the directors must be accurately adjusted;
otherwise successful directing action will not be obtained. It
has been found that the interval between adjacent directors must
be adjusted to a suitable value. The most advantageous value for
this interval seems to be approximately 3/8 wavelength.

A typical polar curve showing the beam radiation from such a
projector is given in Fig. 13. The measurements were taken on a
horizontal plane near the earth's surface. Here again, the ad-
vantage of utilizing the wave canal at the receiving station is
demonstrated to be quite remarkable.

It has been found that power received increases nearly propor-
tional to the square of the number of directors forming the
canal. This effect is shown in the experimentally determined
curves of Fig. 14.

HIGH -ANGLE RADIATION OF HORIZONTALLY POLARIZED WAVES

Some experiments were performed in which the field strength
around the sending antenna 0 was measured by a receiving
antenna R. The distance CR from R to a point on the surface of
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the earth directly beneath the sending antenna was kept con-
stant. The wavelength employed was approximately 260
cm. and the length of the sending antenna 0 was 135 cm. Fig.
15 shows the arrangement.

(0)

(g)

(I4

id)

Fig. 16-Polar Diagrams.

The earth seems to act very much like a mirror to ultra -
short waves, and reflection from its surface depends upon dis-
tance d between antenna and earth as shown in Fig. 15. The
experimentally determined polar diagrams shown in Fig. 16,
(a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (f), (g), (h), illustrate this fact very well.
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The effect of a wave canal upon high -angle radiation of
horizontally polarized waves was then studied. A canal was
arranged parallel to the surface of the earth in the first case and

R o

I/111111/ff

Fig. 17-Diagram Showing Location of Sending and
Receiving Antenna for Fig. 18

along the line inclined 30 deg. to the horizontal in the second
case. The actual set-up is shown in the two following photo-
graphs, Figs. 19 and 20.

It is evident from Fig. 21 that the canal is forcing the beam
toward the horizontal direction. Thus, by the use of wave

ro

jAMz
Aeitest of the send;.9 apaenna

above ground d
Pig. 18-The Effect of Height of Sending Antenna on Receiver Current.

canals, high -angle radiation may be propagated at various
angles to the surface of the earth. This fact may find some prac-
tical application in long distance work.
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THEORY

Theoretical calculations concerning the various experiments
described above are naturally involved. Some of the previously
mentioned papers presented to the I.E.E. of Japan contain
theoretical descriptions of the research. Certain fundamental
theories are to be found in a paper which will be published at
some later date by the I.E.E. of Japan. This paper will be in
English.

Part II
MAGNETRON OSCILLATORS

A diode is capable of producing oscillations if the anode is a
circular cylinder and the cathode is a straight filament at the

Fig. 19-Projector Horizontally Polarized Wave; 260 cm.

center, with the tube placed in a uniform magnetic field the
direction of which coincides with the direction of the axis of the
cylinder. When the strength of the magnetic field is increased
past a critical value no current should flow through the vacuum
tube because the electrons emitted from the filament and
attracted by the anode describe circular orbits the diameter of
which is less than the radius of the anode. However, when this is
tried experimentally sometimes there is residual current flowing
to the anode which can be detected by a hot wire instrument.
This is evidence of the existence of high -frequency currents.

It has been found that any of the diodes or the triode shown
in Fig. 23 can produce short-wave oscillations when sufficiently
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high anode voltage is applied and a magnetic field of appropriate
intensity is employed. In order, however, that the oscillations
be of extremely short wavelength with sufficient intensity,
symmetrical construction and exact dimensioning are essential.

Fig. 20-High Angle Projector of the Horizontally Polarized Wave. 260 cm.

It has been found that the wavelength can be calculated
roughly by the following semi -theoretical formula:

Xo=2ct
X o = semi -theoretical wavelength

Where c = velocity of light
t = the time required by an electron for travelling

across the space between the cathode and
the anode

lo9Fo
01;71

I = 130cm

wave length A =260un
no. of directors =
lenyth of = I S' cm

Fig. 21-Polar Diagram with Wave Canal Parallel to Surface of the Earth.

The results are given in the following tabulation. The
second column gives the wavelength as measured by the
Lecher wire method. The wavelength was practically inde-
pendent of filament temperature.
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MAGNETRON II

731

D...1.32 cm.
Vacuum:

L.-2.5 cm.
10-3/bar.

/1 3.5 amp. I1=3
Ni-Anode

cm.
W-Fil.

Anode -Voltage Intensity of the x.
(Volta) (cm.) Osciliations (cm.)

190 150 Weak 87
230
280

12288

Middle
79
72

450 63 Strong 58
500 55

1000 32 Very Strong 38
1300 26.5 35
5000 17

20000 8.5

wave length A .260cm
no. of directors = S
length Of =1IScm

Fig. 22-Polar Diagram with Wave Canal at 30 deg. to Surface of the
Earth.

The arrangement of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 24.
The variation of anode current with the magnetic field for a

typical tube is shown in Fig. 25. Above the critical magnetic
field strength there was still some current flowing which was a

Anode Anode

Extern gen:de.

Fig. 23-Types of Diodes and Triode Used Experimentally.

result of the high -frequency oscillations. The most intense
oscillation occurred at or near the critical field strength. The
oscillations seemed to weaken with increasing magnetization.

When the anode diameter was kept constant larger dia-
meter filaments seemed to give stronger oscillations. More-
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over, with larger filament diameters, the anode current most
favorable to the production of oscillations was smaller, which
is decidedly an advantage.

To get the shortest waves, the anode diameter must be
small. The result, however, is that the oscillations become
less intense. It was found that the actual length of the anode
must not be too short in proportion to its diameter, otherwise
the oscillations were very feeble.

Fig. 24-Apparatus for 26.5-150 cm. Wavelength Production.

The position of the tube in the magnetic field is very im-
portant. It was found highly desirable to keep the tube in
the most uniform portion of the field. As shown by Fig. 26,
a slight deviation from the exact center of the magnetic field
coil caused a marked decrease in the oscillation intensity.

SHORTEST WAVES OBTAINED

Two special tubes of small dimensions were constructed
and tried.

No. I Da=4.5 mm. Df = 0.14 mm.
No. II Da = 2.2 mm. Df = 0.07 mm.

where Da = anode diameter and Df = filament diameter. For
the test each tube was placed between the poles of a large
electromagnet as shown in Fig. 27.

The relation between the anode voltage and the wavelength
for tube No. I is shown in Fig. 28. Tube No. II gave a wave of
19 cm. with 840 volts on the anode and a minimum wavelength
of 12 cm. with 1250 volts on the anode. These values of
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Fig. 25-Variation of Anode Current with Strength of Magnetic Field.
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wavelength, however, do not agree very well with the semi -
theoretical formula.

Fig. 27-Apparatus Set-up for the Shortest Waves Obtained (14-15 cm.).

The measurement of the wavelength on Lecher wires was
not easy. Too strong a magnetic field seemed to disturb the

.20

/1.

4 D o +.5-L
La 0 5 cni.

0
300

0.8 I

4'o Soo 600 700
0

;r1 vcirs.

Fig. 28-Variation of Wavelength with Voltage.

steadiness of the oscillations and it was difficult to obtain the
shorter waves as a fundamental oscillation. The stronger
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magnetic field had a tendency to produce oscillations rich in
harmonics.

The most fruitful improvement made was to split up the
cylindrical anode into two or more segments by narrow slits
cut parallel to the axis of the cylinder. Fig. 29 shows the two -
segment type and Fig. 30 the four -segment type of tube.
Instead of bringing only one anode lead out of the tube a lead
was brought out for each segment. These leads were then

Fig. 29-Split-Anode Magnetron; 2 -segment type.

brought together outside of the tube without directly touching
each other and brought close to the cathode lead at a point B
in Fig. 31. After that the leads were all connected and led
to the positive terminal of the high-voltage anode battery.

Each anode segment with its leads seems to form a res-
onant circuit, the natural 'frequency of which may vary with
the length of the lead and the capacity of the segment.

The distance between the anode leads and the cathode lead
must also be adjusted at the point B, so that maximum oscillation
intensity may be obtained. Now, owing to the tuning action of
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these resonant circuits, the change of wavelength, due to the
change of anode voltage, became inappreciably small. The

Fig. 30-Split-Anode Magnetron; 4 -segment type.

wavelength was determined either by a Lecher system or by a
receiving set used to indicate standing electromagnetic waves
formed before a sheet metal screen.

Field cog

Split-anode
meretren

Fig. 31-Circuit Connection for Short Ware Oscillating Magnetron.

Parallel wire

Cry.sta/
detector

III/F - -1111.

40 CM. WAVES
A split anode magnetron was found to be especially well

suited for the production of very intense oscillations of about
40 cm. wavelength. A typical case is given in the following
table.
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Da= 14 mm.
Df = 0.14 mm.

La= 26 mm.
Lf = 30 mm.

where La = length of anode and Lf = length of filament.
Anode Voltage Wavelength Intensity (Arbitrary)

951 34.5 5.3
724 41.5 15.5
670 42 16
500 42.5 6.7
400 42.5 4
320 42.5 1.8

Fig. 32-Antenna System for 40 cm. Wave Transmitter.

The apparatus used in this experiment is shown in Fig. 32
(front view) and Fig. 33 (rear view).

Fig. ::.,-Magnetron Oscillator for 40 cm. Wave Transmitter.

In order to obtain various directive effects, antenna
systems, as shown in Fig. 34, may be used and several of these
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may be combined, using metal plates as reflectors; or groups of
reflectors as shown in Fig. 35 may be used with parabolic
reflectors of sheet metal. Fig. 24 shows a radiating system of

ti

Fig. 34-Directive Antenna, 40 cm.

the type given in Fig. 34. The polar diagrams (Fig. 36) of the
antenna system can be calculated from the arrangement of the
various elements. The actual measurements showed good

Fig. 35-Directive Antennas.

agreement with the theoretical values and the beam was con-
fined within a small angle in the horizontal and vertical
planes.

3

Fig. 36-Polar Curves. 1 -Calculation; 2 -Horizontal Observed; 3 -Vertical
Observed.
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RECEPTION OF SHORT WAVES

For reception a crystal detector or thermocouple attached
at the center of a straight antenna can be used. The currents
from several such detectors may be combined in parallel or in
series, according to the circumstances.

--.. 0 / 5 5 m 4

o

-. ..
o

o 3 3 0 mA

- o 4.65 mA
o

-- 0 5.10 mA

..*

Fig. 37-Reception with a Collector and Wave Canals.

To increase the signal strength a wave collector was built,
but its effect was not as remarkable as that of the wave canal.
Wave directors on the transmitter proved to be astonishingly
advantageous. It was found necessary to use a wave director
in order to transmit signals at this short wavelength. The

effect of the wave canal at the receiver is shown in Fig. 37.

1

Fig. 38-Receiver (Barkhausen).

The maximum distance covered has so far not exceeded 1
kilometer. In this 1 -kilometer experiment the wave was modu-
lated at 900 cycles per second. The exact wavelength was 41
cm. and the anode voltage 1000. A single Hertzian resonator
with a crystal detector at the center, a double row of 12 -meter
director chains and a three -stage amplifier for the modulation
frequency were employed. The results are shown in the follow-
ing table:

1. Single Hertz resonator only Signal not heard
2. One director chain, no amplifier Very weak
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3. Two director chains, no amplifier Very weak
4. One chain, with amplifier Loud and clear
5. Two chains, with amplifier Loud and clear
The type of receiver suggested by Barkhausen1 and

shown in Fig. 38 was also tried and gave better results than the
crystal detector in detecting modulated waves in the neighbor-
hood of 1i meters.

The experiments described in Part I were made by Mr. S.
Uda, and those in Part II by Mr. K. Okabe, to the ingenuity
of both of whom the successful development of the beam system
is mainly due.

Discussion
J. H. Dellingent Professor Yagi's remarkable work stim-

ulates some thought of a radical order. I venture to suggest
that before many years radio operations will generally be con-
sidered as divided into two classes, broadcasting and directive
radio. Radio communication is to a large extent done the
wrong way today. And before 1920 radio was all wrong. The
only use of radio was for communication between two points,
and it was always done by broadcasting in every direction.
It was not until 1920 that we had the advent of broadcasting as
such, transmission intended for reception by large numbers of
receivers. In the eight years since 1920 we have successfully
developed broadcasting. At present, therefore, the job of
straightening radio out is half done.

It is interesting that 1920 marks not only the rise of
broadcasting but also the beginning of directive radio. Ideally,
radio transmissions should be broadcast in every direction
only when intended for reception in every direction, and
should be sent as nearly as possible in one line when intended
for reception by one receiver. Since 1920 we have had the
gradual and partial evolution of beam systems and other
means of confining a communication more or less to the path
desired. One instance is the use of a string of relay stations.
Now Professor Yagi has shown us that one of the ways to
accomplish the directive function is to use a string of abso-
lutely automatic relay stations, viz., the simple devices he
calls "directors." Not only in this ingenious suggestion but
throughout a wide field of basic possibilities in directive radio,

I Phys. Zeit'. 21, 1, 1920.
t Chief of Radio Division, Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C.
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Professor Yagi has done exceptional fundamental work and
has set forth a series of principles which will unquestionably
guide much of the further development. While Professor Yagi's
conclusions are validated by experiment, he has, as he says, in
many directions only made a beginning and much remains to
be done. I am sure that many of those who have heard and
those who will read his paper will join him in further pursuit
of a number of these interesting possibilities. When they have
been fully developed we shall be a long way on the road toward
the possibility of carrying on point-to-point communication by
directive radio processes.

I have had the privilege of hearing Professor Yagi report not
only on the part of his work included in his paper published
in the PROCEEDINGS of the Institute of Radio Engineers, but
also additional parts of it described in the Proceedings of the
Third Pan -Pacific Science Congress. His work has included
not only this development of wave projectors but also out-
standing contributions to the technique of generating and using
the shortest of radio waves, the development of the magnetron,
and the amusing possibilities of radio power transmission.
Whether the use of ultra -short radio waves will be important
in long-distance communication, or whether Professor Yagi's
ideas will have their principal application in methods of direct-
ing radio waves of more usual frequencies, time only can tell.
In conclusion, I would like to say that I have never listened to
a paper that I felt so sure was destined to be a classic.



THE PIEZO-ELECTRIC RESONATOR AND ITS
EQUIVALENT NETWORK*

BY

K. S. VAN DYKE
(Wesleyan University, Middletown, Connecticut)

Summary-The theory of the piezo-electric and the mechanical
behavior of a quartz resonator is stated following Voight and Cady. The
functions of the quartz as dielectric and as vibrator are shown to be separable
and replaceable by a condenser in parallel with an electrical resonator, i.e., a
series chain of inductance, resistance, and capacity. For a Curie -cut quartz
rod excited lengthwise through the transverse piezo-electric effect into compres-
sional vibration at the fundamental frequency the series elements become
L = m /4,2b2; R = N /4,2b2; C = 020/g. This mode of vibration may be
termed the "fundamental normal mode" since the vibration direction is normal
to the electric field. For a Curie -cut quartz plate excited through the longitudi-
nal piezo-electric effect into compressional vibration at the fundamental thick-
ness frequency, the series elements become L =ei m / 4,212b2 ; R = esi v / 400b2 ;

C = 4e212b2 1 e2g . This mode of vibration may be termed the "fundamental
parallel mode" since the vibration direction is parallel to the electric field.
M, N, and g are respectively the half -mass, mechanical resistance factor, and
"equivalent stiffness" of the rod or plate whose thickness along the field is e,
and dimensions normal to the field are 1 and b, the latter being along the optic
axis. The parallel capacity is shown to be less than that for a quartz dielectric
which is free to assume piezo-electric strain and to be equal to that for un-
strained quartz. Phase and amplitude variations of current to the resonator
are shown as obtained with the cathode ray oscillograph.

HALF a century ago the Curies discovered the piezo-
electric effect. In the direct effect charges result from the
compression of a crystal, which reverse in sign if the

crystal is stretched instead of compressed. There are other types
of stress under which similar charges appear and reverse in sign
with the reversal of the stress. In the converse effect, which
Lippmann showed must exist whenever a direct effect is thus
reversible in sign, strains result when potential differences are
applied to the crystal. These strains also reverse in sense with
changes in the sign of the P.D.

The feebleness of these effects may be seen from the following
data on a quartz plate, 1 mm. thick and 2.5 cm. square, the thick-
ness lying along some optimum direction in the quartz for
electrical effects from pressure. This direction is called an electric
axis of the crystalline material, and the electric axis for a plate

* Original Manuscript Received by the Institute, April 4, 1928.
Presented at New York Institute Meeting, May 2, 1928.
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cut from the quartz as above stated. It was with plates cnt in
this fashion that the Curies measured the charges which result
from pressure. A weight of 1 kilogram on the surface 2.5 cm.
square should reduce the thickness by about two parts in ten
million and set up in addition to this elastic strain a dielectric
strain as well. This is the familiar Maxwell electric displacement
due to polarization of the dielectric. With electrodes in contact
with the square faces of the plate and connected to an external
condenser of equal capacity the P.D. between the plates would
be about 1 volt instead of 100.

The P.D. which results would be smaller as the condenser
has larger capacity. In the converse effect, if a sufficient charge
were applied to the electrodes to cause a P.D. of 100 volts the
quartz plates would become thicker or thinner by two ten
millionths of a millimeter, i.e., about one half of one thousandth
of a light wave, if the plate were free to change its thickness.
If not free, it would exert a force of a kilogram on its confines.

When a P.D. applied along the electric axis of a quartz plate
tends to cause the quartz to contract along this axis, there is
another direction at right angles to this electric axis along which
the plate tends simultaneously to expand. Fractional changes in
length along this second direction transverse to the applied field
are equal to those which occur along (longitudinal to) the electric
axis and are likewise reversible in direction with the sign of the
field. It is with these transverse effects that Cady's', original
development of the piezo-electric resonator was primarily con-
cerned. Resonators cut from the quartz so as to utilize this
transverse effect are used chiefly for the longer wavelengths.
The two directions which have been referred to as longitudinal
and transverse with respect to an electric axis determine a plane
which is perpendicular to the well-known optic axis of quartz.

The illustrative examples given have been computed from
formulas given by Voigt in his "Lehrbuch der Kristallphysik,"
formulas based on a theory which satisfactorily predicts the
known facts of piezo-electrictification. In view of the minute
effects described it is little wonder that piezo-electric phenomena
were for so long of little interest except in connection with crystal
theory. That so complete a theory of piezo-electricity as that of
Voigt should have been developed in a field of so little apparent

1 Paoc. I.R.E. 10, 83, 1922.
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practical usefulness is in itself a monument to theoretical
science.

Given the phenomena of resonance in a piezo-electric crystal,
the effects are no longer so small as to be unimportant. Since its
introduction by Cady in 1921, interest in the piezo-electric
resonator and its applications has developed rapidly until it is
at the present day an essential element of most constant -
frequency devices in the radio field.

The phenomena of resonance are fundamentally the same
whether in a mechanical or an electrical system. A series electrical
circuit is said to be in resonance with an applied alternating e.m.f.
when the current is in phase with the e.m.f. The current may
then be much larger for the same applied e.m.f. than at other
frequencies and is given directly by Ohm's law. The natural
frequency of free damped oscillations in the circuit is slightly
lower than the resonance frequency by an amount depending on
the decrement. When an alternating driving force has a fre-
quency nearly the same as the natural free vibration frequency
of the mechanical system being driven, then the resulting me-
chanical displacement may be many times larger than for a
steady force of equal magnitude. Resonance strictly occurs for
that driving frequency at which the mechanical vibrator so
adjusts its response that its velocity is in phase with the driving
force. The driving force is then applied directly against the re-
sistance to the motion. For frequencies lower than this the
velocity leads the driving force and the impedance which the
mechanical vibrator offers to the force is said to have a negative
angle. For frequencies above resonance the velocity lags behind
the force and the mechanical impedance has a positive angle.
The increase in amplitude at resonance is greater as the vibrating
system has less damping.

In the quartz resonator the alternating mechanical forces
which drive the mechanical resonator result, through the con-
verse piezo-electric effect, from the alternating P.D. applied
across its electrodes and are properly timed for resonance when
the applied alternating potential has a frequency practically
equal' to a natural free vibration frequency of the mechanical
quartz resonator.

2 Very slightly higher than the frequency of free damped vibrations.
That this is so slight is due to the extremely low decrement of these resona-
tors as compared with decrements met in electric circuits.
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We shall see that the velocity of the vibrating crystal at
resonance is practically in phase with the P.D. across its elec-
trodes. This will suggest that the vibrating crystal responds
like a tuned electric circuit with its current somehow masquerad-
ing as a mechanical velocity. Those who are familiar with
mechanical impedance will note that the piezo-electric nature
of quartz merely offers a coupling link between the mechanical
impedance of the vibrator and current in the circuit in which the
crystal is used.

Quartz resonators have such low damping that even when
vibrating in air the increase in amplitude at resonance may be
several thousand -fold. Cady found a 4000 -fold increase for a
typical plate even when damped by the presence of electrodes
as close as possible without contact. If the 1 mm. thiek quartz
plate, which we have used in illustrating the feebleness of the
static effect, should increase its amplitude a thousand times at
resonance, an applied resonant P.D. of 100 volts across its elec-
trodes would give it an amplitude of about half the wavelength
of visible light. But to have attained a similar degree of com-
pression from a steady applied force a weight of a ton would

if the crystal did not break under the strain.
Cady in his original development of the theory of the resona-

tor used the more or less familiar admittance circle diagram for
studying the effects of the crystal at frequencies near resonance.
The application of the resonance circle offers many advantages
to those familiar with its use, as is true of most vector methods
of solving alternating current problems. Some electrical engineers
who are used to recognize circuit behavior from the arrange-
ment of the elements in a circuit may understand the behavior
of the resonator more easily if it can be replaced by a group of
ordinary circuit elements. One purpose of the present paper is
to develop a network which can, on paper at least, replace the
crystal in all of its effects on the circuit in which it is placed.
There is a certain fundamental reasonableness in the use of such
an equivalent network since the resonator is used in electric
circuits, where design problems involve relations between electric
circuit elements only. Current flowing in a circuit can know only
the effects of capacity, inductance, resistance, and electromotive
force and their variations, and the current adjusts itself in fre-
quency, magnitude, and phase to these elements.

For a resonator having a single degree of mechanical freedom
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the equivalent network is a simple one, in order that it may have
a single degree of electrical freedom. The actual piezo-electric
resonator under consideration is a rod or a plate of quartz which
has a great many vibrating modes in which it may show resonance
phenomena. Each of these modes may be considered by itself,
and simpler mechanical resonators devised, each having a single
degree of freedom, and each reproducing the mechanical vibra-
tion of the crystal in the vicinity of the resonant mode for which
it was devised. The present paper will translate two of these
simpler mechanical resonators into capacitance, inductance, and
resistance in the crystal circuit. Corresponding to every other
resonant frequency of the mechanical piece of quartz there is
a similar network of constant elements which can completely
represent the quartz in its effect on the circuit at all frequencies
except in the neighborhood of other resonant frequencies of the
crystal.

The two modes of crystal vibration with which the present
paper deals are those lying in the plane perpendicular to the optic
axis with end motions of the plate either at right angles to or
along the electric axis of the plate and the applied field. Un-
fortunately there is some confusion between the terminology
used by different writers arising from the use of "longitudinal,"
by some for compressional vibrations the long way of the plate,
and by others for compressional vibrations which are set up in
the thickness of the plate by the longitudinal piezo-electric
effect. These latter call the vibration resulting from com-
pressional strains of the transverse piezo-electric effect a "trans-
verse" mode. Each of these modes of vibration represents the
stationary wave pattern of a system of compressional waves
(in mechanics and acoustics said to involve longitudinal vibra-
tions), and neither vibration is concerned with waves which are
transverse in the mechanical sense.

To avoid the confusion due to this double use of the term
longitudinal to characterize both compressional vibrations and
the piezo-electric effect which may cause the vibrations, the
present paper will call modes where the vibration is parallel to
the electric axis and the field parallel modes and will use the term
normal modes where the vibration is perpendicular to the electric
axis, i.e., at right angles to the field. The parallel modes are most
directly driven by the longitudinal piezo-electric effect, and the
normal modes by the transverse piezo-electric effect. The trans-
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verse and longitudinal piezo-effects may combine through elastic
reactions in the quartz to drive the plate in a state of resonance
for compressional waves along the third dimension of the plate,
which is here the optic axis. Resonance frequencies for such vi-
brations are found by Hund.5 To these optic axis modes the
results of the analysis in the present paper are not directly
applicable, though the method can be extended to apply to them.

Fundamental modes are those for which the wavelengths of
these compressional waves are in the parallel case twice the
thickness, and in the normal case twice the length, of the resona-
tor. In either case the middle of the quartz is considered as a
node with the ends in greatest motion. Higher overtones are
not strictly in harmonic relation to these fundamental modes
and have two or more nodal planes through the crystal. The
networks to be derived are those for the parallel and normal
fundamental modes of vibration of quartz plates or rods.

There are still other fundamental modes of vibration of
quartz resonators, one of which is in common use. This Cady'
has shown to be a shear mode. To excite it requires that the
plate shall be cut from the original crystal with its face parallel
to one of the six prismatic faces of the quartz instead of perpen-
dicular to this face as for the plates with which this paper deals.
In the plates with which the present paper is directly concerned,
often described as "Curie Cut" plates, the electric field is along
a natural electric axis of the quartz. Plates cut so as to use the
shear are frequently referred to as "30 deg. crystals," as in their
use the field makes an angle of 30 deg. with an electric axis.
These latter are preferred by some for broadcasting station con-
trol. Their natural radio wavelength corresponds to about 140
meters per mm. thickness of the quartz as against about 110
meters per mm. with "Curie Cut" crystals. Though the analysis
of the present paper is applicable only to "Curie Cut" crystals,
a similar meth6d may be applied to the shear vibrations of these
"30 deg. crystals." Indeed it may be applied to any type of
mechanical vibration which produces through known laws a
change in an electric current, provided this change reverses in
direction with the direction of the mechanical effect, and a
network may be derived to have identical effects on the current.5

3 PROC. I.R.E., 14, 459, 1926.
4 Phys. Review, 29, 617, 1927.

The general theory of such equivalent networks is given by Butter-
worth, Proc. Physical Society, 26, 264, 1914, and 27, 410, 1915.
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The following familiar electrostatic theory° is assumed. Con-
sider two parallel plates each of area A and separation e with an
intervening medium of dielectric constant k. This dielectric
may be said to have electric susceptibility n such that k=1+4rn.
This is analogous to the µ =1-1-4rk relating magnetic permea-
bility to magnetic susceptibility. Opposite charges of surface
density a exists on the inner surface of each plate. If the P.D.
between the plates is V the electric intensity, or strength of
the field, between the plates is V /e. The electric displace-
ment in the dielectric is P =kV /4re in units of Faraday tube per
sq. cm., and is also equal to a. The polarization P is nV / e.

Voigt shows that a polarization P may result in quartz either
from an applied external mechanical pressure p normal to proper
faces of the plate, from mechanical shear in the quartz, and from
an applied external field V /e. With shear and its associated
polarization the present paper is not concerned. The polarization
from pressure depends on the magnitude of the stray capacity
of the closefitting electrodes and on any other capacity to which
the electrodes are connected. Tubes of polarization in the quartz
terminate on the inner surfaces of the electrodes resulting in
charges of opposite sign on the two electrodes. These charges
produce in the quartz dielectric between the electrodes their
own polarization in a direction opposite to that from the pressure.
The resultant of these two polarizations determines the force
field between the charges on the inner surfaces of the electrodes
and the force field determines the P.D. between the electrodes.

Furthermore a field applied from an external source produces
a polarization in the quartz. A part of this polarization gives the
usual dielectric displacement of a quartz condenser. An addi-
tional part results in a mechanical strain in the quartz, or else
in a stress to balance some externally applied mechanical stress.

The properties of quartz which are responsible for these ef-
fects are given by the piezo-electric constant and the piezo-
electric modulus, designated by e and 5 respectively. These
should, strictly speaking, have subscripts to denote the directions
to which they relate in the quartz. In this paper, the former, e,
is the polarization along the electric axis resulting from unit
mechanical compressional strains s in the quartz. This associated
strain may be either longitudinal or transverse to the electric

 All electric quantities used in this paper are expressed in c.g.s.
electrostatic units unless specifically stated otherwise. Mechanical quan-
tities are in c.g.s. unite.
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axis, but is always in the plane perpendicular to the optic axis.
The latter, 5, is the polarization along the electric axis associated
with unit mechanical stress along either of these same two di-
rections. The values of e and b are -4.77 X104 and - 6.45 X10-8
respectively in c.g.s. electrostatic units (Voigt's values). The
quartz crystals is, of course, extremely complex in its elastic and
its electrical behavior, showing different properties in different
directions. Because of the very involved, and in fact unknown,
exact nature of the strains involved in the vibrating rods and
plates with which this paper is to deal, the rigorous equations
which Voigt gives have been simplified to the extent of replacing
algebraic sums of various component e's and 5's by the single
term most significant for our problem. For the complete expres-
sions from which equations (1) to (4) are taken reference should
be made to Voigt.

Voigt expresses the facts of piezo-electric polarization as they
concern us here by the equations:7

P = (n+eb)V le -bp = n'V le -bp (1)

a = V(1+47110/ 47re - bp = k'V Mare-bp (2)

Q =C'V - Abp =C'V -Aes (3)

8=617/e-up; p=eVie (4)

The two parts of the polarization are seen in (1). The first
part involves the susceptibility n' of a piezo-dielectric. As is
seen in this equation the dielectric has susceptibility from two
causes, n which any ordinary dielectric would have, and e5 which
is peculiar to its piezo-electric nature and accompanies its ex-
pansion or contraction due to the filed under constant end pres-
sure. The effect of this latter is to increase slightly the apparent
capacity of a condenser having a piezo-dielectric above that
which the identical condenser would have if its dielectric were to
be somehow robbed of its piezo-electric property, or if the crystal
could be prevented from straining under polarization. This
increase of capacity when extension at constant stress is per-
mitted is of the order of one per cent and is probably of theo-
retical interest only; furthermore, ordinary measurement
of the dielectric constant of quartz yields the apparent value
k'=1±47rn' =1+47(n+ be). Hereafter the condenser func-
tioning through this apparent dielectric constant will be referred

7 Adapted from "Lehrbuch der Kristallphysik," 915-919.
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to as a piezo-condenser, to distinguish it from the piezo-vibrator
which is simultaneously involved in the same piece of quartz.

The second part of the polarization in the quartz is by of
equation (1). This accompanies a compressional strain s in
the quartz, or, through the strain, its associated stress p. (op =es).
The ratio e/5 = u is an elastic constant of the quartz and is
roughly equivalent to Young's modulus in the plane perpendicu-
lar to the optic axis, in view of our approximations. Equations
(2) and (3) express the density u of the charge on the inner sur-
faces of the electrodes, and the total charge Q, when the area of
the electrodes is A. C' is the measurable static capacity of the
piezo-condenser when the crystal is under a constant stress.
Equations (4) are fundamental equations for stress and strain
in a piezo-electric substance, from which equations (1) to (3)
are derived.

Our working formulas (3') for the P.D. across a piezo-electric
resonator come from a rearrangement of (3) above with allowance
for additional capacity C" which may exist in parallel with the
resonator electrodes. C" may perhaps represent a leakage capac-
ity from the outer surfaces of the electrodes and the leads, or
an extension of the electrodes beyond the area A of the crystal
face. Also a modified strain 5',8 which is constant through the
quartz, is used to avoid the actual strain distribution through
the quartz.

(a ± bp)A (a 1-es')A Q -F Aop Q-FAes'
(3')C' - C' -FC" C-1-C"- C'+C"

The illustrative values already given to show the feebleness of
the static effect were obtained by substitution in these formulas.
The additional parallel capacity C" may be considered to be
included in C'.

When the mechanical quartz plate is vibrating in resonance
with an applied P.D. it has been stated that strains may exist
which are a thousand times as large as for the same static P.D.
It is evident from (3') that in static strains es' A now plays a part
similar to that which charge plays in ordinary condensers. If,
on the other hand, in considering vibratory phenomena, and thus,
alternating strains, we regard s' as the r.m.s. value of the strain,
that part of the incident current which is responsible for resonant
strains is 27rfies'A (effective or r.m.s. current) if fi is the frequency

g The modified strain s' is explained later, and it is there shown that
it may be used in place of a in applying Eqs. (1-4) to the resonator.
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at resonance. This amounts to a resonant current of 10 milli-
amperes or so to the 2.5 X 2.5 X0.1 cm. plate previously used in
the static illustrations. It is here considered to be driven in
resonance by a 100 -volt 2800-kc. source:

The charging current to this same resonator due to its piezo-
dielectric properties alone is an added 3 microamperes which
flows even when the resonator is damped so that it cannot reso-
nate. These two current values are computed from expressions
2rfies'A and 271i VC'.

Thus it is seen that it is the actual straining of the quartz
in its resonant mechanical vibrations that is responsible for
most of the current to the resonator. This straining, and hence
the current, assumes a given value for smaller applied P.D.'s
at resonance than away from resonance, a fact which is also
characteristic of currents in series resonant circuits. Current to
the mounted crystal electrodes whether at resonance or not goes
into two parallel channels, one channel that of the condenser
made of piezo-dielectric and any parallel condensers, and the
other channel that of the vibrating crystal. The relative magni-
tude of these at a given frequency and for given crystal area
depends only upon the capacity of the condenser and the actual
magnitude of the vibratory motions which the given crystal
performs. This latter is limited by the mechanical impedance
of the vibrator and by the driving P.D. This statement is anal-
ogous to the ordinary law for alternating currents in a divided
circuit. For the divided circuit network, which is to be derived
as equivalent to the piezo-electric resonator so far as circuit
phenomena are concerned, a corresponding statement is: At
any frequency, whether at resonance of one of the branches or
not, the alternating current I divides into two channels with
relative magnitudes which depend only on the impedances of
the two branches.

Caution is needed in applying equations (3') to the vibrating
crystal. These equations hold for instantaneous values of the
P.D., charge, pressure, and strain. With sinusoidal variation of
these quantities they must be used in proper phase relation, e.i.,
they must be treated as vector quantities. These same equations
are true if vector quantities are used. The problem is simplified
by using the time derivatives of this equation, made explicit
in current, Eq. (6). This total current to the resonator and its as-
sociated capacities will then be seen to be the vector sum of
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that to the piezo-condenser and that to the piezo-vibrator. This
vector sum, or a corresponding algebraic sum for instantaneous
values of current, corresponds to Kirchoff's law for current at
a junction. Thus the current to the vibrating crystal and its
associated condensers behaves as if it flowed to a condenser and
some other circuit in parallel. The problem is to find the nature
of this parallel branch.

Before proceeding to the derivation of the network it is
necessary to recall Cady's treatment of the theory of longitudinal
vibrations of viscous rods. In this, as has been suggested, he
shows that when lateral effects are neglected and compressional
waves are travelling along the rod driving it at a frequency near
the fundamental frequency, the analysis of the vibration may
be simplified by substituting for the actual rod an equivalent
vibrating system possessing a single degree of freedom. This
equivalent system is so designed as to have an amplitude of
vibration equal to that of one end of the actual rod (whose middle
is fixed) when the driving force for the mechanical substitute
system is equal to twice the force on one end (the sum of that on
two ends) of the actual vibrating bar. His equation of motion is:

Fo cos cot--.M±-1-Nt-Fgx (5)
Here Fo is the maximum amplitude of the sinusoidal force ap-
plied to the equivalent system. w is 2r times the frequency of
the applied force; M is half the mass of the rod; N is the me-
chanical resistance coefficient, which is equal to r2pA'Q/21', and
Q is the viscosity of the resonator material including any viscous
effects of the atmosphere and the mounting in which it vibrates.
p, A', and l' are respectively density, vibrating face area, and
length of the rod. g is the equivalent stiffness for the substitute
system and is related to Young's modulus G for the actual rod
through the equation g=r2A'G/2. x is the instantaneous dis-
placement of one end of the rod. Dotted letters are used for
first and second time derivatives. Cady also shows that the
fictitious instantaneous pressure which may be supposed to
act on each end of the vibrating bar to drive it in resonance is
the same as the uniform real stress acting throughout the bar.

Most of the analysis which has thus far been presented is an
adaptation from Voigt9 or from Cady.1° Cady proceeds to find
the current to the resonator and its mounting both analytically

9 Voigt, "Kristallphyaik."
1° Cady, Phys. Rev. 19, 1, 1919; PROC. I.R.E., 10, 83, 1922.
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and graphically with the aid of the resonance circle. We shall,
however, further interpret our equation (3') for potential dif-
ference across the electrodes of the resonator. Differentiating (3)
and solving for I gives equation (6) the current to the resonator.

/ = VC' (6)

In the mechanical effects with which this paper is concerned,
those of rods vibrating near resonance, the strain 8 obviously
varies from point to point in, the rod at any instant. A stress,
which may be thought of as causing this strain at each point,
varies similarly from point to point. Since this stress is p of
Eq. (1), that component of the polarization P which is associated
with this stress obviously varies according to the same law along
the rod as does the strain. The corresponding component (by
Eq. (3)) of the total charge on the electrodes is 2/' times the
integral of this polarization over half the length of the plate.
Since the instantaneous extension of the rod is the same function
of strain through the half length of the rod, we can replace the
point strain in Eq. (3) by a modified strain s' which is uniform
along the rod, but varying with time and which is defined by
31= 2x/l'. Here x is the actual mechanical displacement of the
end of the rod and s' simply the average strain through the rod.
In effect it replaces the strain of the actual rod by that for a me-
chanical resonator of a single degree of freedom.

This "average strain" is made up of two components at each
instant in time. One part is that which accompanies the eSV /e
part of the polarization in Eq. (1) by virtue of the piezo-dielectric
properties of quartz as distinct from ordinary dielectric proper-
ties, and is SV le by application of equation (4). It is obviously
in phase with V and cannot take part in the phase variations of
the piezo-vibrator in the vicinity of resonance. The ability to
vary in phase from the applied P.D. and thus to react on the
rest of the circuit is restricted to the remaining part of the strain,
namely, s' -SV /e. This other component of the strain when
multiplied by l'/2 the distance from node to antinode in the
vibrator, gives our x the instantaneous displacement of one
end of the vibrator. It should be noted that this is not quite as
large as the actual displacement of the end of the vibrating bar
for x is to be measured from the non -reacting" displacement
l's5V/2e. The latter is the only displacement when the driving

11 Cady, W. G., PROC. I.R.E., 10, 83, 1922. This is here called "equi-
librium elongation."
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frequency is remote from resonance or when the plate is highly
damped.

The instantaneous velocity of the piezo-vibrator face is
=0.5/'(4' - 817e) which when solved for i' and substituted in

(6) gives:

I =VC' - Aer5V le-2eAgIr =V(C"-Aeole)

-2Aill' =1.7C1-2eAtIli (7)

Aeole thus appears as a small correction to the capacity of the
piezo-condenser (about 1 per cent). Considering the two terms
of Cl it is seen by C' = k 'A 147re that the effect of Adis is to
reduce's the le/ 47 by the amount Se which means reducing n' by
5e, i.e., back to k and n the dielectric constant and suscepti-

-r-c
Fig. 1-Piezo-Electric Resonator and Its Equivalent Network

bility of unstrained quartz. We shall then, hereafter, consider
the parallel condenser no longer as a piezo-condenser, but as
having the capacity of an ordinary dielectric, i.e., as if the quartz
dielectric were not piezo-electric, and call it Cl instead of C'.

Eq. (7) is a statement of Kirchoff's current law, and may be
considered either as a vector equation or an equation in instan-
taneous values. The current to the piezo-vibrator is proportional
to and in phase with the rate of change of its modified resonating
strain or to the velocity of the vibrating face of the crystal. From
the analysis of mechanical resonators of a single degree of free-
dom's the instantaneous velocity t of the resonator is expressible
in terms of the sinusoidal driving force of maximum value Fa
and the vector mechanical impedance Z of the resonator by
Eq. (8) which is of the same form as the current equation in a
series electric circuit.

12 Dye, p. 453 of paper to be later cited, finds experimentally such
a reduction in the capacity of the parallel condenser, and points out that
his observed decrease is more than here accounted for. The present de-
crease should enter every a -c. determination of this capacity whether nearcrystal resonance or not.

is Cf. Crandall, "Theory of Vibrating Systems and Sound," p. 9.
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Fa 008 cot F0 cos we
= (8)14

Z N +ROI -g /co)
Substitution of (8) in (7) gives the Eq. (9) for current to the

crystal.
. eA2 F 0

I =Ili-12=CW
i'Z

cos cot (9)

When the equivalent driving force on the vibrating face (area
A') of the crystal is expressed in terms of the maximum applied
field Vole by Eq. (4), Fo=2A'po=2A'Voe/e Eq. (9) takes the
form

Vo cos cot
/ = ii+r2=cf, (10)

el'N Mel'co erg

4e2A A '
+j(VA

A' 4e2A A'co)

I, is the current to the vibrating crystal or to whatever group
of circuit elements may be imagined to take its place. The

Fig. 2-Crystal Dimensions in Normal and Parallel Fundamental Modes

denominator is, by definition of electrical impedance, (ratio of
P.D. to current) the electrical impedance of this imagined branch.
This denominator has the form of the impedance of a series chain
of electrical elements-inductance L, resistance R, and capaci-
tance C-for which the expression is R +3(coL -1/coC). Hence
the elements are

el'N el'M 4e2A A' Ak
R= ; L= ; C= ;C1=- - - eS)=- (11)

4e2A A' 4e2A A' el'g e 4r 4re
14 This is also the derivative of Cady's equation (20). Phys. Rev.,

19, 6, 1922.
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Thus the entire piezo-electric resonator may be replaced by
the equivalent network of Fig. 1 where the condenser C1
represents the quartz dielectric and the series chain represents
the piezo-vibrator.

The values of the elements of the series chain depend upon
the dimensions of the crystal, upon its characteristics as a
mechanical vibrator, and upon the value of the piezo-electric
constant of the quartz. The factor el'/4e2AA' is a sort of con-
version factor which converts impedance when measured in
mechanical units for the vibrator into impedance in electrical
units for the current. The R, L, and 1/C would all have smaller
values and thus have more effect on the current in the external
circuit if a piezo-electric material were used which was more
strongly piezo-electric, i.e., had a larger piezo-electric constant.

ci

-I- -I- T _
Fig. 3-Single Network Equivalent to Resonator at a Number

of Its Natural Frequencies.

The expressions (11) may be simplified for either mode of
vibration by substituting for area A' of the moving face, the
crystal dimension l' in the direction of the vibration (i.e., the
half -wavelength in the crystal) and the area A of the faces which
the electrodes cover, their respective values in terms of the length
1, breadth b, and thickness e of the crystal. These are measured
in directions which are respectively normal to the electric and
optic axes, along the optic axis, and along the electric axis. For
the normal mode the series elements become's

N M 4t2b2
R

42b2
=-; L=-

4e2b2
; C - (12)

" The author outlined the derivation of this equivalent network
before the American Physical Society in Washington in April, 1925,
the abstract appearing in Phys. Rev., 25, 895, 1925. Since then similar
equivalent networks have been published. That of Dye (Proc. Phys. Soc.
of London, 38, 399, 1926) was derived in form from a general dynamical
theorem published by Butterworth, loc. cit. and the values of the elements
obtained from resonance curves taken for the resonator. When deriving
the network the present author was aware of Butterworth's general theo-
rem but preferred to base his derivation on first principles, with fundamen-
tal piezo-electric theory as the starting point. The network was first
derived from equation (18) of Cady's I.R.E. paper by a few simple steps,
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and for the parallel mode
ON e2N e2M e2M 4e2A2 4e/2b2

R=
4e2A2 42/2b2;

L
4e2A2-42/2b2

; C== (13)
e2g e2g

The quartz -condenser Cl has the same value for either mode, for
plates of the same area and thickness.

A single network may be drawn (Fig. 3) to represent the crys-
tal in all of its various modes of vibration provided the frequency
of each mode is remote enough from other resonance frequencies
to insure that the other series chains have very high impedance
-a frequency separation of but a tenth of a per cent or so with
quartz resonators.

Illustrative values for the elements of the network will now
be given. The plate N2 which was described by Cady° and used
in his early experiments, is a rod about 30 X4 X1.5 mm. vibrating
at its normal fundamental (lengthwise vibration) with a resonant
frequency of about 90 kc. per second. Substituting in the formu-
las (12) and converting from e.s.u. to practical units, the following
values are obtained:
L =137 henrys C=0.0235 µAL
R = about 15,000 ohms C1= 3.54 Aid.

For a plate of a size commonly used in oscillators (25 X 25 X 2.5
mm.) vibrating at its parallel fundamental (thickness vibration)
near to a resonant frequency of about 1100 kc. per second, on
substitution in Eqs. (7) the following values are obtained:
L =0.33 henrys C = 0.065 pulf.
R= about 5,500 ohms C1=1.0 µAL

The numerical values for R in the above networks were com-
puted not from the known viscosity characteristics of quartz,
but rather from an assumed apparent viscosity (Q =100) which
is intended to include in a rough way the effects of air damping
and mounting friction. If the crystal were mounted in a vacuum
and free from mounting friction the viscosity would probably be

-a method which avoids the "modified strain" used in the present de-
velopment.

Other published papers in which an equivalent network has been
shown include:

Balth. van der Pol.-"Gendenboch Uedenlausche Vereeniging voor
Radiotelegrafic" (1926, p. 293-8). Abstract appeared in Jahrb. der.
drahtl. tel., 28, 194, 1926.

F. Bedeau, QST Francais, 8, p. 22, 1927.
Y. Watanabe.-Elektr. Nachr. Techn. 5, 45, 1928.
Y. Watanabe.-Jr. I.E.E. of Japan, No. 466, 506, 1927.
I. PROC. I.R.E., loc. cit.
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less than half of this value, and the values of R thus only half as
large. The value Q =100 is that which corresponds to the decre-
ment which Cady obtained for the resonator Ng vibrating in air
with electrodes as close as possible to the crystal.

The assumption of this same value of the viscosity from which
to compute R for the longitudinal mode is even less justified be-
cause of the entirely different shape of the crystal. Also Cady's
theory of longitudinal vibrations of viscous rods is not rigorously
applicable to the "thickness" vibrations of a plate, since in the
rod the cross-section is supposedly small compared to the length.
However, for the fundamental compressional mode the procedure
should be valid as a first approximation when the proper elastic
modulus is used.

Our application of piezo-electric theory in the above develop-
ment has involved the assumption that the electrodes were in
contact with the quartz. This is usually not the case in the prac-
tical application of the piezo-electric resonator. Even when one
supposes that the electrodes are in contact, the vibrations of
the crystal push them periodically away so that there is always
at least a small air gap and perhaps a varying one. The compli-
cations which this air gap introduces are treated experimentally
by Dye who represents the capacity of the gap by a small capacity
in series with a network of the type here derived.

The reactions caused by stationary compressional waves in
the air gap should be represented, as Dye" points out, by a
secondary resonant circuit to be equivalent to their system of
vibration as coupled to the piezo-vibrator.

The derived values for the network hold rigorously only in
the vicinity of the mode of resonance for which they were de-
rived. This limitation is inherent, as Cady makes clear, in the
substitution of the equivalent damped mechanical resonator for
the actual viscous rod. But as the series chain has a large positive
reactance above resonance, and a large negative reactance below
resonance, the network reduces, so far as practical considerations
go, to the capacity C, except in the vicinity of resonance.

The magnitude of the elements of the network are at first
sight rather striking. When the radio engineer considers an
inductance coil of 100 henrys or more and tries to picture such a
coil having so little distributed capacity as to remain inductive
at 90 kc., serious constructional difficulties arise in his mind. To

Loc. cit. p. 428.
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tune such a coil to resonance at 90 kc. with a condenser having a
capacity of but 1/40 of a µW. requires that the coil shall have
ridiculously small distributed capacity. Fortunately, we are not
concerned with the construction of such a coil, for we already
have in effect the coil and the condenser tuned to the desired
frequency in the properly cut quartz crystal. Furthermore, the
coil and condenser whose places the quartz crystal takes are
put into so small a space in quartz that we have little worry from
stray inductive and capacitive fields. Though these values of
L, R, and C seem absurd from the constructional standpoint,
nevertheless, to the engineer who wishes values of electrical ele-
ments to use on paper in design problems, their magnitude pre-
sents no such difficulties.

Marked resonance phenomena seem oddly associated with
resistances of the order of 15,000 ohms. It is to be recalled, how -

137 henries

5000 ohms

0.035 ter.

field

Fig. 4-Resonator N, and Its Equivalent Network for Normal Fundamental
Mode

ever, that it is the ratio L/R which determines the time con-
stant of a coil and the decrement of a circuit. Here, though R
is large, L is even larger in proportion than with most tuned cir-
cuits, and the decrement is thus extraordinarily small.

The sharpness of the resonance obtained with the piezo-
vibrator may be seen from the ratio of the reactance of L at
resonance to R. Consider the plate N2: 137 henrys at 90 kc. has
a reactance of nearly 80 megohms, while the resistance is but
about 15,000 ohms; their ratio is about 5,000.18 At a frequency
1 per cent different from the resonance frequency the reactances
of C and L which were equal and opposite at resonance, now

18 In this connection the "mechanical resonator" described by Moore
and Curtis, Bell System Technical Journal, 6, 222, 1927, shows a re-
actance -resistance ratio ten times as large as in the present case. Their
resonator was a carefully mounted steel rod. From more recent estimates
of the decrement of quartz resonators the reactance -resistance ratio should
have a value several times the value of 5000 used.
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differ by one hundred times the value of R. Even at 1/10 per
cent from resonance their difference is nearly 10 times R. To
shift the angle of the impedance of the piezo-vibrator by 45 deg.
it it necessary to vary the driving frequency but about 1/100
of one per cent from resonance,-about 9 cycles at 90 kc.

When the frequency is varied about 0.3 per cent above res-
onance, or less than 300 cycles, the positive reactance of the
piezo-resonator is equal in magnitude to the negative reactance
of the quartz condenser. At this frequency the mounted resona-
tor has the resistive impedance which is characteristic of parallel
resonance (anti -resonance) and is greater than the impedance
of either branch. If we call this frequency of parallel resonance
h and the frequency of series resonance of the piezo-vibrator
there is still another frequency of resonance in between these.

Y
-j.c1

Fig. 5-Impedance and Admittance at f,

The parallel network, a resistance and a capacity in parallel
at fl, offers there an impedance with a slight negative angle. At
a frequency slightly below h, however, the positive angled im-
pedance of the L, C, R chain has a lower value than the condenser
C1 by definition of h. Hence the parallel network has an im-
pedance whose angle is positive near h, and therefore must have
changed sign between fl and 13,-say at 12 a second frequency
where the device acts as a pure resistance. Though this frequency
may be determined by setting up the equations for the admit-
tance of the parallel network and solving for the condition that
its angle shall be zero, it is more easily visualized by vector
methods.19

The frequency 12 in question may be shown to be extremely
close to fl, for the network of the crystal N2 within about 1/30
of one cycle. 12 may be seen from the vector diagram (Fig. 5)
to be that frequency for which the admittance Y for the piezo-

le The vector admittance circle as applied by Cady is, of course,
best suited to the analysis of the resonator behavior, as it is also for the
analysis of the network. Cady's circle is applicable to the network on
substitution of circuit elements for crystal elements.
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vibrator has such an angle as to result with the admittance
-jcoCi of the parallel condenser in a combined admittance of
zero angle. (For N2 at 90 kc., 1/coCI is about 1/2 a megohm.)
The angle of Y is equal, but of opposite sign, to that of the imped-
ance Z of the piezo-vibrator and has a value X/R. (Here X is

Fig. 6-Reactance of Resonator N,

the reactance of LCR.) If the angle is small, Z is practically equal
in magnitude to R and hence its reciprocal Y to 1/R. Thus in
the present case where R= about 15,000 ohms, Y =1/15000 and
the angle of Y (or of Z) is (by coCi/ Y) 0.3 (as 1/coct = 500,000
ohms) from which by equal angles X/R = 0.03. From the re-
sistance and reactance data given above it may be seen that this
ratio of X/R occurs at a frequency only 3/10,000 of one per cent

() (b)
Fig. 7-Two Forms of Network Which Are Externally Equivalent

above resonance,-or 0.3 cycle. The smallness of the angles
(1/30 radian) of the impedance and admittance in this illustration
justifies the approximations used (angle for sine, and for tangent).
The nature of the reactance variations of the piezo-electric
resonator as above analyzed for N2 in the vicinity of resonance is
shown qualitatively by the curve of Fig. 6.

Johnson and Shea" have demonstrated the rigorous equiva-
lence between networks of the two forms shown in Fig. 7, pro-

f Bell System Technical Jr., 4, 60, 1925.
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vided the ratio of the resistance to reactance is the same for both
coils, and the ratio of resistance to reactance is the same for all
condensers. Hence the present network equivalent to the resona-
tor may be converted to the form (a) Fig. 7. For the conversion
formulas the reader is referred to the paper cited. The equiva-
lence of these two forms is of particular interest in connection
with any allowance which should be made for the gap effect as
separate from the reaction of the resonant air column. The pres-
ent network has assumed the electrodes to be in contact with the
crystal. Dye shows experimentally that the effect of the gap
may be represented by a capacity (which he calls K2) in series
with a network (our Fig. 1). If such a condenser can be placed
in series with the network (b) Fig. 7 to include the gap, it can also
be placed in series with (a) Fig. 7 and can then be allowed for
by a revision of the value of C2. From this revised network (b)
Fig. 7 a new network of type (a) Fig. 7 can be drawn, but with
values of the constants which are now corrected for the gap. Thus
it would seem to be unnecessary in picturing the circuit behavior
of the resonator to introduce a series condenser for the gap effect.
The air column effect, however, as was pointed out above must
be considered to involve a separate tuned circuit coupled in some
way to the present series LC R branch.

The author has used the cathode-ray oscillograph to demon-
strate experimentally the nature of the variations in the crystal
impedance as the frequency is varied through resonance. Using
as the oscillograph the Western Electric22 vacuum -tube No.
224-A, one pair of deflecting plates of the oscillograph is arranged
to show the P. D. across the resonator while the other pair of
plates shows the current to the resonator. Since the oscillograph
has a high impedance, resistances are placed across each de-
flecting system. Thus the deflections and their phases are not
characteristic of the mounted crystal alone but depend also upon
the magnitude of the resistances or condensers used. Bridge
arrangements of the types shown as (a) and (b) (Fig. 8) have been
used. Fig. 9 shows a typical set of ellipses sketched for the series
of frequencies shown in the vicinity of resonance (normal mode)
about 90 kc. for a plate (30 X 10 X 1 mm.). The elements of the
bridge were all resistances; those across the deflecting plates being

21 Dye, loc. cit.
" The circuit used is analogous to that described for studying di-

electric losses in the "Instructions for Operating the No. 224-A Vacuum-
Tube."
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25,000 ohms each, and the third element 100,000 ohms. As the
crystal frequency is approached from the low -frequency side, the
ellipse shifts through the phases shown, all in a narrow frequency
range in the vicinity of resonance. For the figures shown the
deflections up and down the paper are proportional to currents
through the crystal, and those across the page to P.D. across
crystal and resistance in parallel."

One difficulty in following such phase changes continuously
through resonance in early experiments was the reaction of the
crystal back on the source,-its stabilizing action. The sudden
changes in phase of the load react in such a way on the source as

apFlt:d app Led
P.D.

I

Fig. 8-Piezo-Electric Resonator in Oseillogmph Bridge

to prevent continuous tuning through the resonance frequency
of the load unless the crystal forms a very insignificant part of
that load. In the present experiments the driving oscillator is of
such power and so loosely coupled to the crystal and oscillograph
bridge that no reactions of this sort are detected. As a result the
ellipses vary continuously through the sorts of changes indicated
as the frequency is slowly varied through resonance.

A series of figures of ellipses of this type has been made for
various sorts of quartz resonators varying in frequency from 20
kc. to 1000 kc. It is hoped that careful measurements on these
ellipses taken at carefully determined frequencies in the vicinity
of resonance can be solved to yield reliable estimates of the mag-
nitude of the elements which make up the equivalent network of

" Watanabe, Jr. I.E.E. Japan, May 1927, shows similar oscillograph
figures for the piezo-resonator.
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the resonator, though no estimate of the precision to be expected
has yet been made.

The use of the cathode-ray oscillograph is found of further
value in distinguishing between true and false response frequen-
cies of the crystal. When a crystal is placed across a vacuum -tube
oscillator and the oscillator is tuned continuously through a
range of frequencies, crystal reactions result in clicks heard in
phones connected to the oscillator or in a secondary circuit.
Such clicks are heard not only for oscillator frequencies which
match crystal vibration frequencies, but occur as well for those
oscillator frequencies which have harmonics of appreciable
magnitude at a crystal frequency. The crystal is thus driven by

4/
o

Fig. 9-Oseillograph Patterns Near Resonance

the harmonic, and a click resulting from its reaction on the oscil-
lator circuit may be heard. These clicks are usually not so loud
in this latter case as when caused by the fundamental frequency
of the oscillator, and a basis for their recognition is had in this
difference in loudness. On the other hand there are marked dif-
ferences in the loudness of clicks for different true crystal reso-
nance frequencies. With the cathode-ray oscillograph, however,
when the crystal is responding to the driving oscillator, the el-
lipses shown above appear if the response is to the fundamental of
the oscillator, but if to some over -tone in the oscillator output,
the patterns show a two -ring, or a three-ring structure instead
of the simple ellipse. This method has been used to locate the
resonance vibration frequencies of resonators of various shapes.
It has the added advantage of permitting one to explore carefully
the region in the immediate vicinity of a resonance frequency.
Thus it has been found in some cases that a crystal has a pair of
resonance frequencies so close together that by the click method
they have appeared as one.

The author cannot close this paper without acknowledging
Professor Cady's patient counsel and helpful assistance in its
preparation.



SOME CORRELATIONS OF RADIO RECEPTION
WITH ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE

AND PRESSURE*

BY
GREENLEAF W. PICKARD

(Consulting Engineer, The Wireless Specialty Apparatus Company, Boston, Massachusetts)

Summary-Night reception and temperature at the receiver are found
directly related, maximum reception being associated with maximum tempera-
tures and vice versa. This is the reverse of the relation previously found by
Austin for day reception, where falling temperature improved reception,
and is therefore another case of the already established inverse relation
of night to day reception. The temperature effect appears to be local to the
receiver, for no definite relation was found between temperature at the trans-
mitter and reception. A correlation between night reception and pressure
was also found, signal strength increasing as areas of low pressure passed
over the receiver, and decreasing with the passages of high pressures.

THE first definite correlation between radio reception and
any measured atmospheric state was made by Austin in
19241. Comparing air temperatures with day reception at

Washington from low -frequency stations in New Jersey he found
an inverse relation, which was particularly marked with cold
waves. Early in my measurements of night reception in the
broadcast band I examined pressure gradients between trans-
mitter and receiver without finding a definite relation to recep-
tion.2 But when a homogeneous series of reception measurements
extending over a period of two years had accumulated, meteor-
ological relations began to appear, particularly those with tem-
perature and pressure which form the subject matter of this paper.

Two series of reception measurements were available for this
comparison; my own of station WBBM at Chicago as received
in Newton Centre, Massachusetts, and those of Mr. Howell C.
Brown at Pasadena, California, of transmission from station
KWFI at San Francisco. Mr. Brown's measurements are of
peculiar value in this work, as his transmission path (perhaps
because it has a considerable component parallel to the Earth's
magnetic field) appears but little affected by solar activity and
magnetic disturbances. Unfortunately, although my measure-

* Original Manuscript Received by the Institute, April 21, 1928.
 Presented before the International Union of Scientific Radioteleg-

raphy, Washington, D. C., April 19, 1928.
1 PROC. I.R.E., 12, 681, December, 1924; 14, 781, December, 1926.
2 PROC. I.R.E., 15, 95, February, 1927.
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ments over a West -East path now cover a period of over two
years, the California series began in July, 1927, and is as yet too
short for a really satisfactory comparison.

In order to eliminate the effect of seasonal and other long
period changes in reception the individual night fields were
divided by their moving 27 -day average, thus giving a series of
index numbers representing the percentage deviation of each
night from the 27 -day average centering on that night. Selecting
a sufficient number-about thirty-of temperature or pressure
changes as epoch dates, a mean of the reception index numbers
was made for the day of the change and also for each of a number
of days before and after.

Daily mean temperatures taken by the Weather Bureau
offices nearest the transmitter and receiver are used throughout.

ISO

:05

I00

95

DAYS WORE DAYS A7?

Fig. 1-Newton Reception from Chicago Against Chicago
Temperature Changes.

For the Chicago -Newton path, the temperatures are those of
Chicago and Boston, while for the San Francisco -Pasadena
transmission, those of San Francisco and Los Angeles are
employed. To eliminate the effect of small and purely local
temperature changes, only changes of 10 deg. F. or over were
taken for the Chicago -Newton transmission, and because of the
disturbing effect of the East wind on Boston summer tempera-
tures only the fall, winter, and spring months were used. For
the San Francisco -Pasadena path, the more uniform California
climate made it necessary to take smaller temperature changes,
those of 5 deg. F or over being used.

In Fig. 1 is shown a comparison of Newton reception with
temperature changes at the Chicago transmitter over a period of
thirteen days centering on the days of the temperature change,
the ordinates being reception percentages. The full -line curve A
is of reception accompanying falling temperatures, while the dot-
ted curve B is for rising temperatures. No definite relation ap-
pears, and the amplitude is small, about five per cent in each case.
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But when daily mean temperatures at Boston, 11 kilometers
from the receiver, are taken, a more definite relation is found.
In Fig. 2 the full -line curve C is for cold waves, while the dotted
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Fig. 2-Neu t, ii Reception from Chicago Against Boston Temperature
Changes.
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Fig. 3-Character of Boston Temperature Changes.

curve D is for abrupt temperature rise. Considering for the
moment only the central part of the figure it will be seen that
whereas reception shows a distinct minimum centering on the
day of the cold wave, it also shows a marked maximum nearly
coinciding with the day of the temperature rise.
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To interpret Fig. 2 fully it is first necessary to determine the
character of the temperature changes for several days before
and after the abrupt rise or fall. In Fig. 3 is shown the result of
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Fig. 4-Comparison of Newton Reception and Boston Temperature.
Changes.
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Fig. 5-Comparison of Newton Reception and Boston Temperatures.
Temperature Rise.

averaging daily mean temperatures over a period of seventeen
days centering on the day of the change, full -line curve E being
for cold waves, while dotted curve F is for sudden rises. The
curves are very nearly inverse, showing in each case a slow rise or
fall, a sudden fall or rise on the day of the change, and then a
slow recovery to normal.
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We will first compare reception and temperature before, dur-
ing, and after a cold wave. In Fig. 4 this is done by superposing
reception and temperature curves C and E, the ordinate scale at
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Fig. 6-Boston Temperatures Accompanying Newton Reception
Maxima and Minima.

the left being reception percentage, while that at the right is
temperature. Clearly temperature and reception are here directly
related, although the curves are somewhat displaced, reception
changes coming in advance of temperature.

An even clearer relation is shown for temperature rise and
reception in Fig. 5. Here curve D is for reception, while curve F
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Fig. 7-Newton Reception Against Passage of Cyclones and
Anticyclones over Massachusetts.

is for temperature. And in the left-hand portion of this figure the
same tendency of reception to lead temperature is shown, which
suggests that reception may not be directly related to tempera-
ture, but perhaps instead to a temperature -controlling cause.

As a check upon the foregoing, I have reversed the process so
far employed, by taking the maxima and minima of my night
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reception series as epoch dates, and finding the associated Boston
temperatures. The result is shown in Fig. 6, where full -line curve
M represents the temperatures centering on reception maxima,
and dotted curve N those accompanying reception minima.
Again maximum temperatures are found associated with maxi-
mum reception, with minimum temperatures accompanying
minimum reception.

There is another meteorological event which repeats at
sufficiently frequent intervals for correlation with my night
reception data; the passage over Massachusetts of the centers of
cyclones and anticyclones, which are the familiar "Lows" and
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Fig. 8-Boston Temperature Changes Accompanying the
Passage of Cyclones and Anticyclones.

"Highs" of the weather map. In Fig. 7 is shown in full -line curve
G the relation between reception and the passage of Lows, while
curve H is the relation to anticyclones or Highs. A very distinct
inverse relation exists between these two curves, reception show-
ing a decrease before and a rise after the passage of an area of
low pressure, while reception is better before and worse after the
passage of an area of high pressure.

But cyclones and anticylcones are related to temperature
changes, which makes it possible that the relation shown in Fig. 7
is with temperature rather than with pressure. In Fig. 8 is shown
in full -line curve I the temperature changes at Boston accom-
panying Lows, while dotted curve J represents the temperatures
associated with the passage of Highs. A comparison of this
figure with the preceding one makes it evident that the tempera-
tures accompanying cyclones and anticyclones are not respon-
sible for the reception changes. The passage of a Low, for ex-
ample, is associated with a temperature drop a day or two later,
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whereas reception, which is directly related to temperature, slows
a maximum several days after the passage. Similarly, the passage
of an area of high pressure is associated with a temperature rise
reaching a maximum a day or two after, but reception is at a
minimum during and after the passage.

Although the San Francisco -Pasadena series is as yet too short
for satisfactory correlation with meteorological elements, I have
compared San Francisco temperatures with Pasadena reception
and have found no relation, whereas temperatures taken at
Los Angeles, only 18 kilometers from Pasadena, show a distinct
direct relation to reception. In Fig. 9 full -line curve K is for
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Fig. 9-Pasadena Reception from San Francisco Against Los Angeles
Temperature Changes. Rise in Temperature.

Pasadena reception, while dotted curve L is for the accompanying
temperatures; a clear direct relation is shown.

Through the kindness of Mr. William K. Aughenbaugh, of
Altoona, Pennsylvania,  I have received a nightly estimate of
signal strength in the 3.75 megacycle amateur band since the
middle of October, 1927. Although this series is still far too
short for comparison purposes, I find in it a distinct direct
relation between reception and Altoona temperatures.

These correlations form an interesting supplement to Austin's
original discovery, in that they are the reverse of his results.
Just as in the past we have found that solar activity and magnetic
storms are associated with improved day and depressed night
reception, it now appears that cold waves are related to improved
day and lowered night reception; it is another instance of the
inverse relation between day and night transmission.
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It must be understood that these relations between night re-
ception, temperature and pressure do not hold over long periods,
as for example between monthly means of reception and tempera-
ture. At least in years of sunspot minima night reception is
dictinctly better in winter than summer, but this is not a temper-
ature effect; rather it is because of the longer hours of sunlight
and increased absorption by vegetation during the summer
months.

Inasmuch as both temperature and pressure are related to
solar activity' it is not safe to assume that the correlations given
above are purely those of cause and effect. And it is possible that
changes in the troposphere are associated with events above the
isothermal layer, either directly or as common effects of a solar
cause. Certainly it is difficult to see how changes of temperature,
pressure or humidity can in themselves affect radio transmission.

3 "Solar Radiation and Weather or Forecasting Weather from Ob-
servations of the Sun", H. H. Clayton, Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collec-
tion, 77, No. 6, June 20, 1925; "Solar Activity and Long Period Weather
Changes", H. H. Clayton, Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collection, 78,
No. 4, September 30, 1926.



TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS INVOLVED IN
THE ALLOCATION OF SHORT WAVES;

FREQUENCIES BETWEEN 1.5 AND 30
MEGACYCLES*

BY
LLOYD ESPENSCHIED

(American Telephone and Telegraph Company, New York City)

HE information given on the accompanying chart is based
on the experience of engineers of the Bell System, com-
bined with information secured by engineers of other

organizations, and represents what is believed to be the consen-
sus of present knowledge on this subject. The chart was ori-
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Fig. 1-Approximate Relation of Optimum Frequency to Distance in Short
Wave Radio Transmission. 11/2 to 30 megacycles, 0 to 7000 miles.

ginally drawn up as something which would be of interest to
the Federal Radio Commission and was submitted to the Com-
mission at the hearing upon the allocation of short waves which
was held in Washington, January 17 and 18, 1928.

 Original Manuscript Received by the Institute, March 28, 1928.
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DISTANCE -FREQUENCY RELATIONS

The controlling factor in the allocation of short waves is,
of course, the relation which exists between frequency or wave-
length and the distance over which transmission may take
place. The frequency best adapted for a given distance of trans-
mission varies with time of day, with season of the year and with
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other conditions, such as solar radiation, and is, therefore, a
difficult one for definite determination, the more so because
these relationships have not yet been very completely explored.
Taking the best information we have for average conditions, we
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find there exists the general relationship between frequency
and distance delineated by the curves in Fig. 1.

These curves illustrate phenomena well-known to those
familiar with short-wave transmission,-the fact that fre-
quencies which may be suitable for transmission to a given
distance at night may be quite unsuitable for daytime com-
munication over the same distance, and vice versa; and that,
in general, there are definite limitations in the distance for
which the various parts of the short-wave radio spectrum are best
adapted at a given time. The curves on this chart should be
regarded as general boundaries outside of which it is not usually
advisable to choose frequencies. For example, to communicate
over a distance of 4000 miles during the day time, it is desirable
to select a frequency between about 13.5 and 24 megacycles,
preferably one near the middle of this range.

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL ASPECTS

It is convenient to divide the short-wave spectrum into
three bands as indicated at the extreme right of Fig. 2. Of
course, these bands are not discrete but merge into one
another.

Band A-1500 to 6000 kc: (200 to 50 meters). This band is best
adapted to communication over moderate distances in the world-wide
sense, distances up to, perhaps, 1000 miles at night. The band may,
therefore, be considered as regional in its service range. The higher fre-
quencies may cause interference over intercontinental distances at night.

Band B-6000 to 15000 kc. (50 to 20 meters). In its range for com-
munication this band is more or less regional for that portion of the globe
which is in daylight, but may include practically the entire hemisphere
which is in darkness. During the winter months of the year the daylight
hours for the northern hemisphere of the globe are relatively short and the
higher of these frequencies are very widespread in their effect during the
winter season.

Band C-15000 to 30000 kc. (20 to 10 meters). This band (the higher
limiting frequency being somewhat uncertain) appears to be world-wide
in its communication range, extreme distances being reached especially
over the hemisphere which is in daylight.

For all three bands world-wide coordination is, of

course, necessary in respect to the services for which the fre-
quencies are used. Futhermore, world-wide coordination in
the individual channel assignments to stations will be required
for Bands B and C, and probably also for the higher frequencey
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end of Band A. For the lower frequency end of Band A it may
prove to be practical in large isolated areas, as in the North
American Continent, to make individual station assignments
without requiring coordination with similar assignments in
other continents.

INTERNATIONAL FREQUENCY ALLOCATION

In the center of the chart are two columns which give the
allocation of frequency bands in this range adopted by the
International Radiotelegraph Conference, held in Washington
in 1927. This allocation becomes effective, for the countries
which ratify the Washington Convention, on January 1, 1929.
It is, therefore, to be expected that the various national agencies
will immediately begin to use this allocation as a guide in making
frequency assignments to stations in this range.

AVAILABLE FREQUENCY CHANNELS

The number of channels which can be simultaneously
occupied by radio stations is definitely limited. In the chart
are given figures showing the limiting number of channels for
radiotelegraph and radiotelephone communication, assuming
channel spacings of 1,000 cycles and 10,000 cycles, respectively.
This number is far in excess of the number which can be used
practically in the present art.

An estimate based upon present general practice is also
given on the chart. Such an estimate will vary considerably, de-
pending upon the engineering assumptions. The present es-
timate shows something less than 1000 channels, either tele-
graph or telephone, the limitation being not in the band widths
of the channels themselves, but in the separation at present
required between them to avoid interference. For services
which undertake to be continuous and reliable in operation it
must be recognized that two or three or four frequencies per
station will be required to cover the various parts of the day
and seasons of the year.

The more important of the factors which necessitates a sub-
stantial separation between channels are outlined below. The
separation may be expected to be diminished in time, as the
results of further development work are embodied in practical
operation.
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(1)-Variation in the frequency of the transmitting station. Current
practice at the best stations is to use piezo-electric crystal control with
temperature regulation. Without such control and regulation, wide varia-
tion in the transmitted frequency results.

(2)-Lack of selectivity of receiving equipment. Any radical, im-
provement in the selectivity of short wave radio receiving equipment is
likely to involve complicated apparatus and will, therefore, be somewhat
expensive. Development along this line must, however, be expected if the
most adequate use is to be made of space in this range.

(3)-Practical factors concerned with the use of these channels, such
as the geographical relation between sending and receiving stations, the
different types of services required and the divers practices of the operat-
ing organizations involved.



THE NAVY'S PRIMARY FREQUENCY
STANDARD*

BY

ROBERT H. WORRALL AND RAYMOND B. OWENS
(Naval Research Laboratory. Washington. D. C.)

Summary-In this paper is described a constant frequency source which
is used as the Navy's primary working standard of frequency. This frequency
source is a crystal -controlled oscillator of special design which was developed
at the U. S. Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D. C. This oscillator
employs a type of circuit which is rich in harmonics, over 200 of which may be
used as fixed standard frequencies.

It also describes in detail the method employed to determine the funda-
mental frequency of this standard in terms of Naval Observatory time to an
accuracy of about one part in 100,000. The ultimate standard of frequency is
therefore the mean solar day.

HISTORY

SEVERAL years ago when the Navy began to experiment
with high -frequency continuous -wave radio communica-
tion, the Navy standard of frequency was an absorption

type of wavemeter. It consisted of a precision condenser and a
number of coils designed to have a constant inductance and a
low radio -frequency resistance. A resonance indicator, if de-
sired, could be loosely coupled to this circuit. This standard
wavemeter was calibrated by means of the multi -vibrator or
other oscillator the output of which was rich in harmonics.
The multi -vibrator in turn was adjusted to resonance with a
standard 1000 -cycle tuning fork. By this means the wave -
meter calibration could - be maintained by frequent checking
to an accuracy of one -tenth of one per cent. For spark and
low -frequency continuous -wave transmission, precision of this
order was satisfactory.

One of the first results of the advent of high -frequency trans-
mission was to indicate the inadequacy of a frequency standard
the calibration of which might be in error by 0.1 per cent in
either direction. For at a frequency of 10,000 kilocycles, this

 Original Manuscript Received by the Institute, January 9, 1928;
Revised Manuscript Received by the Institute, March 30, 1928.

 Read by Dr. L. P. Wheeler for the authors at meeting of the Inter-
national Union of Scientific Radiotelegraphy in Washington, D. C.,
October 13, 1927.
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would mean a possible error of 10 kilocycles, plus or minus.
Thus at this frequency a transmitter would occupy a band 20
kilocycles wide, which would increase interference between
stations, or greatly decrease the number of communication
channels by requiring a greater separation in kilocycles between
assigned frequencies. Naturally a service wavemeter calibrated
from this standard might conceivably be in error by a much
larger per cent than the standard itself.

Therefore there was presented to the Naval Research Labora-
tory for solution a three -fold problem: (1) to develop for the
Naval service a frequency standard whose constancy should
be as nearly absolute as possible; (2) to provide a means of
obtaining direct from this standard a large number of fixed
frequencies for calibration purposes; (3) to develop a method
for determining the frequency of this standard in terms of ob-
servatory time to better than 0.01 per cent, and as near 0.001
per cent as possible.

CRYSTAL -CONTROLLED OSCILLATORS

The application of the piezo-electric properties of quartz
crystals to control the frequency of vacuum -tube oscillating
circuits, regardless of small changes in capacity or inductance,
suggested a crystal -controlled oscillator as the solution to our
first problem. After experimenting with different types of
circuits and making a number of refinements in crystal holders
a crystal -controlled oscillator was developed which with auto-
matic temperature control was found to give an output of practic-
ally absolute constancy.

Tests have shown that the combined effect on the frequency
of the standard oscillator caused by five per cent change in
plate voltage is less than 0.001 per cent. A ten per cent change
in filament voltage produces no noticeable change in frequency.
Changing from one tube to another of the same type produces
a change in frequency varying from zero to a maximum of about
0.002 per cent. On account of the lack of uniformity in tube
constants, several tubes that give the same frequency as the
oscillator tube used in the calibration are kept as spares, which
practically eliminates the error due to tubes. The temperature
coefficient of the standard crystal in its holder is less than one
part in one hundred thousand per degree centigrade.
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TYPES OF CIRCUITS

One type of circuit used in the preliminary work was that
shown in Fig. 1. This tuned plate circuit,' using a small in-
ductance and a relatively large capacity, gives maximum out-
put on the fundamental frequency and a rapidly diminishing
amount of energy on the harmonics. In other words, this is a
transmitter type of circuit, and only a few harmonics could be

Fig. 1-Tuned Plate Type of Crystal Oscillator Circuit,
Having a Low L/C Ratio.

used for calibration purposes. This circuit was therefore modi-
fied with the purpose of reducing the strength of the fundamen-
tal and intensifying the harmonics, so that each multiple of the
crystal frequency could be used as a standard frequency. This

Fig. 2-Circuit Used in Navy Standard Oscillator to Develop
Harmonics of Crystal Frequency

modification consisted in replacing the tuned plate circuit, with a
very large inductance having a small distributed capacity and
no condenser across the coil. See Fig. 2. This untuned coil
must have a natural frequency higher than the crystal funda-
mental; that is, it must be an inductive reactance at the crystal

' Developed by Dr. J. M. Miller.
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frequency to give the feedback in the right phase relation to the
grid potential to sustain oscillation.

To bring out more clearly the difference in the strength of
harmonics in these two types of plate circuits, it may be stated
that the amount of radio -frequency current in the plate circuit
of an oscillator on a given harmonic frequency depends greatly
on the ratio of the external impedance at this frequncy to the
internal plate impedance of the tube. When these impedances
are about equal for a given frequency, we get the maximum
energy on this frequency. If the external circuit impedance is
small compared to the tube impedance at a given frequency the
energy radiated at this frequency will be correspondingly small.

z
2 M d M Ai X Mr

2722,fMA2.2 CYCZ E.%

Fig. 3-Impedance Curves (calculated) for Circuits 1 and 2.

Now the tuned circuit with a low L/C ratio gives an external
impedance of about the order of the tube plate impedance, or
greater, over a narrow band of frequencies. See Fig. 3 (a). For
instance, the external impedance is relatively very small at a
frequency five times the crystal fundamental. Therefore this
harmonic would be very weak in comparison with the energy radi-
ated on the fundamental frequency.

On the other hand, a coil with a large L/C ratio gives an
impedance curve that is very broad, indicating that the strength
of the fundamental and of a large number of successive harmonics
will be of the same general order, as indicated in Fig. 3 (b).

This oscillator may be considered as a very low -power crys-
tal -controlled transmitter radiating on perhaps two hundred
frequencies each one of which is an integral multiple of the
crystal fundamental frequency.

To make use of all these harmonics, as in the calibration of
heterodyne frequency meters, it is necessary to couple this os-
cillator, as well as any oscillator to be calibrated from it, to a
detector and amplifier. The crystal oscillator and the detector
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and amplifier are built into a single unit, which with the auto-
matic temperature control device is called the crystal -controlled
standard oscillator. See Fig. 4. The input of the detector is un-
tuned and the coil is designed to respond to all frequencies with -
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Fig. 4-Circuit of Crystal -Controlled Standard Oscillator Showing

Heater Circuit.

out any adjustments. In practice, the coupling is fixed between
the crystal oscillator circuit and the detector coil, and a coupling
wire is run from the detector sufficiently close to the oscillator
under calibration for coupling purposes. When the heterodyne
frequency meter (or other type of continuously variable os-
cillator) is adjusted to within an audible frequency of any har-
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monic of the cystal oscillator, the beat note between these is
rectified by the detector and amplified by one or two stages
of amplification.

The decrease in beat note strength between the successive
harmonics of the crystal fundamental frequency and another
oscillator is too slight to notice. The signal produced by the
hundredth harmonic is of the same general order of audibility as
that caused by the fiftieth, and the two hundredth harmonic gives
a note of easily readable strength. This device is portable as
illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6. At the Naval Research Laboratory
the frequency of the standard crystal is 25 kc. From this one
crystal and the associated circuits as just described, standard

Fig. 5-Outside View of Navy Standard Oscillator.

frequencies are obtained every 25 kc. up to 5000 kc. For a high -
frequency range, another standard is provided with a crystal
of a frequency of 250 kc. These two frequency standards enable
us to cover the entire radio -frequency scale.

CALIBRATING THE STANDARD OSCILLATOR

General Description of the Method Used.
Now that a constant frequency source had been developed,

capable of giving approximately two hundred points for calibra-
tion purposes, the final problem was to provide a means of
determining the frequency of this standard to as near 0.001
per cent as possible.

The method that was finally decided upon lends itself particu-
larly well to the calibration of low -frequency sources, such as the
25 kc. standard, but it is not limited to any such frequency. In
brief, the method employed makes use of a motor -driven genera-
tor the frequency of which is varied until some harmonic of the
generator output gives 'zero beat" with the fundamental of the
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crystal oscillator. Then the generator is operated at this exact
frequency for some minutes during which time a record consisting
of a dot per second is imprinted upon a sheet of paper on a re-
volving chronograph drum through the medium of a striker
actuated by an electrical circuit operated by a standard chro-
nometer. From the slope of the lines of dots thus made on the
chronograph drum, the frequency of the generator is very ac-
curately determined. This frequency, multiplied by the number
of the harmonic of the generator which was adjusted to the

Fig. 6-Standard Oscillator with Cover Removed.

"zero beat" with the crystal oscillator, gives the frequency of
the oscillator itself.

To make clear how the method works out in practice, a more
detailed description of the apparatus and procedure follows:

Apparatus Used in the Calibration of the Crystal -Con-
trolled Standard Oscillator.

(1) A 500 -cycle motor generator.
(2) A very accurate chronometer.
(3) A chronograph.
(4) A Maxwell bridge curcuit.
(5) A circuit for the suppression of the 500 -cycle funda-

mental of the generator and the accentuation of the harmonics
of the 500 -cycle fundamental.

(6) A special amplifier.
(1) The motor generator outfit consists of a five horse power

d -c. motor connected by a heavy fly wheel to an alternator
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type 500 -cycle generator, operated on a high capacity 110 -volt
battery. (See Fig. 7).

(2) The chronometer is a large Navy standard chronometer
adjusted and periodically inspected at the Naval Observatory.
The chronometer is checked daily at the Laboratory against the
standard time signals. The original rate as determined at the
observatory was one and one-half seconds a day. Our observa-
tions covering several years show a slight seasonal variation in
the rate, about one second a day in summer and one and one-half

Fig. 7-Apparatus Used in Calibrating Crystal. Motor -Generator at Bight,
Maxwell Bridge Units in Center, Chronograph Drum at Left Bear.

seconds in the winter. A correction chart has been plotted show-
ing the rate for any time of the year. But when calibrations
of the standard crystal are being made, the rate is determined
from the daily check against the time signals.

(3) The chronograph consists of the following units; the
chronometer, a relay, a striker and a drum. The drum, Fig.
8, is a hollow brass cylinder about 7 in. in diameter and 16 in.
long, accurately machined and geared to the generator by means
of reduction gears, giving one rotation of the drum to 150 revo-
lutions of the generator shaft. On this cylinder is placed a piece
of paper upon which the striker referred to above makes a
record as it moves along the face of the drum through the medium
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of a worm. The striker records a dot upon the paper once a
second (omitting the 59th second every minute) and is actuated
by the chronometer. One rotation of the generator shaft cor-
responds to an alternating potential output of twenty cycles,
as can be noted by counting the poles. Now when the drum,
operated through the reduction gear just mentioned, rotates
once in exactly six seconds, as indicated by six rows of dots
exactly parallel to the axis of the drum on the record sheet, the

150 X 20
generator frequency is

6
or 500 cycles per second.

Fig. 8-Chronograph Drum, with Paper Mounted for Calibration Record.
Recording Relay at Left, on Carriage.

If the rows of dots slope up the generator output is less than
500 cycles; if they slope down, it is more. From this chronograph
record the exact generator frequency during a run is determined,
as will be explained in detail further on.

(4) The Maxwell bridge, a diagram of which is shown in
Fig. 9, is used in connection with the calibration of the stand-
ard crystal as an aid in maintaining the speed of the motor -
generator constant at the value desired.

The condenser shown in one aim is charged and discharged
from the battery across the bridge by means of a rotating inter-
rupter driven from the generator shaft. The commutator seg-
ments of the interrupter operate through three brushes to charge
and discharge the condenser.

When the bridge is balanced at a given generator speed, the
slightest variation from this speed causes a deflection of the
beam of light reflected from the galvanometer mirror on a ground
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glass scale. The direction of the movement of the light beam
indicates whether the generator is running too slow or too fast,
thus enabling the operator to vary the pressure on the fly wheel
to restore the generator speed to the zero beat condition.

Fig. 9-Maxwell Bridge Circuit.

This use of the generator, chronograph, and Maxwell bridge
was patterned after the apparatus used at the Bureau of Stand-
ards' for the accurate measurements of small capacities.

/NY .fMny TOMS ra,
IMICROTM CRYSJAIK fRAP.

Fig. 10-Crystal Calibrating Circuit.

(5) The method of obtaining harmonics from the output
of approximately 500 cycles is to impress this frequency upon
the grid circuit of a vacuum tube, the plate circuit of which is

2 Bulletin of the Bureau of Standards, vol. 3, No. 4.
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rich in the required harmonics. As can be seen from Fig. 10
a tuned resonant circuit in the plate circuit partially absorbs
the 500 -cycle fundamental which, of course, is very strong.
The rest of the circuit consists of a filter designed to pass only the
high -frequency harmonics of the generator fundamental. This
filter circuit terminates in a coupling coil which is coupled
to a circuit tuned to the crystal frequency. This tuned circuit
is also coupled to an amplifier by means of which the beats
between the crystal and the generator harmonics are amplified
and transmitted to the phones.

(6) The amplifier consists of three radio stages and a de-
tector.

Making a Run.
The frequency of the standard crystal is first determined

approximately by means of a standard wavemeter. This is
accurate to about 0.1 of 1 per cent.

A sheet of paper is placed on the drum and the generator
started up. After the generator has warmed up for about 30
minutes the phones from the amplifier shown in Fig. 10 are
plugged into the generator room. The operator, with one hand
on the motor generator flywheel, varies the generator speed
slightly from 500 cycles until some multiple or harmonic of it
approaches the crystal frequency when beats are heard in the
telephones. The operator now adjusts his speed until slow
beats are heard. With the assistance of the other operator the
Maxwell bridge is balanced, which brings the light beam to rest
on the scale. This is done while the first operator is controlling
the slight changes in generator speed by changing the pressure
upon the flywheel.

The only function of the bridge is to indicate to the operator
by the direction of the deflection of the beam of light whether
fast beats in the phones represent an increase or a decrease in
generator speed, so that he may quickly increase or decrease
pressure on the flywheel to restore the generator speed to its
proper value as indicated by very slow beats in the phones.
The note in the phones is of the pitch of the generator funda-
mental frequency, which fact may be made clear as follows:
when any harmonic of the generator frequency is at zero beat
with the crystal, the harmonics next above and below this one
give a beat note with the crystal. If the harmonic at 25,000
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cycles is tuned to the crystal, then the one at 24,500 and at
25,500 give a 500 -cycle note with the crystal. Pulses or beats
in this note indicate how much the 25,000 -cycle harmonic differs
from the crystal frequency. If a few beats are heard on the fast
side, the generator speed is reduced just enough to give the same
number of beats on the slow side of the zero beat position. A
careful operator may thus compensate for slight changes in beat
frequency during a run.

The operator now controls the generator speed to give as
slow a beat frequency as possible for a few minutes before
starting to record the run. When he notes that the machine
is stable enough, he closes the chronometer circuit and the

......................................................................

.....................................................................
Fig. 11-Representation of Partial Chronograph Record Made in

Calibrating a Crystal.

striker commences to put a record upon the paper mounted on the
revolving drum. The time required to make a run varies from
8 to 15 minutes.

After the run the second operator may make a duplicate
run upon the same harmonic, and then both operators make
runs on another harmonic. No error due to the human element
is observable in the results.

Obtaining the Generator Frequency.
Before removing the paper record from the drum a line is

drawn on it parallel to the axis of the drum. The completed
record will contain six parallel rows of dots since the drum
makes one complete revolution in approximately six seconds,
depending upon the frequency of the crystal. The striker puts
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a dot on the paper every second, while the carriage upon which
the striker rests advances approximately 1 millimeter per revo-
lution of the drum. In Fig. 11 a partial representation of a
record is shown. This record does not apply to the 25 kc. standard
oscillator.

The method for computing the generator frequency is based
on the fact that owing to the number of poles in the generator
and the ratio of the reduction gear between the generator and the
chronograph drum as previously mentioned, a rotation of the
drum in exactly six seconds corresponds to a generator fre-
quency of exactly 500 cycles. That is, if the six parallel rows
of dots printed on the drum through the chronometer are parallel
to the axis of the drum the generator is operating at 500 cycles.

If the slope of these rows of dots is up, the drum has not
made a complete rotation in six seconds and therefore the
generator speed is less than 500 cycles. A downward slope
indicates more than one rotation of the drum in the six second
interval or a generator speed greater than 500 cycles.

Assume for example that the rows of dots are parallel to the
axis of the drum. Then in 100 rotations a point on the surface
of the drum would have traveled 100 times the circumference
of the drum, 100 x 51.9 cm. This corresponds to a 500 -cycle
generator speed. By a simple proportion the generator fre-
quency for any slope of line can be determined thus:

CN:CN+d=500: X
where C= the circumference of drum

N=number of rotations of the drum
d= the perpendicular distance between the first

and the last dot in a line
X = the generator frequency.

The d above is the difference between the distance actually
traveled by a point on the circumference of the drum during a
run, and that corresponding to the nearest number of complete
revolutions of the drum. If the slope is up, d is negative; if
down, the sign is positive.

Example
C=51.9
N=100
d= 0.30cm. Slope is up. Therefore dis negative.
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Generator frequency =499.971 cycles per second.
From the measurement of the crystal frequency by the

standard wavemeter, its value was found to be roughly 25 kc.
Therefore, it must have been the fiftieth multiple of the genera-
tor fundamental that was held during the run at the crystal
fundamental frequency.

The crystal -oscillator frequency is therefore fifty times the
generator frequency or 24,998.6 cycles. If the generator speed
is increased sufficiently, a point will be found around 510 cycles
where the zero beat condition may be again located by means
of the phones. This is obviously the forty-ninth harmonic of
the generator adjusted to the crystal frequency. (510X 49 =
25,000 approximately).

Accuracy of the Method.
The accuracy of a calibration is chiefly dependent on the

constancy to which the generator frequency can be held. To
assist in this, the motor -generator is operated on a bank of
high capacity storage batteries kept in good condition and
fully charged. The machine is allowed to warm up thoroughly
before a run is attempted. The Maxwell bridge battery is also
carefully checked for constant voltage, and the brushes and
contactor segments in the bridge circuit are kept clean and
properly adjusted. As previously stated, slight variations in the
generator frequency can be compensated for by the operator,
but if the run is noticeably poor it is so recorded, or discarded.

The error arising from the measurement of the line d is
minimized by determining it for all six parallel lines in a record,
and using the mean as the correct value for d. The resulting
error does not average more than one part in 200,000. The com-
bined errors then, on a good run, are well within 0.001 per cent.
This degree of accuracy is possible only when the crystal is left
undisturbed. The accuracy  claimed for the standard crystal
oscillator when used as a portable standard is only 0.002 per
cent. No appreciable error is observable due to a probable
error in the measurement of the drum circumference.

To give an idea of the correspondence of different calibrations
a table of eight consecutive runs on a standard crystal is appended.
It is, of course, understood that the last figure in the frequency
column below is carried along merely to discriminate further
between the measured values for different calibrations. It will
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be noted that the probable error in the mean value is three
parts in two and one-half million.

TABLE OF CALIBRATIONS

Date Temp. Deg. Frequency, cycles

8-15-27 38.45 24998.60
8-15-27 38.45 24998.75
8-16-27 38.45 24998.71
8-16-27 38.45 24998.73
8-29-27 38.55 24998.99
8-29-27 38.55 24998.82
9- 8-27 38.50 24998.71
9- 8-27 38.50 24998.63

Mean value 24998.74

USES OF THE STANDARD CRYSTAL -CONTROLLED

OSCILLATOR

This standard oscillator is a portable device, the size being
8 x 14 x 22 1/2 inches. It is simple to use, there being no variables
or tuning controls. It requires a plate potential of only ninety
volts, and the heater may be operated on the 110 -volt line.
By its use, two hundred or more fixed frequencies equally
spaced in kilocycles and accurate to about 0.001 per cent are
made available. The permanence of the crystal calibration
depends only on the permanence of the crystal itself.

This oscillator is used at the Naval Research Laboratory
to standardize all quartz crystals manufactured there. Through
the medium of a precision heterodyne frequency meter with a
straight line frequency characteristic, a crystal of any fre-
quency can be calibrated from the standard oscillator to about
0.002 per cent.

Furthermore, all heterodyne frequency meters for the Naval
Service are calibrated directly against the harmonics of a stand-
ard oscillator. Readings may be taken as rapidly as the heter-
odyne frequency meter can be tuned to the successive harmonics
of the crystal oscillator. For very accurate work, readings are
taken on a beat note of 1000 cycles (as determined by a tuning
fork) on both sides of the zero beat point.

The calibration of a heterodyne frequency meter can be
rapidly checked to determine the error at any time, by taking
readings on a few harmonics of the crystal. For this purpose
a special type of crystal oscillator without temperature control
has been furnished the Fleet under the name of the "Crystal -
Controlled Calibrator," Navy Type No. SE 2907.
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The standard oscillator may also be used for the inter -
comparison of frequency standards. One such comparison
has already been made between the Navy's standard crystal -
controlled oscillator and the Bell Telephone Laboratories'
standard tuning -fork, to determine the relative constancy and
the agreement in calibration of the two standards. For this test,
the Navy oscillator was transported to New York City. A
number of oscillographic records of the beat frequency between
harmonics of the two standards taken at intervals over a period
of three days indicated that there was no noticeable variation
in the relative constancy of the two sources. The determination
of frequency by the two standards differed by one part in 80,000
or 0.0012 per cent. This agreement is considered excellent when
it is remembered that the Navy standard had been taken from
Washington to New York for the test, and that entirely different.
methods were used to calibrate the two standards.

Since this comparison with the Bell Telephone Laboratories'
standard was made, this Laboratory has built four crystal -
controlled oscillators similar to the one described in this paper,
as a part of a program for the establishment of a national second-
ary frequency standard decided upott at a conference in Washing-
ton in February of last year. This conference was attended by
representatives of the various interested government depart-
ments, and of a number of the radio manufacturing companies.

It is hoped that, after a determination of the frequency of
these oscillators at several other laboratories has been made,
and an average result arrived at, they serve as useful secondary
standards of frequency for the government and the radio industry
of the country.



A TRANSMITTER MODULATING DEVICE FOR THE
STUDY OF THE KENNELLY-HEAVISIDE LAYER

BY THE ECHO METHOD*

BY
M. A. TUVE AND 0. DAHL

(Department of Terrestrial Magnetism, Carnegie Institution of Washington,
Washington, D. C.)

Summary-The importance is emphasized of sending out "peaks" of
very short duration and proper spacing for the study of the radio reflections
from the ionized layer in the upper atmosphere by the echo method, and ob-
jections to modified alternating -current modulation are pointed out. A method
is outlined for modulating the transmitter, based on the sudden pulses of
plate -current which occur in an unbalanced multivibrator circuit. The
application of this method to the transmitter is described and its effectiveness
illustrated by typical recorded signals.

IN the study of the Kennelly -Heaviside layer by the echo
method'. a radio transmitter is modulated to emit a set of
spaced "peaks" or "humps" of audio frequency, and the

resulting "peaks" at the receiver are recorded by an oscillograph.
If the transmitted peaks are of sufficiently short duration, single,
double, or even multiple peaks are recorded at the receiver,
corresponding (under proper conditions) to the ground wave and
to zero, one or more "sky waves" arriving at the receiver via the
reflecting layer in the upper atmosphere. In the previous work
referred to above' modulation of the transmitter was accom-
plished by superposing an alternating e.m.f. of 500 to 1,500
cycles on a high negative bias applied to the grid of the inter-
mediate amplifier in the transmitter. Under these conditions,
power is radiated during a part of each positive half cycle of
the alternating e.m.f., the time between successive peaks being
only slightly greater than their duration or "on -time." Exces-
sively high voltages would be required to make the "on -time"
very much less than one half -cycle. The resulting duration of
the peaks at 500 cycles was too long to give complete resolution
at the receiver for small heights of the layer, and always failed
to resolve completely the multiple "reflected peaks" which were

* Original Manuscript Received by the Institute, March 2, 1928.
1 G. Breit and M. A. Tuve. Phys. Rev., 28, pp. 554-575, 1926.

0. Dahl and L. A. Gebhard. PROC. Inst. Radio Engineers, 16, No. 3,
March 1928.

2 Since the work described in this paper was done, a publication by R.
A. Heising has appeared (PRoc. Inst. Radio Engineers, 16, No. 1, Jan.
1928) containing an account of the work he has done using a similar
method. His peaks were of duration 0.001 and 0.0016 second, and he did
not obtain complete resolution except under unusual conditions.
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received at times. To eliminate the possibility that false peaks
may be produced by interference effects, it is necessary that the
waves shall arrive separately at the receiver, giving peaks which
are completely separated on the base -line of the oscillograph
record. An additional objection to this method of modulation
was that because of the uniform and short spacing between suc-
cessive peaks there was ambiguity as to whether a given "re-
flected peak" was due to the "ground peak" immediately
preceding it or to an earlier one. Rapid interruption or "keying"
of the transmitter eliminated this ambiguity, provided the end
of a given signal happened to be recorded on the fast-moving
film at the receiver. These objections pointed clearly to the need
for a shorter "on -time" and a longer interval between peaks.

soy CuTPUT TO GRID-01AS Or
INTERMEDIATE AMPLIFIER
IN TRANSMITTING SET

,1:6AUDIO
,."/RANSFOR RS

0.I

FOUR SC -W
TUBES IN

+ PARALLEL
1250V

Fig. 1-Diagram of Connections. The Resistance of 20 Ohms in Grid
Circuit of 50 -Watt Tubes is Put Very Close to the Grids to Prevent
Ultra High -Frequency Oscillations.

The use of 1,500 -cycle modulation gave peaks of shorter duration,
but they were also more closely spaced, and this resulted for
the most part in still greater confusion.

When a "multivibrator" circuit as described by Abraham and
Bloch' is used in a very unbalanced condition, an oscillograph
shows the existence of very sharp and widely spaced pulses of
current superposed on the otherwise steady total plate -current
of the two tubes. The duration and frequency of these pulses
may be controlled readily by varying the resistances and capa-
cities interconnected between the plates and grids of the two
tubes. Using 201-A tubes with circuit resistances of 0.1 and .1
megohm and capacities of 0.0002 and 0.001 tifd. (see Fig. 1),
the "frequency" of the pulses (their spacing is somewhat irregu-
lar) is about 300 per second and their duration perhaps 0.0002
second. This immediately suggests a means of modulating a
transmitter for the radio "echo" experiments. A transformer in
the plate -supply circuit of these tubes converts a current pulse
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into two voltage impulses (plus and minus), each of shorter
duration than the current pulse. Applied to the grid of an ampli-
fier with a suitably high negative bias, only the voltage impulse
in the positive direction affects the tube, resulting in similar
pulses of even shorter duration (due to the grid bias) in its plate
current. Again transforming these, a sufficient voltage may be
obtained to modulate a radio transmitter (see Fig. 1).

Using 201-A tubes for the multivibrator and one 50 -watt tube
as an amplifier, a transformer in the plate circuit of the 50 -watt
tube gave peaks of 1,200 volts and of extremely short duration
(less than 1/4,000 second). The amplifier gives "clean" pulses
of short duration in its plate current only if the input transformer
to its grid is so connected that the initial rise of the multivibrator
current for one peak superposes a negative e.m.f. on the negative
amplifier grid bias, and not vice versa. Thus the amplifier pulses
are due to the rate of change of the current at the peak of the
pulse, and not at its beginning. This multivibrator and amplifier
set was applied to the 20 -kilowatt, 4,015 -kilocycle transmitter
at the Naval Research Laboratory, Anacostia, D. C., which has
been used previously in the reflection experiments.' In this

parallel are used as the inter-
mediate amplifier between the crystal -controlled master oscil-
lator and the 20 -kilowatt tube, and a change of several hundred
volts on the grids of these tubes is sufficient to modulate the
transmitter from zero to full power. It was consequently expected
that the above multivibrator set would serve very well for direct
grid modulation on these tubes. However, when it was connected,
the transmitter was modulated by each peak to only a fraction
of its full -power emission, as shown by comparison of the re-
ceived signals using 500 -cycle modulation.

When the transmitter is radiating full power, the bias on
the grids of the 250 -watt tubes is about 100 volts negative.
However, the radio -frequency grid voltage superposed on this
bias is sufficient to make the grids positive during a fraction of
each radio -frequency cycle, resulting in instantaneous values of
grid current which may be of considerable magnitude, and it is
clear that the device (the modulator) supplying the grid bias must
maintain its voltage when this current is drawn, i.e., must supply
power to the grids of these tubes. When four 50 -watt tubes in
parallel were substituted for the single 50 -watt amplifier tube,

 H. Abraham and E. Bloch. Annales de Physique 9, 12, 1919, p. 237.
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the resulting output was amply sufficient to modulate the trans-
mitter to full power. Actually the peak value of the power using
this modulation is somewhat greater than the usual full power
for continuous output.

The resulting modulation of the transmitter is almost ideal
for the study of the Kennelly -Heaviside layer by the echo

Fig. 2a-Reflections from a 146 -mile Layer using 500 -cycle Modulation.

method. The "frequency" of the peaks is readily varied, their
duration is extremely short (less than 1/4,000 second), and their
spacing is somewhat non -uniform. The latter fact is of great
usefulness in the identification of the separate peaks due to the

,/30 OF A SECOND INCRE A SING 'WE

Fig. 2b-Reflections from a 137 -mile Layer Using Multivibrator Modulation.

"ground" and "sky" waves. The peak due to the "ground wave"
is completely separated from the "reflected peaks" even for very
low heights of the layer, eliminating any possibility of inter-
ference effects. By reason of the same possibility of interference
effects, the brief "on -time" is of great importance in the study
of the apparent multiple reflections which occur at times. With
this modulation, these multiple peaks are usually completely
resolved. Fig. 2a shows reflection from a layer 146 miles high
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using 500 -cycle modulation. Fig. 2b shows reflection from a layer
137 miles high using the multivibrator modulation. The mea-
sured apparent width of the peaks is about 1/4,000 second.
However, records made with incomplete damping of the oscil-
lograph indicate that this is only an upper limit set by the period
of the oscillograph itself. The actual duration of the peaks may
be considerably less. The peaks emitted with the multivibrator
modulation are not of uniform amplitude, as may be noted. This
provides a useful check on the identification of the various peaks,
and also on possible distortion in the receiving apparatus.

The writers are indebted to Dr. G. Breit for suggesting the
method, and to Messrs. G. Breit, M. H. Schrenk, and L. A. Geb-
hard for assistance and cooperation in its application.



A COMPENSATED ELECTRON -TUBE VOLTMETER

BY
H. M. TURNER

(Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut)

ASOURCE of error sometimes encountered in the use of
electron -tube voltmeters is that due to unavoidable
changes in filament current especially when the filament

is purposely operated well below the saturation value in order to
stabilize the calibration over long periods of time. In Fig. 1 is
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Fig. 1-Uncompensated Electron Tube Voltmeter; Grid Current Method.

shown a circuit arrangement for the "Grid Current Method"
together with the calibration for normal filament current of 0.25
amperes. Should the normal calibration be used when the fila-
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ment current was ten per cent below or above normal the error
introduced would be 8.2 and 18 per cent respectively for the
plate current used in the illustration, Fig. 1. Of course, such
large changes are not likely to occur without the knowledge of
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Fig. 2-Compensated Electron Tube Voltmeter; Frid Current Method.

the operator, but these values are used for the purpose of com-
parison.

A method has been developed which largely eliminates this
source of error by causing the grid bias to change with filament
current so that the plate current is practically independent of the
variation of filament current. Fig. 2 shows the circuit arrange-
ment for the "Compensated Grid Current Method" together
with a calibration curve that is good between the limits of 0.225
and 0.275 amperes, and Fig. 3 shows the "Compensated Plate
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Current Method;" the calibration curve (solid) is good between
the limits 0.35 and 0.5 amperes. The dotted curves show that for
the same filament current limits the error for the uncompensated
method would be 10.6 and 4 per cent respectively.



NOTE ON THE EFFECTIVE HEATING OF CODE
TRANSMITTERS*

BY

FREDERICK EMMONS TERMAN
(Department of Electrical Engineering, Stanford University, California)

Summary-By considering the frequency of letters and words in the
English language it is found that in slow speed transmission of code using the
theoretical spacing, the transmitter is in operation only 46.5 per cent of the time.
A transmitter can accordingly be given a power rating for code that is 2.15
times the rating of the same equipment when operating continuously, on the
basis of the same operating temperature. At high speeds of transmission the
heating is slightly less than at slow speeds. The desirability of designing large
transmitters to take advantage of the full code rating possible during periods
of weak signals or heavy static is brought out.

T[
HE power rating of radio transmitters and radio trans-
mitting apparatus is determined either partially or en-
tirely by the allowable temperature rise during -operation.

In most types of code transmitters the full power is on only dur-
ing the part of the time the key is depressed. In rating trans-
mitters and transmitting equipment to be used for code purposes
it is accordingly important to know the average rate of heating
of the set over a long period of code operation compared with
the rate heating that would take place with full power con-
tinuously on.

The average rate of heating depends somewhat upon the
speed of transmission. At slow speeds the transmitted code
impulses are substantially rectangular, as shown in Fig. la, but
at high speeds the time required for the signal characters to
reach approximately full value is an appreciable part of the dot
time interval, and the current takes a corresponding time to die
out after the key is opened.

The rise and fall of transmitted current follows an exponential
law, giving high speed dot and dash characters the shape shown
in Fig. lb.

Taking into account the number of dots and dashes re-
quired for each letter, the frequency with which each letter is
used in the English language, etc., it is found that a transmitter
in the act of sending code with the theoretical spacing is in opera-
tion only 46.5 per cent of the time. With slow speed transmission

' Original Manuscript Received by the Institute, April 19, 1928.
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the average rate of heating is therefore 46.5 per cent of the rate of
heating with full power on. In high speed transmission the aver-
age rate of heating is a little less. With an exponential law for the
rise and fall of transmitted current, assuming that the instanta-
neous heating is proportioned to the square of transmitted instan-
taneous current, and neglecting the heating of the small current
that remains one dot period after the key has been opened, the
following table holds:

TABLE I
HEATING OF CODE TRANSMITTERS

Completeness of current
rise in one dot

interval

Average rate of heating Power rating for code
with code

Rating for continuous use

1.00 0.465 2.15
0.98 0.364 2.75
0.95 0.347 2.88
0.90 0.312 3.20
0.80 0.278 3.60

The first column introduces the transmission speed in terms
of the nearness with which the current reaches the steady state

a. Low Speed. h High Speed.
f"-\

Fig.1-Shape of Transmitted Impulses at High and Low Speeds of
Transmission.

value during the sending of a dot. A value of 1.00 represents slow
speed transmission shown in Fig. la. The second column gives the
average rate of heating in terms of the rate of heating when full
power is continuously on. The third column is the reciprocal of
the second column, and gives the ratio of power rating for code to
power rating for continuous transmission for equal average heat-
ing (assuming heating is proportional to current squared).

When the thermal capacity of the equipment is large, as in
the case of high power transmitters, the operating temperature
depends upon the average rate of heating over an appreciable
time interval. The third column of Table I shows that such trans-
mitters can safely transmit code at over twice the power output
permissible when energy is continuously radiated.

A code transmitter adjusted to give the maximum permissible
output when sending code would be seriously overheated if
allowed to radiate this energy continuously for a short while
Protective relays to prevent such overheating are essential, as
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continuous transmission is desirable for tuning -in and testing,
and forgetful operators will hold the key down. Thermally -
controlled relays could be used to lower the power output to the
value safe for continuous operation in the event danger of over-
heating was imminent.

The extent to which the full possibilities of the power rating
for code transmission can be taken advantage of with safety
depends upon the circumstances. In a large, well -supervised land
station, with protective thermally -operated relays, it should be
possible to realize all the benefits of the full code rating. Where
it is not thought advisable to go to the limit, the service rendered
by the station could be very greatly improved by designing the
power supply and other equipment to make possible the use of
the code power rating during periods of heavy static or weak
signals.

The writer is indebted to Dr. J. E. Coover of the Stanford
University Psychology Department for information giving the
frequency with which different letters are used in English. Com-
putations based on Dr. Coover's count show that 229 words,
1517 dots, and 1008 dashes are transmitted when sending
1000 letters.



FOUR -ELEMENT TUBE CHARACTERISTICS AS
AFFECTING EFFICIENCY

BY
DAVID C. PRINCE

(Research Laboratory, General Electric Company, Schenectady, New York)

Summary-The variation in the ratio of grid and plate current of three -
electrode vacuum tubes aroused considerable curiosity and the tests reported
in this paper were undertaken in an endeavor to ascertain the laws of current
division. It was found that in a tube having symmetrical electrodes, that is,
straight wire filament, concentric cylindrical anode and cylindrical grid, made
up of wires parallel to the axis, the ratio of grid and plate current was a
function of the tube geometry and quite different from that usually found in
commercial design. The ratio of grid to plate current in such a tube exceeds
the ratio of projected grid area by only a small amount, easily accounted for
by variations in the electric field around the grid wires. The considerable
departures from this ratio in commercial tubes appear to be due to a combination
of secondary emission from the tube anode and unsymmetrical arrangements
of grid wires and supports.

OBJECT

THIS work was undertaken because of the apparent lack
of any logical proved explanation for the amount of cur-
rent collected by the grid of a three -element tube of stand-

ard design when the grid and plate are at nearly the same
potential.

At first glance it might appear that a tube having two elec-
trodes, a cathode and a grid shaped anode should have nearly
the same impedance characteristics as one having a solid plate.
The following qualitative argument should show that this is not
so. The current for any potential difference less than temperature
saturation values is limited by space charge, that is the cumu-
lative electrostatic field due to the electrons in the space between
the electrodes. Individual electrons, when emitted, are acted
upon by the electrostatic field of the anode and move in that
direction since their initial velocities are relatively small. As the
electrons approach the anode their distribution is more or less
uniform. Due to their mass they cannot follow the lines of force
to the anode wires and, in departing from those lines, some will
fail to strike the anode. Those electrons which pass through ac-
cumulate in the outside space until their space charge in that zone
is sufficient to drive some of them back toward the anode when a

 Original Manuscript Received by the Institute, February 1, 1928.
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portion will again pass through. Those electrons which pass a
second time add to the charge and therefore reduce the number
which can be emitted in unit time. This is equivalent to an
increase in impedance.

For a cylindrical tube as long as the motion of the electrons
is radial the number of electrons striking the anode on the out-
ward trip should be proportional to the projected area of the
anode wires. On the return trip the same fraction in addition
should strike the wires. The large additional numbers which
do strike must then be due to turbulence.
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Fig. 1-Characteristics of a 250 -Watt Pliotron.
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Electrons which have been drawn into space by a positively
charged grid structure may be collected by any electrode which
lies in their path and is more positive than the cathode. If a
large percentage of all the emitted electrons could be collected
by an anode at low potential after having been drawn away
from the cathode by a highly charged electrode, the total loss of
energy in the tube due to space charge could be made very low.

This report covers the making of tests and calculations in a
search for the requirements of such a low loss tube.

WORK PERFORMED

In a three -electrode tube a large number of electrons should
pass through a positively charged grid even with the plate at
cathode or ground potential. With the plate at positive poten-
tials considerable current should flow. That this is not the case
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is strikingly shown by Fig. 1 which is the characteristic of a
250 -watt pliotron. At 300 volts grid and 200 volts plate, the
plate not only does not collect electrons, but actually emits them.
This is unmistakable evidence that secondary emission from the
plate contributes to the supply of electrons which may reach the
grid through turbulence. The problem in hand can, therefore,
not be studied effectively unless this phenomenon can be ex-
cluded. To eliminate secondary emission, recourse was had to
a fourth electrode. This electrode was in the form of a second grid
placed between the usual grid and the plate. By maintaining
this grid below plate potential, a negative gradient is main -
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Fig. 2-Characteristics of Tube A with 125 Volts on Plate. E. is the
Anode or Outer Grid Potential.

tained at the surface of the plate, tending to drive secondary
electrons back to the plate even though emitted with consider-
able velocity.

The first of these tubes to be tested was a small receiving
type with oval elements designated Tube A. The observed
characteristics are shown in Fig. 2. It will be observed that the
tendency of .the plate to lose electrons to the grid is checked by
lowering the potentials on the anode or outer grid. With anode
volts E. equal to 10, the plate again loses electrons due to some
cause not obvious but probably connected with turbulence ef-
fects.

Since the tests of Tube A showed that the loss of electrons
by the plate and gain by the grid could be positively reduced by
the fourth electrode, a larger test sample, Tube B, was made
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up from parts of a 1 kw. pliotron. The inner grid was, however,
made with coarser mesh than the standard tube in order that
the combined effect of the two grids might be nearly the same as
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that of the single grid in the standard tube. The characteristics
of this tube are shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

From Fig. 3 it appears that about 150 volts on the plate are
required to get substantially full current and that, for this po-
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tential, 50 volts on the outer grid give minimum inner grid cur-
rent. Maintaining these conditions, Fig. 4 gives the variation
of current with inner grid voltage. It is apparent that throughout
the range of this test the currents to all three positively charged
electrodes are substantially proportional and that the plate cur-
rent is highest even though the inner grid is most positive of any
of the elements. Nevertheless the inner grid current shown is out
of all proportion to the grid area.

It seemed a fair assumption that the plate secondary emission
in Tube B is very small under the conditions used. The large
grid current was therefore attributed to lack of symmetry and
resulting turbulence. It was decided to construct a tube having
the greatest possible symmetry, especially in the inner grid. A
sketch of this tube is shown in Fig. 5. The filament, inner grid
and plate of this tube are very perfect geometrically. The outer
grid is made with longitudinal supports and helical wires, so
that its symmetry is much less perfect, but the nature of this
structure seemed relatively less important.

Characteristics of this tube, which has been designated Tube
C, are shown in Figs. 6, 7, 8, and 9. A discussion of these observa-
tions follows the discussion of the theory.

THEORY

Assume a cylindrical tube having a cross section such as
shown in Fig. 10. Referring to this figure and Fig. 11, which is
an enlarged portion of Fig. 10, let:

r =radius of grid
= radius of cylinder which, if substituted for the

grid, would produce the same field at the filament
rs = r -c = radius of an imaginary polygon

s= distance between grid wires
p= radius of grid wires
p = velocity acquired by an electron in passing from

the filament to the polygon
v = tangential component of p referred to nearest

grid wire (Fig. 11)
u = radial component of p referred to nearest grid wire

u02 = 1312 p2 = increase in square of velocity between polygon and
grid wire

= velocity of an electron reaching the grid
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v=p sin a
u=p COS a

u2+ v2 = p2

d= distance from center line joining filament and grid
wire at which an electron can pass the boundaries
of the polygon and just come tangent to the grid
wire

An examination of the static field produced by a grid shows
the irregularities produced by the individual grid wires practically

rd

24 Grid Wires
7 Mils Diameter
on 3/4" Diameter
Circle

*Om
18 Mil Filament

10 Mil Wires
8 Turns per Inch
13/4" Diameter

Plate 60 Long and
21/4 Diameter

Fig. 5-Tube 0-Four-Element Vacuum Tube.

disappear at a certain distance from the grid. Suppose an im-
aginary polygon to be drawn inside the grid at this distance. It
seems reasonable to assume that the motion of an electron may
be approximated closely by assuming that it moves inside the
polygon in response to a field radial with respect to the filament,
and outside the polygon in response to a field radial with respect
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to the grid wires. Since the electrons which might strike one grid
wire are diverging very slowly, the approximation is very little
affected by assuming that the electron paths are normal to the
sides of the polygon as they cross it.

Under these assumptions
d

a = tan-' -
c

The radius rt is determined by the formula
rl s

log,- = -loge
r 27rr 27rp

(1)

This is derived in the conventional way, assuming the grid wires
small compared with their spacing and neglecting the presence
of the plate.

Inside the polygon the electrons acquire a velocity such that
p2 = Kr2212=1r -c)212 (2)

The potential of the grid is the same as that of the equivalent
cylinder of radius rl so that the velocity of an electron reaching
the grid is

7312 = Kriv (3)

The increase in the square of the velocity between the polygon
and the grid wires is then

= pi2 p2 K[7.121:_(r-c)211 (4)

Dr. Hull' has developed the following expression for the con-
dition under which an electron emitted by a cylindrical cathode
of radius R with radial velocity u and tangential velocity v will
just come tangent to an internal cylindrical anode of radius p

2e ( ) /He 2 He Rv
m 2 m P2 m p2

V2
032 R2) 142

p2

If there is no magnetic field present (5) reduces to
2e v2/
-V-} -(p2- R2) (6)
m p2

A. W. Hull, "The Effect of a Uniform Magnetic Field on the Motions
of Electrons between Coaxial Cylinders," Physical Review, 18, No. 1, July,
1921.

(5)
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2e
Since -V is the gain in the square of the velocity in passing

m

between cathode and anode and R2 = c2, (6) may be rewritten
u 02 u2 c2 p2

U2
(7)

Equation (7) then defines the condition under which an electron
will just reach the grid wire. Substituting values

24.02-1-p2 cos2 a c2 - p2

p2 sin2 a p2

u02 p2
= 1 +

C2 - p2 \2
p2 sin2 a p2 p

d 1 d2+ c2
sin a and

sin2 a d2
= 1+(I

u 02 -+. p2 = p12

(8)

(9)

(10)

the final velocity of the electron
43 c

therefore(- -1 (12)
d p p

From (12) d can be determined, and it represents the distance
from the center line joining filament and grid wire at which an
electron, crossing the boundary of the polygon, will just come
tangent to the grid wire. Electrons passing outside the distance
d will not strike the grid wire, while electrons passing inside this
distance will strike it.

Since the grid wires are separated by a distance s, the length

r2
of one side of the polygon is s -. Electrons passing either side of

the center line within the distance d will strike the grid. The
proportion of electrons which strike the grid is then the ratio of
these dimensions, that is

2dr-=-
i 672

where i, is grid current and i total emission.

(13)
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For the Tube C under investigation

p = 0.0035, r=0.375, 8=0.098, r1=0.4 from (1), P12/K
=0.543

Let c/s= 0.6 0.8 . 1.0 1.2
c 0.0588 0.0784 0.098 0.1176

r2=r-c 0.316 0.297 0.277 0.257

p'/K= (7.2)2/8 0.464 0.445 0.425 0.405

(c/p)2= 282 500 780 1120

12-22 1 240 410 610 835(c/d)2= -(c/ p)2-
pl

d/c 0.00645 0.00493 0.00405 0.00346

d 0.00379 0.00386 0.00397 0.00407

2d r.=-X-
s

0.0917 0.0995 0.110 0.121

The relation between c/s and io/i is shown in Fig. 12.
From Fig. 7, for 250 volts on the inner grid, the emission is

made up as follows:

Plate current
Outer grid
Inner grid

Total Emission

1.21 Amperes
0.13
0.15

1.49 Amperes

i, 0.15
-0.101

i 1.49

2p
Projected area of grid -= 0.071

8

The grid current can thus be determined for this particular tube
by assuming c= 0.83s. The foregoing method of determining grid
current is obviously empirical and the results of a test of one
tube cannot be considered as quantitatively conclusive. How-
ever, the results seem to verify the general theory as conclusively
as a single experiment can be expected to do. The main purpose
of the investigation has thus been accomplished.
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in the space determine the space charge current so that, if elec-
trons were not passing both ways, the same total number would
be emitted. Electrons in filament -grid zone are 1.81a, and the

0.19
electrons striking the grid are therefore -=0.105 as corn -

1 . 81

Prince: Four -Element Tube Characteristics 815

It is possible to make other observations of interest from a
tube of this arrangement. In the foregoing theory, it has been
assumed that all electrons passed in the direction from filament
to plate. Suppose the plate to be at zero potential so that it does
not receive the electrons. They then return and some strike the
grid on the second passage. Let the electrons emitted be a,
then if 0.9a pass the grid and, if none reach the plate, 0.9a
return and 0.81a pass again into the zone between filament and
grid. The number striking the grid is 0.19a. The total electrons

0

0

a

0

03

02

0I

0
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150

/ Plata Currant
Familu

L
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-
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F1r F.V-N-?dvasvo, IP'
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Inner G...,1
250 Vo ts
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Fem.

-......"

Currant

el..
02

I I I I

pared with 0.100 which would reach the grid were there voltage
on the plate. The grid current should, therefore, be 5 per cent
higher when there is no voltage on the plate than when there is
a positive plate voltage. Fig. 9 shows that this condition prob-
ably exists within the limits of experimental error, although the
difference might be somewhat greater than 5 per cent due to
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tangential velocities acquired by the electrons which pass near
to grid wires.

Dr. Langmuir' has derived relations giving the effect of
cathode diameter on space charge. These relations are shown
graphically in Fig. 13. These curves apply whether the cathode
be inside or outside the anode, providing both are concentric
cylinders. When electrons pass from the axial filament through
the grid, they immediately begin to produce a space charge
outside the grid and they will, therefore, decelerate and lose all
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Fig. 9-Characteristics of Tube C with 16.0 Amperes Filament Current.

radial velocity when they have reached a certain distance.
Whether the electrons move toward or away from the anode is
immaterial, since space charge is a function of the number pres-
ent and their distribution. The number passing any radius per
second is the sanie and is equal to the current. The velocity
distribution is the same since the velocities are zero at the cathode
in either case and are equal to a constant times the square root
of the voltage at any other radius.

* Irving Langmuir, "The Effect of Space Charge and Residual Gases
on Thermionic Currents in High Vacuum," Physical Review, 2, 450-86
1913.
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If the electrons are not collected when they come to zero
radial velocity, they return again toward the grid and pass
through it. The sum of all electrons inside the grid is deter-
mined by Fig. 13 for r <a; the sum of all electrons outside must
be different only by those which strike the grid. A corresponding
value of r/a is therefore obtained, giving a zone at which elec-
trons come to rest. This zone then becomes a virtual cathode.

In making an approximate application to the sample tube,
assume that the grid has the same effect as a cylinder of the
same diameter. For the zone from filament to grid

r 0.375-= -42 so that 02=1 and
a 0.009

E3/2
i= 14 .65 X 10-6

r

For the outer zone with electrons passing one way only

Eli2
0.9i= 14 .65 X10-6

r/32

E8'2
i 14 . 65 X 10-6 r

Dividing = = $2 -1 . 11
0.9i E312

14 . 65 X 10-6-
r02

a
for which -= 2.18 or a= 0.818 in. For the case where the

r

electrons pass through the grid but are not collected by the anode
and so return, current in the outer zone is

180 E8/2
= 14 .65 X 10-6--

181 ri32

a
from which ft2= 1, = 2 . 1, a = 0.788 in.

The radius of the outer grid is 0.875in. We should expect then the
equivalent of a three -element tube having a plate of radius
1.125 in., grid of 8 turns per inch 0.01 in. wire with 0.875 in. radius,
the cathode varying between 0.788 in. and 0.818 in. radius.
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The larger cathode radius would apply to the case where current
is being drawn by the plate. However, it seems reasonable to
suppose that those electrons which pass close to grid wires will
have some of their radial velocity converted into tangential
velocity. These electrons would not travel so far from the grid

(

Fig. 10

as those which pass midway between grid wires. This effect
would tend to make smaller the effective cathode radius as cur-
rent draughts increase. Experimental data are not yet sufficient
on this point. The apparent effective cathode -grid spacing, from
a large number of test points, varies from 0.145 in. to 0.182 in.,

cpe

C

Fig. 11

whereas the theoretical difference is from 0.057 in. to 0.087 in.
neglecting the path curvature effect just referred to.

An idea can be obtained from Fig. 6 regarding emission ve-
locities of secondary electrons from molybdenum. The ampli-
fication constant of the outer grid referred to the inner grid as
anode should be of the order of 258 so that the field due to the

3 F. B. Vogdea and F. R. Elder, "Amplification Constant for Three-
element Tubes," Physical Review, 21, pp. 683-689, No. 6, Dee. 1924.
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inner grid at the plate is small compared with that due to the
outer grid. Considering the outer grid only, the electrons appear
to begin to leave the plate against a potential of about fifty
volts negative on the outer grid.

THEORETICAL CONCLUSIONS

(1) With a symmetrical grid of the type used, the grid cur-
rent is always comparatively small. As fax as can be told with
tests of only one tube, the number of electrons to strike the
grid can be determined by assuming that the electrons enter a
field which is radial with respect to the grid wires when they

013

0.12

0.11

010

0900.6 07 6s
c/s

Fig. 12-Variation in Theoretical Grid -Plate Current Ratio with Change in
Assumed Equivalent Static Diagram. Projected Grid Area 0.071.

1.. 11 1.2 1.3

cross a line normal to their paths and removed from the grid
wires by a distance equal to 0.83 times the grid wire spacing.

(2) If the plate is protected from emitting secondary elec-
trons, it does not lose current to the grid even though the latter
is the most positive element in the tube. The plate voltage cur-
rent characteristic, under these conditions, corresponds to a
tube having a cathode considerably larger than the inner grid.
The law covering the exact diameter of the virtual cathode has
not yet been established.

(3) To prevent loss of secondary electrons to the grid, a
potential on the outer grid, about fifty volts lower than the
plate, is required with the tube under test.

COMPARATIVE CONCLUSIONS

The practical value of the four -element tube with symmetrical
grid lies in the possibility of largely reducing space charge losses
without recourse to gas effects, which ordinarily cannot be taken
advantage of except at low voltage. Fig. 14 shows the watts per
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ampere or equivalent volts drop for the various values of outer
grid and plate drop. The figures include watts loss in plate and
both grids. For comparative purposes, the losses are plotted for
a kenotron having the same plate radius (1.125 in.) and for a
kenotron having approximately the same loss. The radius of
such a kenotron would be 0.125 in. Such a kenotron would not
only be extremely hard to build with large current capacity, but
the internal static stresses would probably be prohibitive. The
loss per square inch of anode area at 1.6 amperes is 6.22 watts
as compared with 58 for the 0.125 in. radius kenotron, not including
filament energy.

This four -element tube appears to combine an impedance
several fold lower than is obtainable with an ordinary high -
vacuum kenotron, and the grid -control and filament shielding of
a high -voltage pliotron.



DETECTION WITH THE FOUR -ELECTRODE TUBE*

BY
J. R. NELSON

(Engineering Department, E. T. Cunningham, Inc., New York City)

Summary-A mathematical analysis of plate rectification is presented.
Results of this analysis are applied to the screen -grid tube of thetypeCunnning-
ham C X-822. Experimental data verifying the mathematical analysis as applied
to the C X-822 are presented.

The results show that the screen -grid detector tube under proper con-
ditions will efficiently utilize the high radio frequency voltage obtained with
the screen -grid tubes used as radio -frequency amplifiers. The square law
holds for large input voltages making it practical for the detector to work
power tubes of the type Cunningham C X-871.

IN an investigation of the various applications of the four -
element tube of the screen -grid type in the field of broad-
cast reception, it was evident that the voltage amplifica-

tion is far above that obtained with an equal number of three -
element tubes, and usually higher than that required. When an
attempt is made to reduce the number of tubes in the receiver
several practical difficulties arise. It is convenient to summarize
first the performance obtained with the tubes used, Cunningham
type CX-322, before discussing this point in detail.

In service as a radio -frequency amplifier using a tuned out-
put circuit of average good quality a voltage amplification of
25 per stage at 550 kc. and of 40 per stage at 15C0 kc. is readily
obtained. This amplification is very much higher than that ob-
tainable with three -element tubes, with which an amplification
of ten per stage is perhaps as high a value as is practical to use
because of selectivity requirements. In the above case the
selectivity using the CX-322 is slightly better than the three -
element tube. The simplest and most practical method of coup-
ling radio -frequency amplifiers is the usual method of using
a single tuned curcuit between tubes. With the conventional
circuits at least three tuned stages will be required to obtain
sufficient selectivity.

A high audio -frequency amplification is obtainable, about
40 to 75 per stage, using the CX-322 as a detector and audio -
frequency amplifier either as a screen -grid tube or as a space
charge tube. This high audio -frequency amplification is not

 Original Manuscript Received by the Institute, March 28, 1928.
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always desirable for several reasons. First, the coupling between
tubes, due to common voltage supply circuits, becomes more
serious and may lead to frequency distortion. Second, micro -
phonic disturbances in the detector are also more serious than
usual because of the high audio -frequency amplification.

To take full advantage of the CX-322 amplification it was
considered desirable to investigate the detector action of the
screen -grid tube with the elimination of the first audio -frequency
amplifier in view.

This imposes the following requirements on the detector
tube:

First, it must be able to utilize efficiently radio -frequency
input voltages of several volts without overloading.

Second, it must be capable of supplying 20 to 30 volts to the
grid of the power tube.

A consideration of grid -leak detection was eliminated for
two reasons; first, it could not fulfill the first requirement men-
tioned above, that is, efficiently utilize several volts radio -
frequency input without overloading, and second, this method
would add damping to the tuned circuit and reduce the selec-
tivity.

Plate rectification using the CX-322 was found to fulfill
both of the above requirements imposed on the detector tube
provided that a suitable detector output circuit was designed.
Either impedance or resistance coupling could be used, but the
values required are larger than for a three -element tube be-
cause of the high internal impedance of the CX-322.

In this paper the mathematical analysis of the operation of
the CX-322 tube used for plate rectification is presented to-
gether with data and curves confirming the theoretical results.

The high radio -frequency amplification required to furnish
a signal voltage of several volts to the detector can be obtained
by taking full advantage of the amplification available with
screen -grid tube in the r. f. stages. Hull' has obtained an ampli-
fication of 40 per stage with an overall amplification of 2 X 106
at 1000 kc. This amplification is more than ample, under nor-
mal receiving conditions, to supply the required voltage to the
CX-322 detector. For example, a signal of about 10 micro-
volts per meter is as small a signal as it is practical to amplify

1 Hull, " Measurements of High Frequency Amplification with Shielded
Grid Pliotrons." Physical Review, 27, 4, 439-454; April, 1926.
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because of the noise level. As an extreme case, assume that four
volts input to the detector is required, (it will be shown later
that this value is more than ample). Then with an effective
antenna height of four meters, the available signal voltage
is 40 microvolts and the r.f. amplification required is 100,000
or only one -twentieth of the total obtained by Hull. Another
way of looking at this problem is to assume the first stage of
audio has an amplification of about 36. As the response of the
CX-322 is proportional to the square of the input voltage, as
will be shown later, we will require the square root of 36 or
six times the radio -frequency voltage amplification obtained
with the average three -element tube set that will satisfactor-
ily operate a power tube.

For a more complete description and theory of the screen
grid tube see Hull and Williams.' In the theoretical screen -
grid tube the mutual conductance is the only factor affecting the
output under operating conditions. This is due to the plate
current being independent of plate voltage, and also because
there is practically no capacity between the control grid and
plate, thus reducing all tube capacities to circuit constants.
The voltage amplification is equal to the mutual conductance
times the external impedance. µ in this tube varies with the
plate, control -grid and screen -grid voltages, but has a definite
value as soon as all the voltages are specified. The coefficients will
be expressed in turns of the mutual conductance whenever
it is possible as this is easily found and it simplifies the analysis.

The basis of attack of the problem is the method given by
Llewellyn,' in an article on the three -element thermionic tube.
The same method is applied here to the case of the screen -grid
tube. The coefficients are in a different form from those used
by. Llewellyn so that it will be necessary to repeat some of his
work in the first part in order to complete the analysis.

The impedances offered to the carrier and side bands are dif-
ferent and are worked out completely so that the equations could
be applied to intermediate frequencies where the carrier and
side bands differ by an appreciable amount. The expression
for the input voltage squared will contain all the terms so that
the best conditions for the modulated second harmonic of the

2 Hull and Williams, "Characteristics of Shielded Grid Pliotrons."
Physical Review, 27, 4, 432-438; April, 1926.

3 F. B. Llewellyn, "Operation of Thermionic Vacuum -Tube Circuits,"
Bell System Technical Journal, V, 3, 433-463; July, 1926.
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carrier may be found if it is desirable to tune to this frequency
to increase the selectivity or for any other reason. Approxi-
mations are made later and the final results are almost in the
same form as the results by Chaffee and Browning,' who ob-
tained them by making the approximations first, and neglecting
the terms dealing with the second harmonics of the carrier and
side bands.

Consider the circuit shown in Fig. 1,

Fig. 1

where Z is a general impedance.
There is no input impedance as there is no mutual capacity

between the control grid and plate. The control grid to filament
capacity is part of the tuning capacity C. This would not be
the case for a three -element tube. There is no low -frequency
grid impedance; hence, there can be no grid rectification. The
control grid is biased negatively so there is no control grid
current, making the impedance from the control grid to filament
almost infinite.

The plate current is a function of three variables, E plate,
E screen grid, and E control grid with E filament constant.
The screen grid is at a fixed positive d -c. potential and as there
is no impedance in its circuit, it is at zero a -c. potential, making
its effect constant. The plate current will be a function of only
two variables, E plate and E control grid.

Eg will refer to the control grid and as the screen grid Ec2 is
left at a fixed potential the analysis can be made as for a three -
element tube.

Ip=f(Ep, Eg) with Ec2 constant. (1)

The following notation will be employed:

1p = olp+ip
Ep= 0Ep-I-ep (2)

Eg = 0Eg±eg

4 E. L. Chaffee and G. H. Browning, "A Theoretical and Experimental
Investigation for Small Signals," PROC. I.R.E., 15, 2; February, 1927.
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where the lower case letters denote variations of the normal
or d -c. values of voltages and currents distinguished by the
zero subscripts preceding the letters.

0/73 +So = f(oEp+OoEg,oEg+450Eg). (3)

Expanding (3) by the extension of Taylor's Theorem we
have,

a JP a oIp 1 820Ip
04+801p =f(oEpoEg)+-

aEg
60Eg +-aEp SoEp+-

2
3oEg2

g2
(4)4,204 azorp

50Ep60Eg +-30Ep2+ +
aEgaEp aEp2

Which may be written as

a olp aolp 1 a 021p 8204

aEg
ip = -eg +-aEpep +

2 aEg2
epeg

1 asoip
. .

2 aEp2
Where

(5)

a olp 1.4 13204 NM

aEg rp aEgaEp aEp
a 0Ip 1 a20Ip 1 arp=-
aEp rp aEp2 rp2 aEp
820.1p agm

.3Eg2 aEg

and µ = amplification factor
rp = internal plate resistance

gm = mutual conductance.
Eq. (5) is a power series and may be expressed as follows:

ip = aieg+a2eg2-1-asega+ . (6)

Before proceeding further it will be necessary to consider
complex quantities. First assume:

eg = E cos cut . (7)

Now by the well-known theory of the complex variable

e
Eel"- E e- P

Or
eg e a.

(8)- +g
2 2 2
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Where the bar over e indicates that it is the conjugate of e.

E E
ild 8 e-- pdt

2 2
I - for steady conditions .e (9)

Z(jw) Z(-jw)

Z for any network may always be expressed as series impe-
dance.

1Z=r+pL+- (10)
PC

For steady conditions j.w. may be substituted for p in
Eq. (10), this will be done as we are only interested in the steady
conditions.

1
Z(jco) r-Fjo.)L-F

jco9

1
Z(-jw)=r - jcoL -

jcoC
(12)

1 1
and are admittances and may be expressed as:

Z(jw) Z(-jw)
1 1

-a, and -a (13)
Z(jw) Z( -jw)

For detection we will be interested in a modulated radio -
frequency voltage of the form

eg = A(1+ B cos pt) cos qt (14)

where q is the low frequency
p is the radio frequency
A is the peak value of eg
B is the per cent modulation

AB AB
eg = A cos pt+--

2
cos (p+q)t+-

2
cos (p-q)t. (15)

Eg from Eqs. (8) and (15) may be expressed as

A AB
eg =-

2
(hei+ +-

4
(kei+ 01+ nei-Fne1)

"Electric Circuit Theory:and the Operational Calculus," by John R.
Carson, page 9.

(16)
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where the letter preceding refers to the frequency and the
number following to the order

and h= p

k=p-i-q
n=p-q

Omitting conjugates, egg with its coefficients becomes
A2B2 A2B2 A2B2

eg-.. -
4

ki-ne2+
8

-2 ke2 ±
8

-2 ne2

.42B A2B A2

2
h+ke2+ -

2 2-
h+ 02+ -2 het

A2 A2B2 A2B2-
82

0 he2 +
8

-okes + 0 ne2 (3)

A2B A2B A2B2

2
h-ke2 +

2
-- h-ne2+

4
k-net (4)

Line 2 represents the second harmonic of the carrier modu-
lated with the low frequency q. Line 1 represents the second ,

harmonics of the carrier and side bands. These second harmonics
of the side bands beating against the second harmonics of the
carrier would give a frequency 2q causing distortion. Thus,
if it were desirable to tune to the second harmonic and then to
detect again there would be a distortional second harmonic
introduced by the first detection.

Line 3 contains the terms causing a change in the direct
current of the plate circuit. Line 4 contains the low -frequency
modulating frequency q with its second harmonic 2q, the dis-
tortional component.

Eq. (6) becomes, after substituting for eg and egg the values
found in Eqs. (16) and (17) and neglecting the coefficients
A and B,

iP= halhel+ hdt het + haiheid-halheid- nalnel+ nal nel

+ E 02 he2 ± Eha2he2+ E Oha2Ohe2
hkn hkn hkn

(1)

(2)

+ E h+ka2 h-f-ke2+ E WA+ h+ke2
h-fk , h -l- n ,k+ n h+k, h+n,k-l-n

+ E h-ka2h-ke2+ E h-ka2h-ke2
h-k, h-n ,k- n h-k , h-n,k-n

(17)

(18)



1 1 arp
+2rp2

aEp
hzlhalk 21k al h -keg

Or 2(h- k)a2
rp+ k -k Z agm 2µk21

rp aEg rp-F k 21

hence

2

Olk
rp arp

(rp hzi)(rP +k 21) aEp

1 rp j agm 2µk kJ, agm
h -k a2 = 2 rp- h_kzlaEg rp+kzl aEp
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also ep= - EZip (19)

where Z is the impedance for the currents of different frequencies.
We can write Eq. (5) as

µ 1 1 agm agm 1 1 arpip =-eg +-ep +-eg2-- + epeg-- - -ep2--.(20)
rp rp 2 aEg aEp 2 rp2 aEp

Substitute the value of eg from (16) and the value of egg from
(17), neglect the coefficients A and B and equate values of ip
from (18) and (20).

Equating the coefficients of e we obtain for the first order
effects,

or

hence

Ehaihei= E E -halo'
Aka Ian rp hk n rp

halhei[l =- hei
rp rp

kat -
rp+hZl

(21)

kai and 01 will be of the same form.
This is the usual amplifier equation and will not be further

considered here.
Solving for h-ka2

1 1 agm agm
k-ka2h-keg =

rp 2 g
h-ka2h-ke2A-kZ +- h-02

aE aEpk
Zlk ai h-ke2

(22)

(23)
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similarly

2(
hzi kZl

rp arp
+(rp+ .z1)(rp+ kit) a Epf

1 rp j agm 2/2,21 ()gin
h- na2 =

2 rp+ h_.z1 aEg rp+ n21 a Ep
2

(µ\
Z1j1

rp arp'

(rp+ hzi)(rp+ JO a Ep

1 rp agm 4.21 agm
k

-nag
=

2 rp+k _.z1aEg rp+.21 aEp

( 2

ok zinzi
rp arp

+(rp
+ nzi)(rp + .21) a E p

(25)

(26)

Solving for a2 of the form, onus

1 ones agm
ones 0 ha2 = -0 ha2 002 ohz+

rp 2 a Eg
(27)

agm 1 1 arp
h'Zi hal ohe2 +-- hzi hal ;A hai

a Ep 2 rp2 aEp

1 rp agm 2µ1,21 agm
onas =

2 rp+ 0hz1 a Eg rp+ .zi a Ep

( IA
2

nzlnzl
rp arp

(rp+ .zi)(rp+ .21) aEp
(28)

002 and et are of similar form.on -2

The coefficients for the different second harmonics may be
found by the same method.

In most cases

pz=p+gz=p- gz (very nearly)



Then

and
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1 rp agm 2Apz agm
h- na2 = 2 rp+qz1aEq rp+pz aEp

2

Hrppzp2 arp
+(rp+pz)(rp+pz) aE I

(29)

h -nag = h -k a2 and n -k a2 = h_k a2 except that 2qz in a -k a2 replaces

Also,

qz in h -k a2.

1 rp agm 21.1pz agm
0 ha2 = 2 rp-I-R1aEg rp-I-pz aEp

(12pzpz
rp arp

+ (rp+pz)(rp-l-pz) aEp

where R is the d -c. resistance of Z.

and

oka2 = Ona2 = 0 ha2

rp agm 21Ipz agm
alp = rp-Fqz1aEg rp+pz aEp

2qi p =

(12 p z q
rp arp A2B

+(rp+pz)(rp-Fp2) aEp 2

1 rp agm

2 rp+2gz 1 aEg
y

Vp)
+

(rP ±Pz)(rP -FP2)

2kipz agm

rp+pz aEp

arp 1A2B2

aEp) 4

(30)

(31)

(32)

(33)

(34)
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rp agm 2µpz agm
oip-rp+

RI aEg rp+pz aEp

The factor

2

agm

aEg
 agm

against Eci and drawing tangents. Typical static curves for
aEg

are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The dynamic curves will be dis-

(35)

GO

pzpz
rp arp 1 1+B21. A2

(rp+pz)(rp+p2) aEpf 2 f 4 
may be found graphically` by plotting gm

so A

B
C

B

- -9
CONTROL GRID VOLTA G

Fig. 2-CX-322; aGm Control Grid Voltage Characteristics.
A-Static Value Eb =135, Ec2=67.5
B-Dynamic Value Eb=225, Ec2=67.5
C-Dynamic Value Eb =135, Ec2=67.5

0

GO

50'

A B

20
-7 -5 -4 -)

CONTROL GRID VOLTA° -a

Fig. 3-CX-322. -Control Grid Voltage Characteristics.
aEaeirng

A-Static Value Ec2= +45, Eb=135
B-Dynamic Value Ec2= +45, Eb =135

cussed later. The noticeable feature about these curves is that
agm

under the d -c. conditions given -
a E

remains practically con -
9

stant. It was found that if Ec2 was varied between about 30 and
67.5 and Eci adjusted to give a plate current of approximately

agm100 microamperes with no signal voltage, the values of
aEg
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were practically constant but increased slightly as the screen -
grid voltage was lowered. The region where Ec2 was under 30
volts was not investigated because it was desired to keep the
control grid bias at least 7 volts negative.

120

3

11, 125 130
/LATE

Fig. 4-Mutual Conductance-Plate
A-Eo,= - 1.5, Eo,=22.5
B-Eo,= - 7.5, Eo2=45.0
C-Ec,= -12.0, Ec,=67.5

35 A0
VOLTA GE

Voltage

00

Characteristics of CX-322.

The next two terms may be neglected as their values are small.
Fig. 4. shows gm plotted against Eb. The resultant slope is very

agm
small so - is very nearly zero. The factor µ is large but

aEg

A

£0. -10y.

IVO CO 00 120 00 YO 150
PLATE VOLTAGE

Fig. 5-Plate Resistance-Plate Voltage Characteristics of CX-322.
A-Eo,= - 12.0, Ee,= +67.5
B-Ec,= - 10.0, Eo,= +67.5

*0 170 110

agm
rp is very large so that the factor - is small underdetection

aEp
conditions making the effect of the first term negligible. The
value of rp plotted against Eb is shown by Fig. 5. This variation
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is rather large but rp2 occurs in the denominator and gm2 in the
arp

numerator of the coefficient multiplying - so that the second
aEp

term is also small.
aqm

As - is practically constant and the other two terms
aEg

3
4
0

SOO

V

4110- p

404

INPUT4.0

l80- V,.. 14 e -e-. ..- '

.000

to°.
250-

slui
3ov. ISDET.....--

1 UTillE- .__
ISO -r2.0v.i..iv__O INPUT

100 frMiE-str--
_t

dl=7 4,v"P
0v. INPUT-_-___---1--- --

,A
rfi.

0 10 20 30 40 50 80 70 80 20 00 ND CO 130 140 00 100 170 180 10
1101.T1

Fig. 6-P ate Current-Plate Voltage Characteristics of CX-322.
Variable Input Voltages.

Eel= -7.5; Bei= +4.5
60 cycles. 1,000 kc.
Note: Different tubes used to show curves are nearly parallel.

can be neglected the theoretical analysis holds for input voltages
where the peak values are almost as large as Eci. If the last two
terms could not be neglected it would be almost impossible to
evaluate these two terms for large input voltages. Experimental
proof will be presented showing that these last two terms may
be neglected and that the analysis holds for large input volt-
ages.
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Refer to Eq. (35). If R is made zero ,Z and its conjugate
t are also zero and Eq. 35 becomes

aqm

4

A2

oZpaEg- 1 +-
2

- . (36)

If a known input voltage of any frequency is introduced on
agm

the grid the value of -
aE

can be determined from the direct
g

current change if B is zero or if its value is known. The dynamic
agm

values of
aE

were found by this method. The agreement
g

between the static and dynamic values is fair considering the
difficulties of drawing accurate tangents to curves and the
number of times experimental errors enter into the results. As

ag
far as the author knows this method of obtaining -

aE
is a new

g

one.
Fig. 6 shows the plate -current change plotted against plate

voltage. The full lines are for 60 cycles and the dotted lines are
for 1000 kc. The reason the lines are displaced is that two
different tubes were used. The lines are approximately parallel.
A condenser was placed across the control grid to filament for the
60 cycles input so as to offer the same impedance as the tube
capacity would have at 1000 kc. These curves prove that the

agmvalue of -
aE

is very nearly constant for any input voltage
g

nearly as great as the control grid bias under proper conditions,
but falls off slightly as the input voltage is increased.

Fig. 7 shows the plate current plotted against plate voltage
with different load lines drawn in from 270 volts. The output
voltage for a given input voltage and load may be obtained
from these curves. For example, with 400,000 ohms load and
2 volts r.m.s. input modulated 50 per cent the output voltage
would be 52 volts. This is obtained by taking point A as a
reference. The a -c. voltage across the resistor for the above
conditions would vary between B and C so the output voltage
would be the difference, approximately 52 volts. This is the
total swing so the peak value is one half of this, or 26 volts.
For 40 per cent modulation the peak value would be eighty
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per cent of this, or 20.8 volts. This agrees with the results found
analytically by another method and also with that found ex-
perimentally. For a given input voltage it is only necessary to
draw two other curves as, for example, with the curve drawn

S00

300

2°°

0

100
00

T

VOLTS

VOLTS

00
PLATE VOLTAGE

Fig. 7-Plate-Current, Plate -Voltage Characteristics of CX-322. Variable
Input Voltages.

EA= -12.3
Eo,- +67.5
Input at 1,000 kc.

300

SOO

no

200

ISO

100

135 225 270

za V01-71"3-

ISO 200 250
300

350
PLATE VOLTAGE

Fig. 8-Plate-Current, Plate -Voltage Characteristics of CX-322.
R=400,000 ohms
EA= -12.0 v.
Ec2= +67.5 v.

for 2/ volts input draw curves for V2 and 3-0 volts input,
find the swing at 50 per cent modulation, then as the output
voltage is proportional to the modulation its value for any other
value of modulation is easily found. The voltage found in-
cludes the second harmonic also.
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Fig. 8 shows the d -c. plate current plotted against Eb with
400,000 ohms in the plate circuit. The values of pZ and pZ
are not zero here so if the last two terms of the coefficients of
Eq. 35 are not small the d -c. should change when the external
impedance is changed. The resistor was shorted for r.f. voltages
by a condenser, but no appreciable change could be seen in the
direct current.

Eqs. (33), (34), and (35) become
rp agm A2B

qip= (37)
rp+qz 8Eg z

rp agm A2B2
2q1p = (38)

rp+2gz aEg 4 f
rp agm A2

oZp= rp +R aEg
1+-

2 4
(39)

Fig. 8 departs from the square law for two reasons; first, a
agmdecrease of -
aE

with input voltage, and second, rp decreases
g

rp
with input voltage. If R remains constant the value of

rp + R
will decrease with a decrease of rp. Fig. 9 shows value of rp
plotted against lb with Ec2 and Eb remaining constant. If R is
400,000 ohms and rp varies from four megohms to one megohm the

rp
value of the fraction varies from 0.91 to 0.71. These

rp+R
would be extreme variations. Some variation from the square
law is expected from the theory taking everything into account.

In order to determine the value of the input voltage required
to work a power tube an example will be worked out. Resistance
coupling will be used to couple the plate of the detector to the
power tube. The circuit used is shown by Fig. 10.

The following values were used:

R=qz=2qz=5 X105 ohms
R grid =2X106 ohms

C coupling = 0 . 2 X 10-' farads

The a -c. impedance of the combination is practically 4 X106
ohms. Fig. 8 is plotted with an impedance of 4 X105 ohms.
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When B is zero the change in d -c. determines the value of
rp am A2

- as can be seen by referring to Eq. (30). This
rp R aEg 4

is one-half of the value of the coefficient of B in Eq. (36). The
current qip will be two times the change in d -c. found from curve

1111M111111111111111111111111OMM
MIIMEMMII11101111111111111111111111=111
1111111MIENIIIIMINIMIIMIMMIN

111111MMIIENIMIIMINEEM
11111111111=MS1111111MMEM11111
M1111111111111111111MO.OMMMIIIN

0 2 3 4 5
PLATE RESISTANCE IN MEGONMS

Fig. 9-Plate-Current, Plate -Resistance Characteristics of CX-322.

8 times B. If this is multiplied by the external impedance we
obtain the voltage 0,, that is, applied to the grid of the next
tube.

THERMO-
VOLTMETER

Assume B=0.35 and A =

,e,= 2 XBX64 X 10-6X4 X 105= 17.92 volts

mzep = B2 X 64 X4 X 10' X10-4= 3 .07 volts

For B=0.35 and A =
gep =2 XBX17X10-1X4X105=4.26 volts

2gep = B2X 17 X10 -6X4 X106=0.81 volts

To verify these values a CX-371 was calibrated as a tube
voltmeter and the detector was worked directly into it as
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shown in Fig. 10. The same values of impedances were used as
in the calculations. An r.f. choke was placed in series with the
coupling condenser so that with no modulation the voltmeter
read zero. When the carrier was modulated the tube voltmeter
read the peak values of the output voltage which included
ge, and ;e,. The results for B equal to forty per cent are
given in Table I.

TABLE I
INPUT VOLTAGE To CX-371 TUBE VOLTMETER

B ..40 per cent

21/F
Tube Voltmeter Reading
Calculated Voltage

6.0 20.8
5.57 21.0

The external resistor was shorted with a condenser so as to
change ,Z and ,Z. In both cases the voltage decreased very
slightly. This again proves that the last two terms of the co-
efficients of A2 in Eqs. (33), (34), and (35) are very small and
may be neglected in the analysis. This could be expected from
the considerations of the characteristics of the CX-322. The
internal impedance is very high. The tube has some plate to
filament capacity and this with the wiring capacity has a lower
impedance than the internal impedance at radio frequencies.
This impedance is in parallel with the load, so the resultant
external impedance would be much less than the internal im-
pedance. There would be very little gained by shorting the ex-
ternal impedance for radio frequencies when the tube is used
as a detector.

If Eq. (33) is multiplied by Eq. (34) by rp -F2qZ1,
and (35) by rp -FR we get the equivalent voltages introduced in
the plate circuit. These voltages may be used as µeg in ampli-
fier equations. In order to calculate the voltage on the grid of
the next tube it is only necessary to solve for the voltage across
the grid using the above equivalent voltages as in the regular
amplifier equations.

In conclusion the writer wishes to thank Mr. R. M. Wise
and Mr. D. F. Schmit for their helpful comments and sugges-
tions in the preparation of this paper.



THE SCREEN -GRID TUBE*

BY
N. H. WILLIAMS

(University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan)

Summary-Radio-frequency amplification by means of the three -
electrode tube is usually disappointing. With resistance coupling the feed-
back through the tube is in such a phase relation to the input voltage as to
reduce the amplification below that given by the simple equation for voltage
amplification.

With impedance coupling the feed -back causes self -oscillations when the
circuit conditions are such as might be expected to give large amplification.

In the shielded grid tube the feed -back is reduced to a negligible amount
and the current through the tube is very nearly independent of the plate voltage
over the working range. Under these conditions, the voltage amplification
becomes the product of the mutual conductance and the load impedance.
High impedance in the plate circuit is obtained by using a sharply tuned
parallel circuit. With proper shielding such a circuit may be used without
producing self -oscillation. At a frequency of 700,000 cycles per second,
amplifications of 80 fold per stage may be obtained.

IN the case of resistance -coupled amplifiers, we may write
the expression for the voltage amplification of one stage in
the form µR/Rod-R, in which At is the amplifying factor of

the tube, R the external or load resistance, and Ro the resistance
of the tube. In such a system the plate of one tube is connected
through a grid condenser to the grid of the next tube. This
expression for voltage amplification is based upon the assumption
of ideal conditions which are not accurately realized. There are
two reasons why this amplification cannot be attained. First:
as the plate potential varies through a large amplitude, it induces
a potential on the grid which is in phase with itself. But the plate
potential differs from the potential of the positive battery ter-
minal by the amount of the RI drop in the load resistance and
is therefore at its minimum value when the current through the
tube is a maximum. This results in a feed -back through the tube
to the grid in opposite phase to the actual grid voltage, thus
reducing the effectiveness of the grid in controlling the current.
Second: The equation indicates that the amplification may be
increased by increasing the load -resistance indefinitely, the limit
being the ;2 of the tube. As a matter of fact, the capacitance from

.4' Original Manuscript Received by the Institute, January 20, 1928.
Delivered before the Detroit Section of the Institute. December 16 1927.
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plate to filament in the tube is in parallel with the load resistance
and hence the impedance of the circuit is increased very little
by adding resistance beyond a certain limit. It is for these rea-
sons that resistance coupling for high -frequency amplification is
usually disappointing.

With impedance coupling by means of a tuned .circuit be-
tween plate and battery instead of a pure resistance, the case is
very different. The tuned circuit is adjusted to behave as an
inductive reactance and then the feed -back through the tube is
so changed in phase that regeneration takes place and the ampli-
fication is greater than would be expected from the equation that
is used in representing it. Furthermore, the capacitance from
plate to filament is simply added to that of the condenser in
the tuned circuit and is "tuned out"; thus no reduction of im-
pedance results. The feed -back through the tube is so effective
in this case as an agent of regeneration that the system breaks
into self -oscillations and becomes useless as an amplifier if a
sharply tuned circuit is employed to obtain impedance coupling.

The screen grid is a device to prevent the feed -back from
plate to grid and thus prevent self -oscillation when the plate
circuit is highly tuned. The second grid acts as an electrostatic
screen between the plate and the control grid. It is held at a
fixed potential and cuts off the control grid from the influence
of the fluctuating potential of the plate. This tube for radio -
frequency amplification was developed at the Research Labora-
tory of the General Electric Co. by A. W. Hull and N. H.
Williams.'

Measurements show that the capacitance from plate to con-
trol grid is reduced to 1 per cent of that in the three -electrode
tube when the latter is used without its socket. The percentage
is much lower when the screen -grid tube is compared with the
three -electrode tube as normally used. With these tubes it is
possible to use sharply tuned circuits between plate and battery
at almost any frequency without causing self oscillations. An
amplification of 60 fold per stage is easily possible at a frequency
of 700,000 cycles per second, and at lower frequencies still higher
amplifications may be reached. An over-all amplification of
more than two million -fold has been measured for a five -stage
amplifier so built that each stage was in a separate compartment
of a metal box.

'Physical Review, April, 1926.
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The tube has a mutual conductance of about 0.4 milliampere
per grid volt. Its plate -voltage, plate -current characteristic shows
a downward slope where the plate voltage is less than the po-
tential of the screen grid. Thus the tube has negative resistance
in this region. This effect is the result of secondary emission
from the plate. Each electron that strikes the plate may dislodge
several electrons from the atoms of the metal, in which case the
current in the plate circuit is reversed. When the plate voltage
is above that of the screen grid, the current is positive, the
characteristic is nearly straight and nearly parallel to the vol-
tage axis. Here the tube resistance to alternating impulses is
very high, which signifies that the plate current is practically
independent of the plate voltage. This is an important item in
connection with the behavior of the tube, for it accounts for an
amplifying factor of over 200 and it eliminates one of the vari-
ables which, with other tubes, must be considered in connection
with the circuit.

When the three -electrode tube is used in a radio circuit,
the high -frequency component of the plate current is a function
of seven different properties of the tube. These are:

(1) Rate of change of plate current with grid voltage.
(2) Rate of change of plate current with plate voltage.
(3) Rate of change of grid current with grid voltage.
(4) Rate of change of grid current with plate voltage.
(5) Capacitance between plate and grid.
(6) Capacitance between plate and filament.
(7) Capacitance between grid and filament.
As explained above, the second of this list is eliminated when

the screen -grid tube is used because of the flatness of the char-
acteristic curve. When the tube is used as an amplifier, the grid
current may be kept at zero value by proper grid bias, and thus
the third and fourth items are disposed of. In the screen -grid
tube the capacitance from plate to grid and from plate to fila-
ment is negligible. The capacitance from grid to filament
becomes a circuit constant since it is in parallel with another
condenser. There remains, then, only the variation of plate cur-
rent with grid voltage, i.e., mutual conductance G, and it appears
that when this tube is used the mathematical solution of circuits
is greatly simplified.

The amplifying factor, of the tube expresses how many
times more effective an increment of voltage is if applied to the
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grid than if applied in the plate circuit. In mathematical sym-
bols it is represented by the ratio of two differential coefficients.

=a1p/aEg÷ar,/aE,
ar,daEg= G = Mutual conductance.
aidaE,=1/Ro= Plate conductance.

Ro = tube resistance.
From this it follows that µ = GRo.

Substituting GRo for /.4 in the equation with which we
started, we have voltage amplification =GRoR/R+Ro.

If Ro is large as compared with R, we may neglect R in the de-
nominator and the expression for voltage amplification reduces
to GR. In the case of impedance coupling, if Z represents the
impedance, it is apparent that GZ becomes an approximate ex-
pression for the voltage amplification. With a parallel -tuned
circuit, the impedance is given by the equation

Z =L/CR
L being the inductance in the circuit, C the capacitance, and R
the resistance. It is not difficult in a carefully tuned circuit to
raise the impedance to 150,000 ohms and if G is taken as 0.4
milliampere per grid volt, we have

Voltage amplification = GZ = 60.
This emphasizes the simplicity of the computations in the screen -
grid amplifier.

The first piece of research that was undertaken making use
of the shielded grid amplifier was the measurement of the charge
of the electron by the shot effect? This was done with an amplifier
that was constructed at the Research Laboratory of the General
Electric Co. Because of the fact that electricity is not an in-
finitely fine-grained fluid, but consists of discrete particles or
electrons, the flow of the charge to the plate in a vacuum tube
causes minute fluctuations of the plate potential due to the ran-
dom distribution of the electrons in time. These minute fluctua-
tions of voltage were measured with the screen -grid amplifier
and from these measurements the charge of the electron was
computed. The results agree within one per cent with those
obtained by other and totally independent methods. Electrons
produced by thermionic emission, by photoelectric emission, and
by ionization of gases were measured in this way and now the
measurement of the positive charge of ions is going on at the
University of Michigan.

Hull and Williams, Physical Review, February, 1925.



Discussion on
THE MEASUREMENT OF CHOKE COIL INDUCTANCE*

(C. A. Wright and F. T. Bowditch)

W. 0. Osbont: The authors have given an interesting and
valuable discussion of several simple methods of measuring,
under operating conditions, the inductances of choke coils
carrying direct current. They have made one or two state-
ments, however, which the present writer desires to comment
upon.

The inductance of a coil with a closed iron core is given by

0 . 4 rAr2µA
L= x10-8

1

where N = number of turns in winding
A = area of core section, sq. cm.
/ =length of iron path, cm.

µ = effective permeability of the iron correspond-
ing to conditions under which the choke is
operating.

It is seen that all the factors entering into the above equation
except the permeability are determined by the geometry of the
coil, the permeability alone being affected by operating con-
ditions. Hence, an investigation of the variations of µ under
different conditions will lead to an understanding of the varia-
tions in inductance for a given coil.

Concerning the effective permeability of a core with an
a -c. magnetizing force superposed on a d -c. mmf. the authors
have made a serious error. They have stated that the induc-
tance is "determined by the average slope of the saturation curve
over the range within which the current varies," and have
neglected hysteresis entirely. When an a -c. mmf. of maximum
value 1/2 OH is superposed on the d -c. mmf. there will be pro-
duced a minor hysteresis loop' as at a in the accompanying sketch.
The total change in mmf., AH, will produde a change in density,
AB, and the effective or incremental permeability' is

 PROC. I.R.E., 16, 3; March, 1928.
Research Laboratory, Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., East Pitts-

burgh, Pa.
1 T. Spooner, "Permeability" Jour. A.I.E.E. Vol. XLII, p. 42 and

T. Spooner "Effect of Superposed Alternating Field on Apparent Magnetic
Permeability and Hysteresis Loss", Phys. Rev. 1925.
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AB=
AH

or it is the slope of the line drawn through the tips of the minor
loop, which is seen to be quite different from the average slope
of the normal curve in the range of variation of H. The minor
loops at b and c indicate the state of affairs for values of d -c.
mmf. which nearly saturate the core. It is seen that the incre-
mental permeability decreases for increasing values of d -c.
mmf. The writer has made tests on several kinds of iron which
show that this statement holds even for very low values of d -c.
magnetization in the range of upward curvature of the magneti-

oto

a

a3

Norma) curve
for iron

16 ALL' = off

H- lberts/cm.

Fig.

zation curve. It seems likely to the writer, therfore, that the
drop in inductance with no direct current shown in Fig. 6 in the
paper was due to the presence of some residual magnetism in
the core.

The value at, corresponding to the particular values of a -c.
and d -c. magnetization should be substituted forµ in the for-
mula given above. In the second paper referred to above, Mr.
Spooner gives a formula for calculating Az,. When there is an
air gap of length a in the magnetic circuit the formula for in-
ductance takes the form

0.4 irN2A
L= X10-8

1

Ala
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In a paper by C. R. Hanna,' a direct method is developed
for calculating the best value of air gap to be used in the mag-
netic circuit of a choke coil carrying direct current. In a recent
paper in QST," curves are given for calculating chokes accord-
ing to the method developed by Hanna, for several different
kinds of iron not considered in Hanna's paper.

In the latter part of their paper, the authors commit a ser-
ious error by stating that the slope of the magnetization curve
for air is considerably greater than the slope of the magnetiza-
tion curve for iron in the region of saturation. The truth of the
matter is that the slope of the iron curve approaches the slope
of the curve for air. In other words, the incremental permeability
of iron is never less than unity as the statement of the authors
would lead one to believe.

C. A. Wright t : The authors are familiar with the minor loops
referred to by Mr. Osbon and have referred to them in a previous
discussion' However, it was decided that in the present case they
were of negligible importance and that a consideration of them
would unnecessarily complicate the methods of inductance
measurement suggested.

The present paper was intended to apply to choke coils used
in radio "B" power units, the inductance of which was the subject
of much interest at the time the measurements were made.

In the cases of a representative lot of commercial samples
measured the inductances were practically the same for increas-
ing and decreasing values of direct current. With the negligible
hysteresis thus indicated, the slopes of the minor loops ap-
proached closely the slopes of the saturation curve corresponding
to the positions of the minor loops, and under these conditions the
statements made regarding the value of inductance are correct.

The criticism of Mr. Osbon, that "the slope of the magnetiza-
tion curve for air is considerably greater than the slope of the
curve for iron in the region of saturation," is probably based on
the assumption that the abscissas of the curves are measured in

2 C. R. Hanna, "Design of Reactances and Transformers which
Carry Direct Current," Jour. A.I.E.E., Feb. 1927, page 128.

3 D. E. Replogle, "Notes on the Design of Iron -Core Reactances
which Carry Direct Current," QST, Apr. 1928, page 23.

t National Carbon Co., Inc., Cleveland, Ohio.
1 "Telephone Communication," by Wright and Puchatein, Chap. 7, pg.

141-142. Published by McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1925.
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the usual magnetizing force per unit length. However, it is to be
noted that these abscissas are in "ampere turns" so that the curve
for the iron referred to is that of the total length of the iron mag-
netic circuit, and the curve for air is that of the total length of
the air gap. If this air gap is very small, as in the actual case, this
curve for air may be more steep, as is stated in the discussion,
than that for the curve of the iron portion of the circuit. The
"proportional addition" of the curves for iron and air will then
have the stated effect on the total curve.



Discussion on
ON THE DISTORTIONLESS RECEPTION OF A MODU-

LATED WAVE AND ITS RELATION
TO SELECTIVITY
(F. K. Vreeland)*

V. D. Landont : The paper by Frederick K. Vreeland, "On the
Distortionless Reception of a Modulated Wave and its Relation
to Selectivity," was read with interest at the Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing Company laboratories. A good deal of
work has been done here on band-pass filters somewhat similar in
design to that described by Dr. Vreeland. It seems desirable to
amplify his discussion considerably.

Of course, it will be realized that the scheme outlined is by
no means new either with identical or spaced tuning. The circuit
shown is merely two conductively coupled tuned circuits with crit-
ical coupling or slightly greater than critical coupling. The same
principle has been incorporated in commercial receivers for years,
one such use being in a superheterodyne provided with inter-
mediate frequency transformers having tuned primary and tuned
secondary windings, the coupling between which is quite loose,
being only slightly greater than critical coupling. This, of course,
gives the well-known response curve characteristic of such an
arrangement in accordance with well understood principles. A
treatment of coupled circuits that describes the phenomena very
well is given in Morecrofts "Principles of Radio Communication"
on page 100. The dotted curve of Fig. 99 illustrates the band pass
action perfectly. The precise method of coupling employed is of

course immaterial.
The idea of tuning both circuits over a considerable frequency

band is. not novel either. The old "loose couplers" and similar
devices were in use before radio broadcasting was known. These
receivers employed tuned primary and tuned secondary, and
the coupling was adjustable. In general, something approximat-
ing critical coupling was striven for, as this gave the best sen-
sitivity retaining good selectivity.

*Presented at the Annual Convention of the Institute of Radio
Engineers, January 9, 1928. PROC. I.R.E., 16, 3; March, 1928.

t Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, East Pitts-
burgh, Pennsylvania.
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It is of interest to note the behavior of two such coupled
circuits when they are tuned to various frequencies through-
out the broadcast range. It is well-known that for critical coup-
ling the mutual reactance should equal the square root of the pro-
duct of the primary and secondary resistances. Or for duplicate
circuits the mutual reactance should equal the resistance of one of
the circuits. If greater coupling than this is used two peaks will
occur in the resonance curve, the greater the coupling the more
pronounced the peaks. For coupling only slightly greater than
critical a nearly flat top curve, with steep sides, is obtained. For
less than critical coupling the curve resembles an ordinary
resonance curve, though a more favorable ratio will be obtained
of the width near the top to the width near the bottom. A value
of coupling just greater than critical gives the best shape to the
resonance curve.

It is a well-known fact that the resistance of a coil varies
rapidly with frequency. Common types of coils used in broadcast
receiver design vary in resistance at a rate lying between the
first and second power of the frequency. If a mutual inductive
reactance is used to couple the circuits, this reactance will vary in
value exactly as the first power of the frequency. If coils could be
found whose resistance varied exactly as the first power of the
frequency then the value of coupling could be made correct to
give the flat top curve all over the range. The fact that the re-
sistance varies faster than the frequency means that the curve
will either have a rounded top at high frequencies (corresponding
to less than critical coupling) or a fairly pronounced double peak
at low frequencies (corresponding to more than critical coupling).

It is to be noticed, however, that even assuming that the
resistance varies in the correct way to give the same curve shape
at all frequencies, the width of the curve will not remain con-
stant over the range. The width will be directly proportional to
the frequency. That is, the band received will be two and one-
half times as wide at the high -frequency end of the scale as it is
at the low -frequency end.

Also if the resistance varies as suggested, the signal will be
amplified a great deal more at the high frequencies than at the
low, since the tuned impedance of the circuit will be directly
proportional to the frequency.

If the rate of change of resistance lies between the first and
second power of the frequency the selectivity variation over the
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range will be even worse than that indicated. The amplification
will be more nearly uniform but will still be greatest at high
frequencies.

For these reasons it is highly desirable that the coupling
increase at a rate slightly less than as the first power of the
frequency. This results in decreasing the amplification at high
frequencies to the same value that is obtained at low. At the
same time the selectivity is made considerably better. Of course,
the desirable square top feature is sacrificed to a certain extent
but this does not matter as the curve is already far too broad at
this end of the scale.

It was found possible to obtain the desired variation in coup-
ling with frequency by employing combinations of capacitive
and inductive coupling in a variety of ways.

If this variation is correctly done the resonance curve will be
found only slightly wider at high frequencies than at low. At low
frequencies the curve had a very slight double peak and at mid-
scale an ideal flat top. At high frequencies the curve was quite
rounded on top though not nearly so sharp -pointed and sloping-
sided as the curve of the same circuits not coupled, operated in
cascade.

It is believed that such an arrangement is more nearly ideal
than that discussed by Dr. Vreeland.



BOOK REVIEW

Experimental Radio, BY R. R. RAMSEY. Ramsey Publishing
Company, Bloomington, Indiana. Third Edition. 229
pages. $2.75.
This compendium of radio experiments was first issued by

the author for use in his radio course at Indiana University,
where he is Professor of Physics. The first edition appeared
in 1923 after about five years of collection of experiments
from various sources, including textbooks on radio telegraphy
and telephony. The author states that the course is intended
to be about on a level with a good second -year college course
in physics. No attempt is made to cover the more compli-
cated measurements, but some references to these are included.
In all there are 117 experiments. Typical ones are as follows:
"To Measure the Dielectric Constant of Oil"; "To Calibrate a
Wavemeter Using Overtones"; "Measurement of the Amplifi-
cation Constant of a Tube"; "To Measure the Resistance of
a Radio Circuit; Resistance Variation Method"; "Field In-
tensity Measurements; Radiation from a Coil."

Within its scope, which the author has clearly defined, the
book is an excellent manual of radio- and audio -frequency
measurements and demonstrations. While all the material in it
should be familiar to radio and electrical engineering grad-
uates, experienced engineers will find Ramsey's outline useful
for refreshing their memories on specific points with which their
work has not brought them into contact for some time. The
only general criticism of the book which might be made is to
point out the absurd use of the terms "AC current," "DC
current," etc., which are employed with a consistency werthy
of a more logical nomenclature. CARL DREHER t

t Staff Engineer, National Broadcasting Company, New York City
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Minnesota

Illinois
Michigan
New York
Pennsylvania

Dist. of Columbia
Illinois
New Jersey
New York

Pennsylvania

California

Colorado
Connecticut

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF MEMBERS ELECTED

May 2, 1928
Transferred to the Fellow grade

Minneapolis, University of Minnesota.. Jansky, C. M. Jr.

Transferred to the Member grade
Chicago, 1018 North Hamlin Avenue Howard, C. M.
Berrien Springs Fetzer, John E.
New York City, 84 Broad St., Inter. Stand. Elec. Co Montcalm, S. R.
Wilkinsburg, 706 Lamar Street Brindley, William E.
Wilkinsburg, 519 North Avenue Horn, C. W.

Elected to the Member grade
Takoma Park, 19 Woodland Avenue Trogner, Arthur M.
Oak Park, 551 Bellefonte Avenue Pearson, Oscar A.
East Orange, 30 North Arlington Avenue.. Ackerman, Rudolph W.
New York City, 40 Rector Street, Room 618.... . Chesterton, A. J.
New York City, 66 Broad Street, R. C. A. Morton, Alfred H.
East Pittsburgh, Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co Hanna, Clinton R.

Elected to the Associate grade
Berkeley, 1751 Delaware Street
El Segundo, P. O. Box 531
Inglewood, 579 Ellis Avenue
Los Angeles, 580 Crane Blvd.
Seibert
Bridgeport, 246 West Avenue
Bridgeport, P. 0. Box 547
Middletown, Wesleyan Station, Box 283...
Mount Carmel

Dist. of Columbia Washington, 300 -11th Street, N. E.
Washington, 2016 -34th Street, N. W.
Washington, 1536 Yon Street, N. W.
Washington, c/o National Radio Institute

Florida Jacksonville, 226 East 15th Street
Illinois Berwyn, 3515 Home Avenue

Chicago, 817 N. Lord Avenue
Chicago, 501 South Green Street
Chicago, 118 South Lincoln Street
Chicago, 427 South La Salle Street, Room 311..
Chicago, 100 W. Monroe St., c/o R. C. A.
Chicago, 300 South Racine Avenue
Decatur, 1624 E. Whitmer Street
Evanston, 1502 Washington Street
Freeport, Box 90, Route 1
Wilmette, 321 Maple Avenue

Indiana Fort Wayne, 2131 Curdes Avenue
Fort Wayne, 2916 Fairfield Street
Valparaiso, 555 South College Avenue

Louisiana Lake Charles, 315 Ann Street
Maine Portland, 514 Congress Street
Maryland Baltimore, 1933 E. Fairmont Avenue
Massechusetts Allston, 125 Harvard Avenue

Allston, 54 Hano Street
Boston, 18 Huntington Avenue, Suite 43A..
Boston, 3 Milford Street
Braintree, 42 Stedman Avenue
Cambridge, 410 Memorial Drive
Dennis Port
Newburyport, 22 Allen Street
Whitman, 24 Pearl Street
Worcester, 274 Main Street

Michigan Jackson, 127 W. Mason Street
Kalamazoo, 424 Davis Street

Missouri Kansas City, 1659 Madison Street
St. Louis, 4956 Ashby Avenue

Nebraska Lincoln, Nebraska Wesleyan University
New Jersey Bloomfield, 230 Grove Street

Hasbrouck Heights, 218 Jefferson Avenue.....
Newark, 487 Summer Avenue.
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Hassell, Ralph L.
Hart, William J.
Underwood, Ernest G.
Power, Ralph L.
Fingado, Francis H.
Dulbis, Geddie E.
Dunning, S.
Copeland Herman A.
Croteau,Carlton W.
Banker, Russell E.
Mims, Clinton F.
Smith, David H.
Sprayberry, Frank L.
Washburn, Cyrus, Jr.
Burns, Elmer E.
Denise, Garet W.
Flick, A. A., Jr.
Galvez, Manuel E.
Newlander, Ralph A.
Rothenberger, William
Van Benschoten,Walter
Cameron, Henry L., Jr.
Fisk, Lawrence S.
Meyer, Winston F.
Hinson, Marcus W.
Baker, Dean R.
Poch, Waldemar J.
Noller, Roy E.
Fox, Frank G.
Caries, Roginald C.
Rosso, Thomas
Pear'stein, Charles D.
Stockellburg, Arthur A.
Girard, Leon Frederic
Parnagian, Aram
Hanson, Harry
Elser, F. Johnson
Skinner, Oscar E.
Osgood, George W.
Lovell, Webster A.
Bates, Lee A.
Pickles, Arthur W.
Graham, Herbert T.
Boat, John
Berest, Anton
Dunning, John R.
Hanson, Ernest R.
Baker, Neil D.
O'Dowd, Thomas E.
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New York Albany, 11 Carroll Terrace Compton, Ogden B.
Astoria, L. I., 20-62 8th Avenue Leslie, Frank
Baldwin, L. I., 17 Portland Avenue. Stewart, O. Edwin
Brooklyn, 8906 Colonial Road Burns, George D.
Brooklyn, 762 Hopkinson Avenue Gillule, William J.
Brooklyn, 2300 E. 13th Street Glaser, Marcus
Brooklyn, 1011 Avenue 0. Joffe, Moe
Brooklyn, 511 Vanderbilt Avenue Mussy, Josef
Brooklyn, 229 Nassau Avenue Painting, John A.
Brooklyn, 1448 East 19th Street Wormald. Robert, Jr.
Buffalo, 89 St James Place Eichorst, Marvin H.
Buffalo, 19 Whitney Place Griva, John
Buffalo, 1415 Michigan Avenue Lewis, John C. P.
Buffalo, 70 Shenley, Station A. Miller, Carl
Buffalo, 840 Marine Trust Bldg. Waud, E. C.
Hempstead, L. I., 67 Front Street Crane, Edwin S.
Ithaca, 31 Baker Tower Bevitt, William D.
Milton -on -Hudson, Box 28 Taber, Charles K.
New York City, 177 Brook Avenue Armus, Harry
New York City, 463 West St., Bell Tel. Labs. Lakatos, Emo ry
Niagara Falls, Box 167, M. P. 0 Guinther, George
Rochester, 38 Mayflower Street Lewis, Bertram' L.
Rochester, 338 East Main Street Waldorf, E. T.
Rochester, 55 Tacoma Street Wiahart, William Ross
Schenectady, General Electric Co Garrett, Charles R.
Springfield, L. I., 137-42 Southgate Avenue Benjamin, Wesley E.

Ohio Cleveland, 16010 Nela Crest Ward, Donald 0.
Cleveland Heights, 2175 Middlefield Road Williams, Hollie
Cortland, R. D. Gail, Preston C.
Kent, c/o Kladag Radio Laboratories Kline, Robert H.

Oklahoma Tulsa, Box 219, A, Route 10 Breeding, S. IL
Tulsa, 814 South Main Street Hayden, Frank L.
Tulsa, 518 South Main Street Miller, Claude E.
Tulsa, 318 S. Boulder Street White, R. Jordan

Pennsylvania Philadelphia, U. S. Navy Yard Bechler, W. C., Jr.
Philadelphia, 19th and Allegheny Avenue... Raycroft, Louis B. F.
Wilkinsburg, Westinghouse Club Baudino, Joseph E.
Wilkinsburg, 415 Ross Avenue Konkle, Phil.

Rhode Island Providence, 533 Hope Street Gerry, Frank L.
Texas Beaumont, 1495 Johns Avenue Wengel, Raymond W.

Jackaboro, P. 0. Box 213 Isbell, G. Terrell
Virginia Norfolk, Navy Yard, Naval Radio Station Regan, Smiley I.
Washington Seattle, 4532 -18th Avenue N. E Giovanin i , Fmnk

Seattle, 5212 Ravenna Avenue Mossman, F. B.
Sokane, 228 Pacific Avenue Van Dosen, Paul F.

Wisconsin Friendship, c/o Rev. Saetveit Roes, Kenneth B.
Milwaukee, 694 Prospect Avenue Nunn, E. D.

Canada British Columbia, Alert Bay, o/o Wireless Station Thomas, Clarence W.
British Columbia, Vancouver, 1064 Haro Street Stout, Edward A.
Ontario, Toronto 10, 226 Caledonia Road Watling, William J.
Quebec, Lachine, 122 George V Avenue Boyd, David

China Shanghai, E 51 Snrkill Road Ede, Frank C.
England Reading, Berkshire, 11 Whitley Wood Road Robb, Frederick C.

London, N. W. 10, Dolls Hill Lane, Lullington Barron, Donovan A.
London, N. W. 6, 15 Lyncroft Gardens Hinderlich, Albert
London, W. C. 2, 34 KingswaY Holzman, Louis

Gibraltar 2 City Mill Lane McIntosh, Ronald A.
Japan Taihoku Formosa, Komuka, Teichinbu Mitautake, Katsumi

Sendai, ta-samban-cho, No. 78 Saito, Masao
New Zealand Auckland, Grafton, Flat 5, 14 Huntley Avenue Duncan, Phillip A.
Scotland Dundee, Forfarahire, 291 Arbroath Road Flemming, Samuel
South Africa Durban214 West Street, African Broadcasting Co ,

La Brickhill, J. A.

Elected to the Junior grade
Georgia Atlanta, 410 Copenhill Avenue, N. E. Eubanks, John M.
Kentucky Fort Thomas, 41 Highland Avenue Ross, H. Winston, Jr.
Michigan Flint, 2208 Cadillac Street Blanford, Edwin C.
Missouri Kansas City, 4323 Charlotte Street Parks, Vernon H., Jr.
New York Corona, 111-61 Forty-third Avenue Minds, Charles L.

Lynbrook, L. I., 304 Denton Avenue Shaw, James
New York City, 116-118 West 45th Street Sava, Gino, Jr.

Pennsylvania Narberth, 421 Woodbine Avenue Ford, John R.
Canada Quebec, Montreal, Outremont, 191 Querbes Avenue Bellew, Leo T.
South Australia Adelaide, Box 303 A Post Office Shephard, Maxwell





Loud Speaker Unit
Frame. An ALUMAC
Die Casting. Note the
two inserts and naMer01/5
holes (ten in all) cast in
this part.

Radio Engineers use Aluminum
Die Castings for Quality, Speed,

Economy
ALUMAC Die Castings of Alcoa Aluminum have found a wide use in Radio design
-for loud speaker frames, bases and housings, for chasses, condenser frames and
cradles for drum dials, and for cabinets.

There are very definite reasonA for the radio engineers' preference for Alumar
Die Cast Aluminum parts: they are light; they are strong-equal strength of
other casting metals with lett than half the weight; they possess high electrical
conductivity.

And they are both accurate and economical. The usual tolerance is ±.c.ot s inch
per linear inch. Holes and inserts may be cast in with a high degree of accuracy.
This eliminates much machining and makes for economy and production speed.

In all probability Alumac Die Castings can improve your product and save
you money and labor. It will pay you to talk to one of our Die Casting Specialists
(without obligation, of course). May we send him to you?

ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA
Aluminum in Every Commercial Form

2469 Oliver Building Pittsburgh, Pa.

ALUMINUM
ALUMAC

E CAST rsJ GS
For Strength, lightness, Economy

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS Will be mutually helpful.
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Condenser
Specialists

1,\TE make one thing and one
thing only-wax impreg-

nated paper condensers in die -
press steel jackets, in medium and
large capacities. We make no set
hardware, no eliminators, no
transformers, no parts, no sets.
Our entire concentrated effort is
on one product alone. Such
specialization assures highest
quality, economical production and
real service.

Millions of Fast Condensers are
in daily use in radio sets made by
the leading set manufacturers.
Fast condensers are renowned for
their high insulation resistance and
excellent and dependable electrical
characteristics.

Manufacturers looking for a de-
pendable source of supply will find
here one of the largest organiza-
tions of its kind in the world.

Send us your specifications.

Visit our booth at the Radio Trade
Show in Chicago

}IN L.r/Ani.6
Established 1919

3982 Barry Avenue, Dept. I.R.E., Chicago, U.S.A.

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS Will be mutually helpful.
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[LIST PRICES
Set of Three Coils,

with Plug-in Base,
complete ..$10.00

Plug-in Coils,
each $2.50

Base only $3.00

Write for
Special Low -Wave

Folder

4r

A set of three coils, with
plug-in base, covers the 20,

40 and 80 -meter bands.

FOR several seasons Hammarlund low -loss,
space -wound coils have been universally

by those who "know their stuff" in
radio.

Now they may be had in convenient plug-in
form. A set of three coils covers the low -
wave band from 20 to 80 meters. Special
coils supplied for higher wave lengths.

Contacts are perfect. The double silk -
covered wire is space -wound and firmly an-
chored in a film of high-test dielectric ma-
terial. Losses are low. Short-circuits are im-
possible.

The variable primary coil has phosphor -
bronze flexible connections and is integral with
the Bakelite base. Friction holds it at any de-
sired coupling.

HAMMARLUND MANUFACTURING COMPANY
424-438 West 33rd Street, New York

R-o't.S.it.ttah, Radio'

ammarlund
P FZEC/SION

PRODUCTS
_rt*:

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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THE GREATEST MONEY VALUE
IN MATCHED INSTRUMENTS

Electrical Units of measurement are not subject to change.
But electrical quantities can, AND DO, vary widely when
measured with unreliable instruments.
Why gamble with inferior products when Weston instru-
ments insure life -time accuracy at a very moderate cost?
Moreover, the use of BARGAIN instruments sooner or
later results in ruined equipment and big repair bills.
Think before you buy, and then buy DEPENDABILITY.

THE WESTON MATCHED LINES OF
2" AND 31/4 " PANEL INSTRUMENTS

Two complete lines of flush type instruments-alike in
quality, appearance and performance.
Superior electrical and constructional features.
Made for the measurement of every electrical quantity em-
ployed in radio reception and transmission.
A.C. and D.C. Voltmeters, Ammeters and Milliammeters in
all required ranges. Also Thermo -Couple Types.

Write for Circular Jon
Weston Radio Instruments.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
589 Frelinghuysen Ave. Newark, N. J.

WESTON
RADIO

I NSTRUMENTS
When U'rliing to afire misers mention Of the PI.O,C1 ni NGS Will be mu:nally help'
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Opportunity

Extraordinary

ON account of other interests, the
owner of a well established and

nationally known radio manufacturing
concern is desirous of securing a com-
petent technical and shop man to be-
come a member of firm, or take over
the entire business.
The Company is incorporated under
the laws of Pennsylvania with factory
and offices in Philadelphia.

The business consists of manufacturing
high grade Receivers, Eliminators, and
other miscellaneous accessories, and
enjoys a considerable export trade in
addition to this domestic business.
This is an unusual opportunity for an
energetic and capable person to get
into a good going concern. Only a
moderate investment will be necessary
for the right party. Or the entire
business may be acquired at a very
reasonable figure.

If you are interested, act promptly.
All correspondence considered strictly
confidential.

Address: Box 803, I.R.E.

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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HAVE YOU THESE?
Here are two Institute supplies every

member should own.

Pins and
Watch Charms

Both are of 14K gold, enameled in white, maroon, blue, or gold
for the appropriate grade of membership. The pin is supplied with
a safety catch and is finished on one side.

The watch charm is fitted with a suspension ring, and is hand-
somely finished on both sides.

PIN WATCH CHARM
Price $3.00, any grade Price $5.00, any grade

Proceedings
Binders

The binder pictured above will hold over twelve individual issues

of the PROCEEDINGS. It serves as a temporary transfer binder or
as a permanent cover for a year's supply of PROCEEDINGS. It is
made of handsome Spanish Grain Fabrikoid in blue and gold. It
is so constructed that no matter where the pages are opened they
will lay flat. Strap binders hold each copy firmly in place.

Price $1.50 each or $2.00 with your name or
volume stamped in gold.

To obtain Binders, Pins, or Watch Charms address the
Institute office and enclose cash or check with order.

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will he mutually helpful.
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011ex0Coti. e*-teollijen/eirAti:

Cabinet Jtangadtuvrzfj-
TE all know that tone is all important this year.You are vitallyV V interested in the tone performance of your set. The speaker

you use in your consoles can make a tremendous difference in
your set's tone efficiency.

Matched to Your Output
It would be ridiculous for us to claim that the standard Air-Chrome will operate with the same efficiency on every set.

The standard Air -Chrome speaker favors no band of frequen-
cies. Low, intermediate and high are all reproduced with the same
relative intensity-so that the Standard Air -Chrome will repro-
duce naturally every thing the audio amplifier gives it.

SOME sets, however favor the lower f re-
quencie3. some the higher. We are able

to match the output of your set exactly, so
build up the high or low frequencies, as the
occasion demands.

The Custom -Built Mr -Chrome
The Air -Chrome Speakers for set m inufac-
turers are made in 3 standard sizes as shown
above, 24' x 24% 18' x 23% x le, these
will fit most of the cabinets.

On account of the construction we can
build any special size where the quantities
warrant.

Send for Sample for Demonstration
and Test in Your Own Laboratory

The only way to tell whether you want to
use the Air -Chrome on your set is to try it.
Try to make it chatter-demonstrate it
against any speaker-if you find that some
frequencies are over -emphasized, remember
that we can give you exactly what you want-
The tone of the Air -Chrome is unaffected by
atmospheric changes. Send the coupon or
write us tocky. A sample speaker will be sent
on memoranium to responsible set and cabi-
net manufacturers.

AIR -CHROME STUDIOS, INC.
Iv. B. WHITMORE

Licensor of Temple. Inc., and Browning -
Drake Corporation

180 Colt Street, Irvington, N. J.
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AMRAD
STOELTING VOLTAGE REGULATOR

No Tubes-No Adjustment
Entirely Automatic-No Moving Parts

In these days of fluctuating line voltages which seriously affect the
operation of AC Receivers the Stoelting Regulator is a practical neces-
sity and is one of the most noteworthy contributions to the radio in-
dustry since its inception.
(1) Maintains practically constant volt-
age input to the receiver even though the
line voltage fluctuates from 95 to 135.
(2) The Stoelting Regulator functions in
a manner to control or adjust the voltage
applied to the receiver so that just the
proper voltage is applied to the receiver
at all times regardless of the line volt-
age at the light socket which enables the
best operation on the receiver.
(3) Very compact and simple to install.
(4) Employs usual plug connection to
lamp socket.
(5) Very simple, nothing to get out of
order, no replacements, will last a life
time.
(6) Made in following sizes:

Type A- 60 watts -60 cycle
Type B-120 watts -60 cycle
Type C- 60 watts -25 cycle
Type D-120 watts -25 cycle

The 60 watt type units are designed for
operating receivers using the standard 171
or 121 type power tubes. 120 watt units

are designed to operate receivers employ-
ing the 210 or 250 type power units.
(7) The Stoelting Regulator will operate
receivers regardless of the number of
tubes employed. It greatly prolongs life
of radio tubes.
(8) A boon to owners of radio receiving
sets in localities where line voltage is
constantly either excessively high or ex-
cessively low. If the line voltage is too
low it automatically raises it or if it is
too high it automatically lowers it to the
proper operating voltage for the receiv-
ing set.
(9) The addition of the regulator adds
practically nothing to the cost of operat-
ing the receiving set.
(10) The Stoelting Regulator will oper-
ate all types of receivers which operate on
lighting current lighting from commer-
cial light service.
(11) Manufactured exclusively by the
Amrad Corporation under the applications
of H. H. Stoelting.

Write for full information

THE AMRAD CORPORATION
MEDFORD HILLSIDE, MASS.

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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Tone is the Biggest Factor
in Radio

TONE QUALITY-realism of reproduction-is the most important
factor today in the sale of radio receivers. It overshadows everything
else. Distance and an ability to bring in a great number of out-of-

town stations no longer assumes the leading place of importance.
Temple solves this most important problem for you. The famous

Temple Air Column Speakers need no introduction. They are recognized
and associated with quality wherever radio exists. They are outstanding
examples of mathematically correct exponential designs which offer a
maximum response to all audible frequencies and in a truly realistic fashion.

This year the Temple Air Chrome Speakers have been added-the
latest development in the open radiator type of construction. A balanced
tension diaphram is made use of which gives not only a true response over
the entire range but a response where each tone is individually distinctive
in itself.

Many Sizes-Light in Weight
Temple Speakers are made in many shapes and sizes. Either the Air

Column or the Air Chrome will adapt itself to practically every kind of
cabinet installation.

The name Temple is synonymous with tone quality-it is recognized
wherever radio exists. It carries prestige and is a stamp of approval for
realism of reproduction.

Model 25
Pats. Pending

Model R
Licensed under Whitmore

Inventions.

Air Column Models
Model 25-The circular type has a center line air

column length of 54^. This is a correct mathemat-
ical exponential design making for maximum re-
sponse and true brilliancy in the entire audible range.
111/2" diameter, 71/2" deep and weighs but 61/2 lbs.
without unit.

Model 14-Rectangular in shape, it ia 18" wide,
91/4" high and 6" deep. The same air column length
as model 25. Weight without unit 131/2" The. This
model is not made in the new light weight construc-
tion.

Model 24-The larger of the standard manufac-
turer's type of Air Columns. This correct exponential
design has a center line air column length of 75", is
24" wide, 18" high and 14" deep. The weight, with-
out unit, is but 12 lbs.

Air Chrome Models
Model F-The larger oblong model. May be in-

stalled either in an upright position or horizontally.
Size 18" x 23"-Depth 8/2". Weight 81/2 lbs.

Model I-The larger of the Temple Air -Chrome
speakers (manufacturer's types). Size 24" x 24".
Weight 16 lbs. Depth 9".

Model K-The small square model. Size 14" x 14".
Weight 81/2 lbs. Depth 7".

Model R-The small oblong model. Size 9" x 24".
Depth 5". Weight 41/2 lbs.

Model Z-91/4" x 21". Depth 5". Weight 41/4
lbs.

TEMPLE, Incorporated
1935 So. \X cstern Ave. Chicago, U. S. A.

SPEAKER DESLEADERSIN IGN
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uality PLUS

EXCUSES and alibis will not satisfy the customer whose equip-
ment-L.:, has been ruined because of the use of unreliable parts.

Whether the units required be resistors, mica condensers, socket
power condensers or filter condenser blocks, you will find a suitable
one in the Quality Products line of Condensers and Resistors made
by Aerovox.

Build customer Good Will with Aerovox Products
The Aerovos Research Worker is a free monthly publi-
cation that will keep you abreut of the latest develop-
ments in Radio. A postcard will put your name on
the mailing list. Write today.

E ROW
"Built Better"

78 Washington St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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EXPERIMENTAL RADIO
Third Edition (1928)

By
R. R. RAMSEY, PH.D.

Professor of Physics, Indiana University
Fellow American Physical Society

Member Institute of Radio Engineers

"The Only Manual of
Radio Experiments"

Experimental Radio is a laboratory manual for students and
experimenters covering all phases of high frequency measure-
ments.

The following subjects are a few of the many covered in
the experiments:

Calibration of condensers, coils, wavemeters, and decremeters.
Measurements of tube resistance, amplification constants,

capacity, and mutual conductance.
Adjustment of and measurement of the input, output, and

efficiency of oscillators and transmitters.
Radio frequency resistance of circuits, coils, and condensers.
Construction of and adjustment of radio telegraphy and radio

telephony transmitters, both practical and demonstration sets.
Construction and measurement of amplifiers, radio and audio.
Field intensity, induction and radiation measurements.
Directions for construction of special radio laboratory ap-

paratus.
In fact "Experimental Radio" is a radio frequency measure-

ments manual.
Every engineer who is interested in fundamental measure-

ments and modern tests will want Ramsey's Radio.
References given to all standard radio books and periodicals.
Enthusiastic comments; "Your Experimental Radio has been

a live saver." "The author contends that it is not a text book,-
it is the best text we have seen." "It certainly looks good to
me." "Experimental Radio stands alone in its field and should
prove useful to every student of radio, whether in a college or
technical laboratory."

xii+229 pages, 5T/2x7%, cloth. 117 experiments. 152 figures.

Price $2.75

Sent postpaid to any post office in the world on receipt of
money order or check. Sent C.O.D. if wished.

RAMSEY PUBLISHING COMPANY
615 E. 3rd St., Bloomington, Indiana

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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CAMBRIDGE INSTRUMENTS

Size
rxrx3Y2

4Y2 lbs.

Unipivot Microammeter
THE essential feature of the Unipivot Galvanometer is

that the moving coil is supported and balanced by a
single pivot thereby reducing friction to a minimum.

The instrument illustrated is widely used for measuring
the leakage of paper condensers in process of manufacture.
For this purpose the coil resistance is approximately 1000
ohms giving full scale deflection for a current of 24 micro-
amperes.

Accumulation of static charge on the glass window is pre-
vented by an almost invisible cathode -spray -coated film of
gold furnishing a direct ground to the metal case. This en-
tirely eliminates electrostatic attraction between the needle
and the glass.

By use of suitable shunts or multipliers wide ranges of
potential and current can be measured. Alternating current
measurements can also be made by use of vacuo-junctions.

Send for List R zoo
This is only one of many Cambridge Precision Electrical
Instruments for use in the field of Radio research.

We invite your inquiries.

CAMBRIDGE
INSTRUMENT CO/Nc

3512 Grand Central Terminal, NEW YORK

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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Relays for A.C. or D.C.

Type SR Relay

Type FR Relay

"Over thirty years'

and for special radio
applications

TYPE SR
Reverse Current, Overload,
Underload, Over Voltage, Un-
der Voltage

Constant and unfailing opera-
tion under the most severe
conditions. Wide range of ad-
justment. Round pattern type,
73/2 inches diameter.

TYPE RR Reverse Current
Small in size, low in price, cer-
tain in operation.

TYPE FR
Secondary relays for alarm
and many other purpcses.

TYPE AB
Overload Relays, instanta-
neous and time limit
Here are shown only a few of
the many types of R -S relays.
ROLLER -SMITH has just
issued new Bulletin Na. K-550
covering these relays in de-
tail-Send for your copy.

experience is back of Roller -Smith"

POLLER-SMITH COMPANY
Electrical Measuring_and Protective Apparatus l

.:1

MAIN OFFICE:
 WORKS:

2134 Woolworth Bldg., New York Bethlehem, Pennsylvania

Offices in principal cities in U. S. A. end Canada. Representatives in
Australia, Cuba, and Japan

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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Here's a Book of Ideas!
Primarily intended to guide the radio enthusiast toward bet-
ter radio result, "The Gateway to Better Radio" may serve as
a book of ideas for the radio engineer. It may get you think-
ing along new lines; it may suggest a solution to a problem;
it may confirm your views. At any rate, write us on your
business letterhead and a copy will be mailed to you-with-
out obligation, of course. And, incidentally, recommend it to
those who ply you for radio information!

A hcndy manual of 36 pages
and cover-with 88 illustra-
tions and over 20,000 words of
practical, concise, readily un-
derstood text-prepared by
Austin C. Lescarboura in col-
laboration with our engineer-
ing staff. Usable. Unselfish.
Unbiased. Just the plain and
workable radio truth for every-
one.

-and don't forget CLAROSTAT!
Of course this manual is aimed at telling the story of the
CLAROSTAT-the precision variable resistor. With a com-
plete line of types and sizes, there is now a CLAROSTAT for
every radio purpose, ranging from the Grid Leak and Volume
Control types for receiving circuits, to the Standard, Power
and Duplex types for radio power units and socket -power
operation, and again to the Table type for A -C tube volume
control and remote control of loud -speaker rendition.

Write today for your copy of our manual, as well as data
on the Clarostat line. And if you visit the Radio Trade
Show, look us up at Booth 24.

American Mechanical Laboratories, Inc.
el.

R A Specialists in Variable Resistors

285-7 N. Sixth St. :-: Brooklyn, N. Y.

c17,,A RosrA
01
T
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RADIO PARTS

ONE, volume, selectivity-how all radio manu-
facturers strive for this combination. Success
depends in a large measure on the design, con-
struction and quality of every small part. So

these manufacturers naturally turn to Scovill for such
articles as condensers, condenser parts, metal stampings,
screw machine products, switches, etc. Strict laboratory
control, modern methods, trained workmen and adequate
testings are the means by which Scovill develops produc-
tion for any quantity of radio parts and turns them out
exact in every detail, consistent in quality.

Scovill means SERVICE to all who require parts or finished
products of metal. Great factories equipped with the last word
in laboratories, and modern machinery manned by skilled work.
men, are at your disposal. Phone the nearest Scovill office.

MANUFACTURING COMPANY Waterbury, Connecticut
NEW YORK - CHICAGO - BOSTON - SAN FRANCISCO
DETROIT - PHILADELPHIA  Los ANGELES - ATLANTA

PROVIDENCE - CLEVELAND - CINCINNATI

Member, Copper and Brass Research Association

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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Oscillogram No. 1-Bradleyunit-13

Oscillogram No. 2 -1st Competitive 1..nit

1,11 II , I.,
len 'Num onn it*0110,04,

Oscillogram No. 3 -2nd Competitive Unit \

No. 4 -3rd Competitive Unit

Use Grid Leak Resistors
That Are Noiseless!

OT all the noise in radio receivers isN "static". Some of it may be caused by
"noisy" grid leaks.

The above oscillograms show the disturb-
ances in a radio amplifier circuit caused
by grid leak resistors. Compare the almost
noiseless performance of the Bradley-
unit13, shown in Oscillogram No. 1, with
the crackling, hissing interference created
by the three inferior grid leaks whose
performances are recorded in Oscillograms
No. 2, No. 3, and No. 4.

These tests are the best evidence of
Bradleyunit-B superiority for grid leak
and other radio service. For perfect
operation use them in your radio circuits.

Bradleyunit-B
for Radio Manufacturers

These remarkable solid
molded resistors are prac
tically unaffected by mois-
ture. They do not depend
upon a glass enclosure for
protection.

Can be furnished with or
without leads for soldering.
Made in values from 500
ohms to 10 meghoms.

Tapped resistors also offered
to meet your specifications.
Write today.

ALLEN -BRADLEY Co., 282 Greenfield Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.

,en-13N497.Resistors
When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCELDINGS unit be mutually helpful.
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JUST OFF THE PRESS
thoroughly revised; right down to the minute; much
new material never published; greatly improved and

enlarged; no advance in price.

Fourth Edition

"Radio Theory and Operating"
By

MARY TEXANNA LOOMIS

President and Lecturer on Radio, Loomis Radio College.
Member, Institute of Radio Engineers.

Copyright in U. S. and Great Britain

Nearly 900 Pages. Over 700 Illustrations.
Beautifully bound in Flexible Red Kraft Leather, stamped in
gold. Complete text and reference book on radio with special
chapter on "Aircraft Radio" and much European material added,
especially British. The first edition of this book was published
in July, 1925, and since that time has been used as a text by
practically all the leading radio schools in the United States and
Canada, by many universities, technical colleges and high schools,
and by all the United States radio schools of the Army, Navy, and
Coast Guard, also a reference book of the Department of Com-
merce. It has long since been recognized as

America's Standard Radio Text Book
and has had the largest sale of any radio book on the market
during the last three years. It contains a wealth of practical,
systematically arranged, and sympathetically presented informa-
tion. This book, so different from other works on the subject,
is understandable, and interesting, not just page after page of
dry theory. The author has received hundreds of letters from
educators, radio experts and fans from all parts of the world
praising the book in highest terms. It seems to have filled a long
felt want in the line of radio text and reference books. Each
edition has been a great improvement over the preceding edition,
but the latest edition (4th) far surpasses any of them. It is a
library in itself and you should have a copy, if interested in radio.

Price $3.50
Postage Paid To All Countries

For sale in nearly all bookstores in the United States, also in
Shanghai, China; London, England; Melbourne, Australia;
Wellington, N.Z.; Calcutta, India; Honolulu, T.H.; Manila,
P.I.; Vancouver, B.C. Buy of your bookdealer, or send check
or money order to

LOOMIS PUBLISHING COMPANY
DEPT. 6-WASHINGTON, D. C.

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS nil! be mutually helpful.
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WHEN YOU BUYlit
ANTENNA INSULATORS

you are assured of complete sat-
isfaction in the performance of
your short wave transmitting
and receiving antenna.

They are known for their
great tensile and crushing
strength, low surface con-
ductivity, non -porosity and
low electrical losses at ex-
tremely high frequencies.
Isolantite insulators are
available in many sizes
and forms, and are
economical.

Use this logical radio
insulator for short
wave applications.

Isola ntite Compa
hicoiporated 1

Factory and Offices: Belleville, N. J.

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS win be mutually helpful.
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Formica that Shears
and Punches Cold!

New Formica is available which will
punch and shear perfectly in thickness
up to 3/32 of an inch.

It can be had in Natural, Brown or Black.

The stock is fully cured. It has much
better electrical qualities than any ma-
terial of equal workability that it has
been possible to make before.

There is no increase in price for this
material. If you want a sample to try on
your own punch press or shear, write us.

The Formica Insulation Company
4646 Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio

ORM ICA.
Made front Anhydrous Bakelite Resins
PANELS FOR SIGNS

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpfxl.
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Consider First-
The Volume Control

THE volume control of a radio set is one of the
parts most used and subjected to the most wear.

Care must be taken to choose the type that will give
longest, trouble -free service-a type that will not in-
troduce noise to interfere with the quality of reception
after a short period of service.
Centralab Volume Controls have a patented rocking
disc contact that eliminates all wear on the resistance
material. This feature adds to the smoothness of
operation in that a spring pressure arm rides smoothly
on the disc and NOT on the resistance. The bushing
and shaft are thoroughly insulated from the current
carrying parts. This simplifies mounting on metal
panel or sub base and eliminates any hand capacity
when the volume control is in a critical circuit. Full
variation of resistance is obtained in a SINGLE
TURN of the knob.
Plus these exclusive features, Centralab has carefully
studied every volume control circuit and has built-up
tapers of resistance to fit each application. These
specific resistances are an assurance of a control that
will smoothly and gradually vary the volume from a
whisper to maximum-No sudden cut-offs on distant
signals-No powerful locals creeping through when
control is set at zero.

Write for folder of applications

CENTRAL RADIO LABORATORIES
Keefe Ave. Milwaukee, Wis.

A CENTRALAB VOLUME CONTROL IMPROVES THE RADIO SET

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful,
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NEW!
Audio Transformers

Public Address Amplifier
Short Wave Kit

f "

4

MI JO a,. MO IN NO are 00

kC
Ole VIP NM PO.. RIM.

S -M 225 Audm
Transformer-See

Curve E

SILVER -MARSHALL has ready new audio transformers giving double
the amplification of the best existing types, a far better frequency

characteristic, and practical elimination of hysteretic distortion. Curve
"D" above illustrates the performance of a pair of the new small S -M 255
and 256 transformers listing at $6.00 each, as compared to three pairs
of $8.00 to $10.00 transformers on the open market. It tells the story

amplification and improved bass amplification. Curve E is for
a pair of S -M 225 and 226 transformers, listing at $9.00 each. These new
transformers are available to manufacturers at surprisingly low prices.
At the June R. M. A. trade show S -M will demonstrate a comparison
amplifier which audibly proves the superiority of the new $6.00 trans-
formers over any standard existing types.

Type 685 Public Address Unipac
For high quality high volume coverage of crowds of

2,000 to 10,000 people with one to twelve speakers, as
in theaters, churches, auditoriums, or out-of-doors, the
new S.M Unipac is ideal. It is a self-contained light -
socket power amplifier for radio, record pick-up or
microphone input, using one UY227, one UX226, one
UX250, and two UX281 Radiotrons. Type 685 Unipac,
factory wired and assembled, is priced at $160.00, less
tubes and accessories, or, in kit form, ready to assemble,
$124.00.

Screen Grid Short Wave Kits
The new S.M "Round the World Four" and

"Round the World Adapter" are two non -radiating
short wave receiver kits housed in aluminum shield-
ing cabinets, and tuning from 17.4 to 204 meters
with four plug-in coils. They are the first sets to
employ R. F. amplification at short waves with but
one tuning dial. Price, 730 four tube kit, complete
with cabinet $51.001 731 two tube adapter $36.00;
732 essential kit containing coils, condensers and
R. F. chokes, $16.50.

SILVER -MARSHALL, Inc., 838 W. Jackson Blvd.
CHICAGO, U. S. A.

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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LEUTZ
Universal Transoceanic

THE following partial list of TRANSUCEANIC owners
speaks for itself:

Mrs. Herbert Pulitzer
Mr. Percy Woodward, President, Waldorf

System
Mr. J. S. Coffin, President, Lima Locomo-

tive Co.
Mr. Robert B. Gable, President, Wm. F.

Gable Co.
Mr. George S. Pomery, President, Pome-

rays Inc.
Mr. Joseph B. Sessions, President, Ses-

sions Foundry Co.
Yacht "Happy Days"
U. S. S. Brooks, Officers Wardroom
U. S. S. Dobbins, Officers Wardroom
U. S. S. Utah, Officers Wardroom
U. S. S. Bridge, Officers Wardroom
U. S. S. Vega, Officers Wardroom
U. S. S. Arkansas, Officers Wardroom
U. S. S. King, Officers Wardroom
Mr. Gil Anderson, Stutz Co.

Ignacio G. Javellana, P.I.
Mr. P. Van Leyden, Amsterdam
Mr. Joao Tenuto S. Paulo
Mr. M. Suarez Gonzalez, Villahermosa,

Mex.
Mr. James L. Breese, Southampton, L.I.
Mr. D. T. Hinchen, Sydney
Mr. Henry A. Hogg, Dunedin, N. Z.
Electrical Testing Laboratories, New York

City
Mr. Horatio Carmonia Vial, Tacna, Chile.
Mr. Thorne Donnelley, Chicago
Continental Photo Stores, Bombay
Grace Line Inc., New York City
Okura & Co., New York and Tokio
American Transformer Co., Newark
Consul Gunther Eisemann, Berlin
U. S. Veterans Hospital, *fipple, Arizona
Capt. M. S. Goldsborough, U. S. N.,

retired.

THE UNIVERSAL TRANSOCEANIC is a powerful nine tube receiver designed
for the advanced broadcast listener and experimenter. The normal wave-
length range is 200 to 56o meters which can be extended down to 35
meters and up to 3600 meters by adding extra interchangeable tuned
transformers.
Each Transoceanic is made to special order. The most advanced Trans-
oceanic uses four 222 Screened Grid Tubes in the radio amplifier, 200A
detector and a four stage audio amplifier. Two of the four stages are
power amplifiers in a push pull system using either 2-210 or 2-250 power
tubes. Power units are available to supply 450 volts of B current and
the necessary C and A currents, giving complete electric operation.

Write for Latest Literature Today

C. LEUTZ,
195 Park Avenue, NEW YORK CITY

Cables "EX PERINFO" New York

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS wilt be mutually helpful.
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REMEMBER THIS!

PCRPCON

MEANS ACCURATE

LONG LIFE
FILTER CONDENSERS
Our engineering department has perfected a truly
remarkable product, far in advance of present day
condensers.

Entirely automatic machinery in the most modern
plant of its kind enables production at prices well
worth investigation.

CONDENSER CORPORATION OF AMERICA
259-271 CORNELISON AVE. JERSEY CITY, N. J.

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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owl
TWO THIRDS OF THE

RC A Licensed Manufacturers
For Electric Set Essentials
QUALITY ALWAYS WINS!

These companies based their choice
of power supply essentials on
scientific research. Polymet prod-
ucts were selected for consistent
performance-a performance made
possible only through standardized
quality.

After all, it's the result that
counts.

Let us submit samples and let your
laboratory tests prove the quality.

POLYMET MANUFACTURING CORP.
591 Broadway, New York City

f-> Ili% o'

POLYMET PRODUCTS
When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS Will be mutually helpful.
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PAPERS IN PAMPHLET FORM
Copies of the papers listed below can be obtained free of charge by
members of the Institute upon application to the Institute office. Kindly
order by number and not by titles or authors' names.

Name of Paper Author

I. Mounting Quartz Oscillator Crystals R C. HITCHCOCK
2. Quantitive Measurements on Reception in Radio Telegraphy G ANDERS
3. Dry Cell Batteries W. B. SCHULTE
4. A Radio Field -Strength Measuring System for Frequencies Up to

Forty Megacycles H. 7. Fails AND E. BRUCE
5. Importance of Laboratory Measurements in the Design of Radio

Receivers W. A. MACDONALD
6. The Inverted Vacuum Tube, A Voltage -Reducing Power Ampli-

fier F E. TERMAN
7. Piezo-Electric Crystals at Radio Frequencies A MEISSNER
8. The Measurement of Choke Coil Inductance..C. A. WRIGHT AND F. T. BOWDITCH
g. Radio Communication GUGLIELMO MARCONI

TO. On Round the World Signals E 0. HULBURT
11. Discussion on Austin Paper B H. J. KYNASTON
12. Recent Advances in Marine Radio Communication T M. STEVENS
13. The Shielded Neutrodyne Receiver JOHN F. DREYER
14. An Automatic Fading Recorder T A. SMITH AND G. RODWIN
IS. Behavior of Alkali Vapor Detector Tubes H. A. BROWN AND C. T. KNIPP
16. Experiments and Observations Concerning the Ionized Regions of

the Atmosphere R A. HEISING
17. Servicing of Broadcast Receivers L MANLEY AND W. E. GARITY
18. Some Measurements of Short Wave Transmission

R A. HEISING, J. C. SCHELLENG AND G. C. SOUTHWORT II
19. Vacuum Tube Nomenclature E. LBON CHAFFEE
20. The Testing of Audio -Frequency Transformer Coupled Amplifiers

H DIAMOND AND J. S. WEBB
21. The Insulation of a Guyed Mast H P. MILLER, JR.
22. Review of Current Literature STUART BALLAKTI NE
23. Some Characteristics and Applications of Four -Electrode Tubes....J. C. WARNER
24. Telephone Communication Over High Power Lines by High Fre-

quency Currents C A. BODDIE
25. A Theoretical and Experimental Investigation of the Detection for

Small Signals E L. CHAFFEE AND G. H. BROWNING
26. The Torusolenoid Ross GUNN
27. Uses and Possibilities of Piezo Electric Oscillators AUGUST HUND
28. Long Wave Radio Measurements L W. AUSTIN
26. Reduction of Interference in Broadcast Reception A N. GOLDSMITH
30. Piezo-Electric Crystal Controlled Transmitters A CROSSLEY
31. A Method for Maximization in Circuit Calculation W. VAN B. ROBERTS
32. Simultaneous Atmospheric Disturbances in Radio Telegraphy M. BALTM TIER
33. Automatic Volume Control for Radio Receiving Sets HAROLD A. WHEELER
34. A Radio Inter -Communicating System for Railroad Train

Service HENRY C. FORBES
35. Measurement of Vacuum Tube Capacities by a Transformer

Balance HAROLD A. WHEELER
36. Radio Atmospheric Disturbances L W. AUSTIN
37. The Output Characteristics of Amplifier Tubes

J C. WARNER AND A. V. LOUGHREN
38. A Direct Capacity Bridge for Vacuum -Tube Measurements LINCOLN WALSH
39. The Propagation of Radio Waves Along the Surface of the Earth

and in the Atmosphere P 0. PEDERSEN
40. The Piezo-Electric Resonator and Its Equivalent Network R S. VAN DYKE
4i. The International Radiotelegraph Conference of Washington, 19A7

W D. TERRELL

42. Development of a New Power Amplifier Tube
C R. HANNA, L. SUTHERLIN AND C. B. UPP

43. Direct Coupled Detector and Amplifiers With Automatic Grid Bias
E H. LOFTIN AND S. Y. WHITE

44. Notes on the Design of Radio Insulators T WALMSLEY
45. A Precision Method for the Measurement of High Frequencies C. B. AIKEN
46. Notes on the Testing of Audio Frequency Amplifiers E T. DICKEY
47. Field Distribution and Radiation Resistance for a Straight Vertical

Unload Antenna Radiating at one of its Harmonics
S A. LEVIN AND C. J. YOUNG

48. Loud Speaker Testing Methods I. WOLFF AND A. RINGEL

49. A Radio -Frequency Oscillator for Receiver Investigations
G RODWIN AND T. A. SMITH

so. On the Theory of Power Amplification MANFRED VON ARDEN NE
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The

Coils the thing!
that makes the "Light
Socket" set possible.

Dudlo Poly -Power Transformer
Coils can be wound and tapped
to furnish A, B, and C currents
at any specified voltages required
by Radio receivers or power
units.

Dudlo engineers are at the serv-
ice of Radio Manufactu ers to as-
sist in designing a Poly -Power
coil to meet their special needs.

<=

The Master Hand of the Radio Engi-
neer now brings to the modern Re-
ceiving Set the

Poly -Power
Transformer Coil

With the source of power now made
as convenient and reliable as electric
lights, a great new market is opened up.

Thousands of folks who never before
thought they could operate a Radio
can now enjoy the wonderful pro-
grams without worry about the A, B,
or C current supplies.
So again Dudlo meets the needs of the Radio
manufacturer by preparing far in advance for
volume production of these, the most intricate of
all Radio coils. Special machinery has been de-
signed and installed in anticipation of the greatest
season the industry has ever known.

LO
DUDLO MANUFACTURING CO., FORT WAYNE, INDIANA

Division of the General Cable Corporation
56 Earl Street 160 North La Salle St. 4153 Binbham Ave. 274 Brannan St.

NEWARK, N. J. CHICAGO, ILL. ST. LOUIS, MO. SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
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"ESCO"
HIGH VOLTAGE GENERATORS

MOTOR -GENERATORS AND

DYNAMOTORS

Type P Two Unit Motor Generator

"ESCO" two and three unit sets have become the accepted stand-
ards for transmission. The "ESCO" line consists of over 200

combinations. These are covered by Bulletin 237D.

Our engineers are always willing to cooperate in the development
of special sets.

"ESCO" is the pioneer in designing, developing and producing Generators,
Motor -Generators, Dynamotors and Rotary Converters

for all Radio purposes.

illiHow can "ESCO" Serve You?

ELECTRIC SPECIALTY COMPANY

TRADE "ESCO" MARK
300 South Street Stamford, Conn.

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDING3 will be mutually helpful.
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PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING DIRECTORY
For Consultants in Radio and Allied Engineering Fields

The J. G. White
Engineering Corporation

Engineers-Constructors
Builders of New York Radio

Central
Industrial, Steam Power, and Gas
Plants Steam and Electric Rail-

roads, Transmission Systems.
43 Exchange Place New York

Q R V
RADIO SERVICE, Inc.

JOHN S. DUNHAM
J. F. B. MEACHAM

Devoted to Servicing Broadcast
Receivers Exclusively

1400 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

WISCONSIN 9780

Need Trained Radio Men?
Our Employment Department can sup-
ply thoroughly trained, experienced
Radio Mechanics, Salesmen, Assemblers,
Repairmen, Operators, etc.
No charge to employer or employee. If
you need expert Radio help, let us
recommend some one from our list.
Bulletin of available men sent upon
request.

National Radio Institute
Dept. I.R.E., Washington, D. C.

BRUNSON S. McCUTCHEN

Consulting Radio Engineer
17 State Street

NEW YORK

Electrical Testing
Laboratories

RADIO DEPARTMENT
also

Electrical, Photometric,
Chemical and Mechanical

Laboratories
80th Street and East End Ave.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

J. E. JENKINS and S. E. ADAIR
Engineers

Broadcasting Equipment
General Radio Telephone

Engineering

1500 N. DEARBORN PARKWAY
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

ARCTURUS
A -C TUBES
Detector-Amplifier-

Hi-Mu Power

A -C Adaptorless Cable
For Batteryless Radio

John Minton I. G. Maloff

JOHN MINTON, Ph.D.
Consulting Engineer

for
Developing - Designing -

Manufacturing
of

Radio Receivers, Amplifiers, Transform-
ers, Rectifiers, Sound Recording and

Reproducing Apparatus.
Radio and Electro-Acoustical

Laboratory
8 Church St. White Plains, N. Y.
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Pattern

No. 199

A.C.-D.C.
Radio Set

Analyzer

Look This
New Service Instrument Over

FTER you have seen the new Jewell Pattern 199 A.C.
and D.C. Radio Set Analyzer you will agree that it has
desirable features not found in similar instruments now

available-features that improve and increase its value in the
servicing of radio sets and equipment.

It is entirely new-designed to meet the present up to
date service demands with additional features that anticipate
future requirements.

Some of the features which mark it as distinctly advanced
in design are: a new 5 -prong plug arrangement, simple push
button switches for making tests, provision for an accurate
tube test, a new cathode voltage test-all of which are dis-
tinct Jewell accomplishments and worthy contributions to the
advancement of radio.

The two instruments, one an A.C. and the other a D.C., have the
following ranges: 0-4-8-16-160 A.C. volts and 0-7.5-75-300-600 D.C. volts
and 0-15-150 milliamperes. All ranges are brought out to binding posts
and special leads are provided for continuity tests. All D.C. voltage ranges
have a resistance of 1000 ohms per volt.

The instrument case measures 91/8 x 11% x Ws inches, and is covered
with genuine morocco leather. The complete set weighs 7% pounds and
is equipped with a handy carrying handle.

A new descriptive circular No. 2002 gives complete details of its special
features. Write for a copy.

Jewell Electrical Instrument Co.
1650 Walnut St., CHICAGO

"28 Years Making Good Instruments"

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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Don't take chances
with Condenser
Breakdown!
"The man who tries to
save a few cents by
buying cheap conden-
sers is always in
danger of having to
pay out many dollars
for replacement parts.
A cheap condenser is
expensive when it
breaks down." The famous Hammarlund Roberts

Hi -Q Six employs parts produced by
ten of America's finest radio manu-
facturers, including ACME PARVOLT

By -Pass Condensers.

P la31 Wat/he PA R VO LTS
THE rapidly increasing use of by-

pass and filter condensers in
modern A.C. operated circuits de-
mands the greatest caution against
poor quality, inaccuracy of rating and
non -uniformity in con-
densers.

Nothing can do so
much harm to impair
radio reception or ef-
fect such costly losses
in assembled parts as
defective or inaccurate
condensers.

It is of vital im-
portance to use con-
densers of proper rat-
ings, and to know the
ratings actually ARE as
stated and that all
stated ratings are UNI-
FORM.

It is vital to use con-
densers whose ratings
are based upon CON -

for of safety demanded by the
R.M.A. and N.E.M.A.

Condensers which possess these
qualities not only aid quality recep-
tion, but overcome the possibility of

breakdown and heavy

ACME PARVOLT FILTER
CONDENSERS

aro supplied in all standard
mfd. capacities for 200. 400,
600, 1000. and 1500 Volt
D.C. requirements. Uniform
height and width for easy
stacking. Supplied singly or
in complete housed blocks for
the important power supply
units such as Thordarsou.
Samson and others.
ACME PARVOLT BY-PASS

CONDENSERS
are supplied in all standard
mfd. capacities and for all

required voltages.

TINUOUS DUTY.
It is vital to use condensers that are

made with AT LEAST the overload fac-

losses from ruined
tubes, transformers and
other parts

All ACME FARVOLT
Condensers are made
and tested to standards
of the R.M.A. and
N.E.M.A. They are
used and recom-
mended by leading
radio engineers, de-
signers, service men
a n d custom - builders
everywhere. Play safe
with PARVOLTS ! Made
by THE ACME
WIRE CO., New Hav-
en, Conn., manufac-
turers of magnet and
enameled wire  var-

nished insulations, coil windings, insu-
lated tubing and radio cables.

ACME PARVOLT CONDENSERS
Made by the Manufacturers of

ACME CELATSITE HOOK-UP WIRE
ENAMELED CELATSITE ACMEAERIAL WIRE FLEXIBLE and SOUD SPAGHETTI

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS tall be mutually helpful.
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Are you Trying to Drive Your
Set with a PIGMY Motor?

THE cabinet may be large and impos-
ing. It may be made from the finest

woods, and yet your set maybe compared
with a luxurious car with a 556 inch
wheelbase and driven by a lo horsepower
motor. The audio amplifier may be com-
pared with the ignition; the "B" supply
to the motor in your automobile.

A motor car is judged by its speed; its
hill climbing record; its pulling power in
sand and mud; its ability to "stand-up"
delivering constant smooth power for
thousands of miles.

A radio set today is judged by its ability
to reproduce the music as it is played, not
"radioed music" with the inevitable loss
of tones and overtones both in the treble
and the bass. The audio amplifier is re-
sponsible for the tone efficiency-
the "B" supply is responsible for
building it up and adding the

Let yofir ears tell you the difference. You
owe it to yourself -to hear what is possible
in Radio.

Bab Mill licensed Miff prow mowed n COI.
trolled by RCA, .rod may be Ineeegbt ,eub robe,.

Prices : - Power Amplifier $60.00
ABC Hi Power Box $95.00

Both without tubes
Slightly higher west of the Rockies

timbre which means the difference be-
tween mediocre and natural music.

Your tuner may be the best on the mar-
ket-give it a chance to deliver the fine
music of which it is capable. Replace your
audio amplifier with the AmerTran Push -
Pull Amplifier. Replace your "B" Batteries
or"B"supply with the AmerTran ABC Hi
Power Box which supplies 5oo volts DC
plate current, and sufficient AC filament
current to transform any set from DC to
AC operation. Of course it may be used
with the new AC sets.

Use a power plant worthy of your set.
The difference in tone efficiency is so great
that words cannot describe it. It is the
difference between a dull, cloud filled
sky and the brilliance of bright sunlight.

AMERICAN
TRANSFORMER

CO.
Tronettroat Hodder, few roar

at year,

162 Emmet St.
Newark, N.J.

47212aa1.truZialua5a5iat21rruMa

AMERICAN TRANSFORMER CO.
162 Emmet St., Newark, N. J.

0 Kindly send complete information on
the AmerTran Push -Pull Amplifier and
A B C Hi -Power Box.

Name

City State
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Hundreds of invisible
beacons planted along
the Channel coast from
Plymoutn to Carlisle
suddenly flashed into
flamoupontheapproach
of Um Spanish Armada,
theEngland tothe valiant dcfenae that
resulted intim destruc-
tion of this supposedly
Invincible fleet.

Invisible Value-is an intangible
quality of the Grebe Synchro-
phase A -C Six. It is an inbuilt
quality that cannot be copied. It
is the basis upon which for nine-
teen years all Grebe radios have
been made and sold.

The Grebe standards of crafts-
manship and materials, the
real secret of this invisible
value, never have been more
clearly typified than in the
Grebe Synchrophase A -C
Six. Its remarkable selec-
tivity, fidelity of tone and

distinctive Grebe innovations have
brought immediate success. It
offers a complete demonstration
of the difference between a
radio, built just to meet price
conditions, and one whose quality
must be upheld to maintain
reputation.

Also Grebe Synchrophase Seven;
Grebe Synchrophase Five; Grebe
Natural Speaker; Grebe No.
1750 Speaker.

Hear the Grebe Synchrophase
A -C Six today, or send for
Booklet I, which fully explains
this new receiver.

REEF
%,.....SYricTTPns. F.

,A -IC Six
RADIO

A. H. Grebe b Co., Inc., 109 W. 57th St., New York City
Factory: Richmod Hill, N. Y. WesternBranch: 443 S. San Pedro St.. Los Angeles. Cal

Makers of Quality radio since 1909
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String Oscillograph

Type 338 String Oscillograph

A portable instrument of great sensitivity for visual ob-
servation of frequencies up to 3000 cycles.

Operates from 110 volt 60 cycle alternating current.

As a vibration galvanometer the type 338 is very useful in
bridge work at low frequencies.

Fully described in Bulletin 8100-I.

Type 338 Oscillograph, with carrying case $200.00

Type 338 Galvanometer equipment only,
with carrying case $140.00

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY
Manufacturers of Electrical and
Radio Laboratory Apparatus

30 STATE STREET CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

GFOHGE RANT_ MENASHA. VI,SCON5.


